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ADMISSION 
Tht, Graduatl' Sch.,IJI has exclusive control of all graduate \\'orl.; carried "11 
III the Uniwrsity, Graduates of the following cu!\cg<:s uf C"r\wll l'n;wrs;ty, 
namch". the College' of ;\rts anrl Science,;, the r-.INl ical College, Ih(' C()lkgl.' (A 
.\rchi«"<'ture. the (,,,liege of Civil Engineering, the Sibley College of \J('chanical 
Engineering, anti the New York Stat.:' College of Agriculture, and also graduutes of 
other institutions in which t he requirement>; for the tirst (1egrC'e are sulost.1lllially 
equivalent, aTC eligible for admission to the Gr<'lduate School. In other ('ases, 
studies pursued after gra,\uation, and cxpericm'(' gained by profcssjr-'Ilal wOTk or 
otherwise, are taken into consideration in deciding \I hetheT the candidate's pf(>-
paration as a whole is sU(~h as to justify his admission to) the (;ra<!lw,(e Sd)(,..-,L 
Graduates of colleges other than those of Cornell University may 1,(' a'\mi(tt,,\ I" 
the Graduate School, but not to candidacy fnr:tn a<\van Cl" 1 dE'grC'e, if tll(·ir tra;nin~ 
is regarded as \E'SS than nnE' year short of t ha1 reqtlired for the fir;;1 degrc(' at Cor-
nell University, 
In order to be admittCfi to the Graduate Schwl, a stu(lent must fu rnish ('\i-
dence that he has already received a first degre<', hy presE'nting eilhcr a dip\()ma 
or a statement from some official sonree , The simplest procedure will IIrdin,lrily 
be to subm it an official statement from thl' registrar or dean that tIle rlcgrec ha :-o 
heen conferre,]. In the case of graduate." "f Cornell Uni\'ers;ty this i;; not ne,'e;;-
sary, since the rCt:on\s are conveniently a ,-'~'e:;:;ible, 
To avoid ~l elays at the l.eginning of the academiC' year, those \\'\1" desin' 
to enter t he Graduate School are advised to make application for arlmissinJl, 
either in person (,r by letter, in the preecding spring or summer. Correspontl(,lwe 
should be addressed to the Dean of the Graduate School, Cornell Uniwr~it\', 
Ithaca, New York. 
Seniors in the cvl1~g~'s of Cornell l ' ni,"ersity who ha"c complde'\ the work 
rcquired for the Bachelor's degrce mil)', undcr ct'rtain conditions to be nsccrtainc.\ 
(rom thc dcnns (of thci r Tcsp£'di\"(' {'(,ll£'K{'S, I!(' ntlmi\tC'd tu th£' (;r,l!luat c ~ .. h",,1. 
REGISTRATION 
Students WllO ha\'c been adllliH('d to tht Gra,!uah' SI'1\ool are re,\lIircd I .. 
registcr at the oRke of the Regist rM of the rni\'er~;t~ ' all.-\ in the oflin' ,,1 Ih~' 
(;radl1a\.e SellOO! at the beginning of eaeh t{,fln, 11111('s:; ;;pe~'i nl pCflnissinn rOT' 
laler reJ::istratinn has hccn Krantcl! hy Ihe Ile;'\Il, 
STUDIES 
In ('arrying on studies in thc Gratltmtc Sdl .. UJi, til\' stu.ient i" (',\ jle'-, ted t" 
assullle the initintivc and the responsibility, .,\11 ('O\lr.o;('s "f stl1d~' o1T~'r~'d in the 
University, and nil thc facilit ies for study and in\'('sti~ati,)n atT"r.k'd by ill' 
libraries, muscums ann lahoratories arc open to gradual<' student:; in :;0 far ,IS 
they arc qllalifi('r\ to make usc of them . [t is important, lIow('\'cr, to recog-nill' 
from Ih(' he~inninK th:n gra~hlllt e wnrk (10('1' not ~'()n"is\ in Ill(' fl1 lti lhnC11l 01 
routine r('quircl1lC'nl.s, and that thc \'ari"l1s "1 11 ""'\III1i.l \\'s 1, ,1' s1udy, as \\' .'11 ; IS 
• 
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the advice and assistance of teachers, are to be regarded simply as aids to the 
student in acquiring for himself the discipline and method of independent 
scholarship. 
A brief statement of the provision made for graduate work by the various 
departments of the University will be found in this Announcement. A list of 
courses which arc deemed likely to be of profit to graduate students is set down 
under the announcement of each department. More detailed information 
regarding these courses than is here given will be found in the separate Announce· 
ment of the college in which the particular course is given. The latest edition 
of the special Announcements of the various colleges may be obtained on 
application to the Secretary of the University . 
The purpose of the Graduate School is to provide the student with the method 
and discipline of original research, to the ultimate ('nn that he may contribute to 
the advancement of knowledge. In furnishing this opportunity for independent 
s tudy and investigation, the Graduate School seeks to make the conditions such 
as will enable the student to devote himself wholly to his chosen field. Unham-
pered by restrictions that necessaril y obtain in undergraduate work, he will 
come into freedom of association with older scholars, who will seek to make his 
work profitable to him by giving such aid and direction as he may need. Inas-
much as subjects differ greatly, the requirement s for all subjects cannot be slated 
in terms at once specific and uniform. In some departments of knowledge 
original research may begin wi th the st udent's en trance into the School; in other 
subjects much preliminary work is n("('essm~' to fit the students for profitable 
research. 
The branch of knowledge to which thc stud~'n t intends to devote the larger 
part of his time is termed his Major Subjl'('t. The other fields of study selected, 
which will be necessarily more restricted in their scope, and which should in 
general be selected with reference to their dircct bearing upon the major subject, 
are termed the Minor Subjects. Candidates for the Doctor's degree arc required 
to select a major subject and two minor subjects: for a Master's degree, a major 
sllbjed and one minor subject ar€' required. 
tn the ease of candidates for an advaneed degree, a statement of the major 
and minor subjects, approved by the teachers under whose dire<.'tion the work is 
taken. must be presented to the Dean not later than two weeks after admission to 
the Graduate School. In the case of graduate students who are not candidates 
for an advanced degree, a detailed statement of the studies selected must be filed 
in the Dean's office not later than two weeks after registration. This state-
ment must be endorsed by a member of the Faculty whois SC'lC('ted by the student 
to act as his adviser. 
CANDIDACY FOR AN ADVANCED DEGREE 
For a student who has been admitted to candidaey for an advanced degree 
the minimum time of residence for a ~'Iaster's degree is one year, and for the 
Doctor's degree three years. 
Not all students admitted to the Graduate School Illay expect to complete 
the residence requirement for an advanced degree in the minimum time. Th»Se 
whose undergraduate work has been insufficient in amount or too narrowly 
speciatizen, as well as those whose preparation in their spf.'cial field is inadequat~, 
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must count upon spending some time in the preliminary studies which arc cs.'>('1l-
tial as a basis for the advance::! study and investigation which they propose to 
undertake. Moreover, it shoukl also be remembered that the minimum residence 
requirement applies only to graduates of a four -year course in some college of 
Cornell University, and to graduates of other institutions who have pursued an 
equivalent course of study. 
The conditions for admission to candidacy for an advanced degree are: 
(a) The candidate's training must be substantially equivalent to that 
required for the first degree in one of the four-year courses at this University, 
Candidates for one of the advanced technical degrees, M.C.E., M .M.E., M.Arch., 
M.F., ~1.L.D., and M.S. in Agr .• must have had the equivalent of the correspond-
ing first degree at Cornell University. 
(b) The candidate must receive the recommendation of his special committee 
that he is qualified to undertake such advanced work as the Faculty wilt accept 
for the degree. 
SPECIAL COMMITTEES 
The work of each candidate for an advanced degree is in charge of a committee 
consisting of the teachers under whom his major and minor subjects are pursued. 
the representative of his major subject being chairman. The student is expected 
to confer freely with the members of his special committee, not only in connection 
with individual courses of study, but also in regard to the general plan of his 
work. 
THE MASTERS' DEGREES 
Cornell University confers the degrees of r>.laster of Arts, \Iaster vi Architec-
ture, t>.Jaster of Civil Engineering, Master of Mechanical Engineering, r-,·Iaster 
in Forestry, Master in Landscape Design, and Master of Science in .-\griculture. 
After admission to candidacy for a ~ laster's degree, the student must spend 
at least one year· in residence at this University, pursuing under the direction 
of his special committee a course of advanced study including one nw.jor and 
one minor subject. 
Each candidate must present a thesis. or cssay, as thc chairman of his spedal 
committee may decide, whieh shall demonstrate his ability to do independent 
work, and which shall be acceptable in style and composition . After this thesis, 
or essay, has been duly presented and is accepted by the Special Committee, the 
candidate is required to present himself for ('xamination on his major nnd minor 
subjects and on the subject rna.Her of his til{'sis. 
A statement of the general subject of the thesis, or cssay, \\"ith the written 
approval of the chairman of the special committee in dlargc of the candidate's 
work, must be furnished the Dean at least six m\jnths heforE" thE" natc at which 
the degree is to be conferred. 
The completerl thesis, or essay, appro\'ed hy the special cOnlmiuc(" mllst 
be presented to the Dean at least five days before the cxamination for the degree, 
. • ," I~<- cast' of graduat<- stud<-nl$ who at th<- !\ame tim., hQI<l appoin'mt'nt~ a~ iustru("tors or 
!l-"IManb In Cornel! Univenity, Iht' minimum tim{' of fe$iden('(' rCQuirNl for a M ... ,lff·S d('I!Tft is 
lnC11!avd hy one_lhlrd. Stud~nts who aT\' t'nRaK~d in othn Ql1t~i,l ~ wMk which rcrlllces the time 
and t~o~ht th~t they arc; abl~ to Rive to gra(]uale .... ork .... ill also he ~quired It> de,·ote more than 
the mlmmum tIme to the,r study (or the Ma~t~r'8 dejlf"N'. 
An in~tru(tor or a~siSlant. who ha~ oomp1t'tcilat leut one 1('011 of sati!<fac-torr I(r:uluate work 
at another uni"~"'ity. may. howevu, upon Ih(' re<:otnm~ndalioo of hi~ spe<:;aJ <·"'nmill~e. sati!<fy 
the «'sidence f~'l\1ir~ment for the Ma«t~r'~ <1rj{T« by on~ y~ar at ('oTnt'll. 
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and must remain on file until the day preceding the examination. When the 
major subject for the degree of Master of Architecture is in Design, the candidate 
is required to deposit in place of the thesis, either the original drawings, or a 
photographic reproduction of them. 
Each candidate for a Master's degree is required to furnish a bound type-
written copy of his thesis, or essay. for the use of the University Library, and this 
copy is to be delivered to the Dean nol less than five days before the degree is to 
be conferred. The size of the page in the case 0{ the typewritten thesis should be 
8 x IOU inches. This copy of the thesis becomes the pennanent property of the 
Library. 
Examinations for a Master's degree may be written or oral, or both, at the 
option of the examining committee, and are open to all members of the Faculty. 
The examination for the degree of Master of Architecture may be waived by the 
General Committee of the Graduate School in any case, where, in the opinion 
of the l'tmlent·s special committee, the major and minor subjects are of such 
nature as to make an examination impossible or inexpedient. 
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHll.OSOPHY 
The degrce of Doctor of Philosophy is conierred upon a candidate who. after 
completing not less than three years of resident graduate work, presents a satis-
factory thesis, and passes an examination on one major and two minor subjects, 
anrl on the subject matter of his thesis. Each candidate for the Doctor's degree 
is also required to deposit one hundred printed copies of his thesis with the Dean 
for the use of the University Library. 
;\ candillate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is required to demonstrate 
his fitness by thc presentation of a thesis which shall exhibit power of independent 
investigation, an<i by passing the required examinations on the fields represented 
by the major and minor subjects in which he has carried on his studies during 
his term of residence. The Doctor's degree, however, is intended to represent, 
not a spccifieti amo\Ult of work covering a specified time, but the attainment. 
through long study. of independent and comprehensive scholarship in special 
fields. The standard for the Doctor's degree is detennined by the attainment 
to be expected of a student of ability and adequate preparation who devotes 
his entire time for three years to study and research, under proper supervision, in 
the field of study marked uut by one major and two minor subjects. 
A candidate for the Doctor·s degree will ordinarily be expected to have a work· 
ing knowledge of French and German before ~eginning graduate work. In all 
cases he must, before beginning his second year of residence, show to the satis-
faction of his special committee that he possesses a reading knowledge of these 
languages. If the subjects chosen by a candidate arc of such a character as 
to make it desirable that he should be familiar with some foreign language other 
than French and German. the special committee may. with the consent of the 
Dean. permit the substitution o( that language for one of the two required. 
The candidate is required to spend at teast three years·, after admission to 
candidacy, in resident graduate study and investigation of an advanced charactf'r. 
*In tho: case of graduate studt"nts who at the same lime hold appointments as instTUctors or 
a!<Si"tant~ in ('orn('11 University, the minimum Ijme of r,,~idence for the Doctor's degree is four yea .... 
Students who are engaged in other outside work which reduces the lime and thoUJht that they 
are able 10 give to ~aduale work will also be requi~d to devote more than the minimum tiroe to 
their study lor the Doctor's d~ree. 
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 7 
Residence as a graduate student in another university may. by permission of 
the Faculty, be accepted as the equivalent of residence at Cornell University, 
No general statement can be made regarding the conditions under which this 
permission will be granted; each case will be decided on its merits. A request 
for credit for resident work elsewhere must be approved by the student's special 
committee. At least one year's residence in Cornell University is required in aU 
cases. 
Residence for a Master's degree may be credited toward the residence required , 
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy provided the special committee in charge 
of the work approves, certifying the work done as suitable for the D~tor's 
degree. 
A statement of the general subject of the thesis, with the written approval 
of the chairman of the special committee in charge of the candidate's work, 
is to be furnished the Dean at least six months before the date at which the degree 
is to be taken. The thesis for the Doctor's degree must be of such a character as 
to demonstrate the candidate's ability to do original work , and must be satis-
factory in style and composition. The completed thesis, approved by the special 
committee, is to be presented at the officeofthe Graduate School at least five days 
before the examination for the degree, and must remain on file until the day pre-
ceding the examination. 
Each candidate for the Doctor's degree is required to deposit olle hundred 
printed copies of his thesis in the office of the Dean of the Graduate School 
for the purposes of the University Library. In exceptional cases this require_ 
ment may be met by depositing with the Dean for the purposes of the University 
Library a bound typewritten copy of the thesis, and one hundred printed copies 
of such a summary and such por tion of the thesis, as may be recommended by 
the chainnan of the special committee and approved by the General Committee. 
When all the other requirements for the doctorate have been fulfilled, the 
degree may be conferred before the printed copies of the thesh; have been received, 
provided that the candidate present to the Dean, not less than fi ve days be-
fore the degree is to be conferred. a bound typewritten copy of the thesis, to-
gether with a signed statement that publication will take place within a clefinite 
period. which period shall not exceed two years; and provided further th3t he 
deposit at the same time with the T reasurer of the University the sum of seventy· 
five dollars. The Treasurer is authorized to accept at his discretion as a guarantee 
a regularly executed bond instead of the deposit of money. Thc deposit will be 
returned if the prescribed number of printed copies of the thesis is furnished 
within the stated time. But , in case the printed copies are not de\in'red. within 
such time, the University reserves the right to use the deposit to 11t:'fray the 
expense of printing the thesis or such portions of it as the Faculty may direct. 
The candidate should consult with the Dean regarding the form of publication 
of the thesis. The thesis shall have both a cover and a title page. The title page 
must include the printed statement that the thesis is presented to the Faculty of 
the Graduate School of Cornell University for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
If the thesis is a reprint. the place and date of the original publication must be 
given. 
The attention of present and former graduate students of Comell University 
is called to an arrangement whereby the-.es. which have bccn accepted in ful. 
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fillmcnt of the requirements (or the doctorate at Cornell University, may be 
published (at the expense of the authors) through the office of the Secretary of 
the University, The advantages of this arrangement to the writer of a thesis 
are: prompt and satisfactory publication, with the likelihood of moderate expense 
and the certainty of good printing; confonnity of the individual thesis to a good 
style of typography and binding; ease of distribution, with the higher probabil. 
ity that a thesis will be sought and found when it is one of a series than when 
it is privately and separately published. 
The writer whose thesis has been accepted by his special committee. and who 
wishes to avail himself of the arrangement in question, should apply to the chair-
man of that ('Qmmittee who will make the necessary arrangements for publi,. 
cation through the chairman of the editorial committee. 
To be distinguished from a candidate's special committee, which has charge 
of his examination and the preparation of a thesis, is the editorial committee 
which, under the arrangement described, will have charge of the pUblication 
of the thesis. This consists, in each case, of three members: the Dean of the 
Graduate School, the chairman of the special committee, and Professor Lane 
Cooper, the chairman of the editorial committee. 
Examin ations for the Doctor's degree may be either oral or written, or both, 
at the option of the examining committee, and are open to all members of the 
Faculty. A list giving the dates of the examinations and the members of the 
examining committees will be issued early in May. 
OrdiMrily the examination for the Doctor's degree follows the acceptance 
of the thesis and is held not earlier than the close of the sixth term of residence. 
If, however. t.he special committee certifies to the Dean that the candidate has 
made satisfactory progress on his thesis and that it ,,,auld be of advantage to have 
the examination precede the presentation of the thesis, the examination may be 
held at some date, set by the Dean, not earlier than two weeks before the close 
of the fifth term of residence. This examination must be followed by an exami-
nation, before the spKial committee as a whole, on the general subject matter of 
the thesis at such time as may be desi~nated by the Dean after the completed 
thesis has been nuly presented in the office of the Graduate SchooL In the event 
of fa ilure in this earlier examination, no re-examination can be held until three 
months after the completion of the minimum period of residence. 
DATES FOR CONFERRING, DEGREES 
Advanced degrees arc conferred in Fehruary, June, and September. 
In Fehruary, degrees will he conferred on students who have made application 
for the degree on or hefore the first day of instruction after the Christmas recess, 
and who have completed the requirements not later than the last day of the final 
term examinations. 
In June, degrees will be conferred on students who have made application for 
the degree not later than lI:Iay 15th, and who have completed the requirements 
not later t han the last dav of the final term examinations. 
·Tht siu I)f the paMe in Cast o.f t}'ptwritltl) theM'S shOl.lJd be K" 10.!; inehe~. This copy of 
the thesis b«'()f'nCS the pennanent propt'rty of thc Lihrary. 
GRADUATE WORK IN THE SUMMER 9 
In September, degrees will be conferred on students who have made applica· 
tion for the degree not later than September 1st, and who have completed the 
requirements not later than the day preceding the first day of instruction of the 
first term. 
GRADUATE WORK IN THE SUMMER 
(A). The Summer Session. Work done in the Summer Session of Cornell 
University, under the direction of a member of the Faculty of the Graduate 
School, may be counted for residence toward the degree of Master of Arts under 
the following conditions: one term's residence to be satisfied by two summer 
sessions, and two terms' residence by four summer sessions. Candidates for 
this degree who are in residence during Summer Sessions only are n.·quired also 
to continue their studies during the year under the direction of the Chairman of 
the Special Committee in charge of their work. 
It should be noted that in some departments no graduate work is offered in 
the Summer Session. A statement of the graduate work offered win be found in 
the Announcement of the Summer Session. which will be sent on application to 
the Secretary. 
(B). The Third Tenn. A Third Term of full length, extending from early in 
June until late in September, is offered by certain departments in the CoUege 
of Agriculture. For the purposes of graduate residence this term is regarded 
as equivalent to one of the terms of the academic year. No candidate for the 
Doctor's degree, however, will be credited with more than two terms of resi-
dence during any twelve consecutive months, and no candidate will be recom_ 
mended for this degree at an earlier date than if all of his work had be<'n done 
during the regular sessions of the academic year. The Announcement of this 
Third Term may be secured by application to the Secretary of the University. 
(C). Personal DitectioD. An opportunity is offered to properly qualified 
students of certain subjects to carryon graduate studies during the summer 
months under the personal direction of members of the Faculty of the Gradu-
ate School. The general library and many of the laboratories and special 
libraries of the University are open during this perio::l, and certain members of 
the instructing staff, who remain in residence during the summer, are willing to 
assume responsibility for the supervision of the work of students who are 
qualified to carryon investigations. It is impossible to make any announce-
ment in advance as to what opportunities for graduate work may be found at 
any definite t ime in a particular subject; but such information may be obtained 
by correspondence. 
Residence towards an advanced degree for work carried on under personal 
direction during the sum mer will be granted only if the following conuitions are 
complied with: 
J . Members of the Faculty of the Graduate School who are prepared to 
undertake the direction during the summer months of the studies or graduate 
students who are registered neither in the Summer Session nor in the Third 
Term, may obtain authorization for such work by making application to the 
General Committee not later than May 1st of each year. An application for 
such authorization should contain a statement of the amount and character of 
the supervision that the member of the Faculty is prepared to give. and or 
the number of months or weeks during which the work is to continue. 
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2. A student who has already completed at least a full year of graduate work as 
a candidate for an advanced degree. either in this University or in some institution 
whose graduate work is acceptable, may receive residence credit for work thus 
authorized. It should, however, be understood that this provision (or residence 
credit is in all cases limited by the general rule that no candidate for the Doctor's 
degree will Te<-eive credit for more than two terms of residence during any twelve 
consecutive months. 
(D). Under conditions to be ascertained from the Dean, instructors in 
Cornell University who are also registered in the Graduate School may receive 
credit for "-'ork done without compensation during the summer months away 
from the University. 
All strulenls pursuing graduate studies during the summer under auy of the 
provisions dncriMd in Ihe foregoing paragraphs are requiud to register at tk 
officr of the Deall of the Graduate School before beginning work. 
YELLOWSHIPS AND GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 
1 he following twenty.fiye fellowships are annually offered in the Graduate 
School : 
I. The Cornell Fellowship in English. 
2. The McGraw Fellowship in Civil Engineering. 
3. The Sage Fellowship in Chemistry. 
4. The Schuyler Fellowship in Physiology; Vertebrate Zoology. including 
Anatomy and Histology and Embryology; or Invertebrate Zoology and Ento-
mology. 
5. The Sibley Fellowship in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. 
6. The Goldwin Smith Fellowship in Botany; Geology; or Physical 
Geography. 
7. The President White Fellowship in Physics. 
8. The Erastus Brooks Fellowship in Mathematics. 
9. The University Fellowship in Architecture. 
10. The University Fellowship in Romance Languages. 
II. The University Fellowship in German. 
12. The University Fellowship in Agriculture. 
13. The University Fellowship in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. 
14. The President White Fellowship in Modern History. 
15. The President White Fellowship in Political and Social Science. 
16--17. The Susan Linn Sage Fellowships in Philosophy. 
18. The Susan Linn Sage Fellowship in Psychology. 
'9-20. The Fellowships in Political Economy. 
21-22. The Fellowships in Greek and Latin. 
23. The Fellowship in American History. 
24. The Jacob H. Schiff Fellowship in Gennan. 
25. The Edgar J. Meyer Memorial Fellowship In Engineering Research. 
The President White Fellowships in Modern History and in Political and 
Social Science have an annual value of $500 each: the others have an annual 
value of $400 each. All Fellol\'s are also exempt from tuition. 
FELLOWSHIPS AND GRADUATl<: SCHOLARSHIPS II 
The following seventeen graduate scholarships are annually offered in the 
Graduate School: 
1-5. The Susan Linn Sa~e Graduate Scholarships in Philosophy. 
6. The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Scholarship in Psychology. 
7. The Graduate Scholarship in Mathematics. 
8. The Graduate Scholarship in Chemistry. 
9. The Graduate Scholarship in Physics. 
10. The Graduate Scholarship in Civil Engineering. 
II. The Graduate Scholarship in Latin and Greek. 
12. The Graduate Scholarship in Archaeology and Comparative Philology. 
13. The Graduate Scholarship in Physiology; Vertebrate Zoology, including 
Anatomy and Histology and Embryology; or Invertebrate Zoology and Ento-
mology. 
14. The Graduate Scholarship in Botany; Geology; or Physical Geography. 
IS. The Graduate Scholarship in English. 
16. The Graduate Scholarship in History. 
17. The Graduatc Scholarship in Architecture. 
The graduate scholarships, with the ellception of the Scholarship in Architec-
ture, have an annual value of $200 each. Holders of graduate scholarships are 
also exempt from tuition. The Graduate Scholarship in Architecture gran ts only 
free tuition . 
All persons elected to fellowships and graduate scholarships are required, 
upon accepting their appointments, to file a bond that, in case of their resignation 
before the expiration of the time for which they were appointed, they wit! repay to 
the University any sums that they may have received. The bond must be for the 
value of the CeHowship or the scholarship and must have two sureties approved 
by the Treasurer of the University. 
In view of the fact that experience in conducting classes will be of value in 
training fellows a'nd scholars for future usefulness, each holder of a fellowship or 
graduate scholarship shall be liable to render service to the University in the work 
of instruction or examination to the exten\.. of four hours a week through the 
academic year. 
The moneys due on fellowships and graduate scholarships are paid at the 
office of the Treasurer of the University in six equal payments on October 15th, 
December 1St, January 15th, February 15th, April 1st, and May 15th. 
The term of each fellowship and graduate scholarship is one year: but the 
tenn may under exceptional circumstances be extended to two years. 
On the recommendation of the Faculty of the Graduate School, a fellowship 
may be divided for a single year int.o two ~raduate scholarships, the value of eaeh 
to be one· half of the divided fellowship. But no fellowship may be thus divided 
oftener than once in two years, 
The President White Fellowships in History and Political Science may, in 
the discretion of the Faculty of the Graduate School. be made travelling fellow-
ships. In the case of a student of very exceptional ability and promise in the 
fields of either of these fellowships, the two fellowships may, in the discretion of 
the Faculty, be combined for a single year into one. 
The Jacob H. Schiff Fellowship in German may also, in the discretion of the 
Faculty of the Graduat!' School, be mane a travE'lIing fellowship. 
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\ lltkial fOflllS for making application for fellow~hips and graduate scholarshipa 
may be obtained from the Dean of the Graduate School. All applications should 
be filed in the office of the Dean on or before March 15 of the academic year pre· 
ceding the one for which application was made. Before this application is filed, 
the applil'ant should have convinced himself by correspondence that he is eligible 
for admission to the Graduate School of this University in full standing, since 
appointmcnts are made only to those who are eligible for admission to candidacy 
for an a<lvam'c<l de~ee . 
.. \11 other information, papers, and testimonials should be submitted on or 
bt'forl' l\lardl l;i to the department in which the applicant desires to carry on 
the principal part of his work. Applicants arc advised to submit any published 
or \lnp\lhli~hed papers or reports showing the result of their study or research 
whidl mi r,: lll serve to indicate the extent of their knowledge of the subject, or 
thcir ~'ommaml of the methods and tools of research, or their capacity generally 
for clear written expression, Candidates who are graduates of 'other colleges 
or uniwrsities should submit recommendations from the instructors best ac-
quainted with their ability and attainments, It should be borne in mind that 
information cannot be too exact or detailed in the case of students not personally 
).;no\\'n to the appointing body, 
Honorary Fellowships 
P<.'rsons upon whom the Doctor's degree has already been co ferred may, in 
the diseretion of the Faculty of the Graduate School, be appointed to honorary 
fellowships. These fellowships cover all fees except laboratory charges. Actual 
residence at the University and regular registration in the Graduate School are 
r('()\Iircd of appointees. 
THE GRADUATE PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY 
The Graduate Prize in PhilosoIWY has an annual value of about twenty-five 
dollars, and is open for competition to all students registered in the Graduate 
School of Cornell University. 
1. The prize will be awarded to the graduate student who submits the best 
paper embodying the results of research in the field of philosophy. To be accept-
able, the paper must show independent seholarship and research in dealing with 
philosophical ideas. The subject of the paper may be either historical or critical 
and constructive in character. It may bc concE>Tl1ed either with problems of pure 
philosophy or with the philosophical bearing of the concepts and methods em-
ployed in mathematics or in any of the natural or humanistic sciences. 
2. Papers submitted in competition must be deposited in the office of the 
Dean of the Graduate School on or before the first day of May. Each paper is to 
be typewritten, and must bear a fictitious signature and be 3('COmpanied by the 
name of the writer in a scaled envelope. 
3. The prize will be awarded by a committee appointed by the President of 
the University_ A copy of the successful paper is to be deposited in the Univer-
sity Library by the Dean of the Graduate School. 
FEES 'J 
FEES 
A matriculation fee of $5 is charged all students on entering the University. 
Every student (except those registered in the Medical College in New York 
City) is charged an Infirmary fcc of $3 a term, payable at the beginning of each 
term. In return for tbe Infirmary fee. any sick student is, on his physkan's 
certificate, admitted to the Infirmary, or in the discret ion of the Infirmary Com-
mittee, to the Ithaca City Hospital, if receivable under its rules. He is given 
without further charge a bed in a ward, board, and ordinary nursing. for a period 
Dot exceeding two weeks in anyone ac..dcmic year. Extra charges are made 
for private rooms, speeial foods, and special nurses. If a sick student who has 
Dot received two weeks' service in the year is refused admittance to either the 
Infinnary or the City Hospital, by reason of lack of accommodation. he is entitled 
to a refund of the fee for both terms. 
A graduation fee of $20 is required of each person about to take an advanced de-
gree. This fee must be paid at least ten days before the date on which the degree 
is to be conferred. The amount will be refunded should the degree not beconferred . 
Every person taking laboratory work or laboratory courses must pay to the 
Treasurer the fee or the deposit for the materials to be used in the work. 
The tuition charged in the different colleges of the University is as follows : 
Medical College $J50 
College of Arts and Sciences 12~ 
College of Law 125 
Veterinary College { For free tuition II '00 
College of Agriculture see below 125 
College of Architecture 150 
College of Civil EnRine<'rin~ 150 
Sibley College ' 50 
Summ{'T Session 30 
The tuition of graduate studcnts who are candidates for a degree is in general 
that of the college in which the major subject lies, with the exception that a gradu· 
ate student whose major subject is in the Collcg:e of Agriculture. where tuition is 
free for all graduate work. must if he takes a minor subject in anot her college 
pay therefor one-sixth of the tuition prev:liling in thu.t (·ollegl'. For each minor 
subjeet taken in the College of l\grkulture by a stuoent \rhllSl' 1l'; I ;t)f su h jcct is 
io another coll(>g(>, one-six th of the tuition will he dcducteJ. 
The tuition of students not candidatc:>s for a degree is d('termine,'\ on the I)a",i~ 
of the tuition rates prevailing in the colleges in which lhe studic", nre taken. 
After the academic year 1914- 15, tuili"n is free to all who hold f,~l1owsh ips 
and scholarships in the Graduate Schon!. 
InstmctfJrs and assi~t;lnt::; \\"ho ar(' rq;: ish'red in thl' l;r;L<!u; l1<' Sd1001 arlO 
allowed to take. without t1w paymcnt of tuition. s\l('11 work ill a ny l'ollq,:c as is ap-
proved by t11eir sp(>cial committcl's, it hdn,l;! undersl nod that t.hl' majM SI1 hject shall 
be in the line of work in which they are instructing. t-.h·mbl'r:: of lI w instntdin~ 
ttatr who nrc registered as gradua te students shall be exempted {rolll the pay-
ment of laboratory, shop, and agricultural f~s in courses tak.'o or in rCh'arch 
pursued in the Depart nw!lt in which they an' I'mplo\'cd to g i \'~' inBtrucli,'n. 
All tuili'nI .. ml (I ,hCT fcc,. 1lI-',' Ix: ~h.\Ilt:~J 'Jr i nc r";,~c<l b y ttl\" Tru ... " "'" 1" , ,,",' ~fJe<:1 :, \ 
..", lime _ithO\lt previnus noli~c . 
Shuttn!s upon rf'/{isttring bt C"<)mt liable (or tbe tuition fee for th,' tcml. 
The $1(10 tu ition fec is payable in installm~nts of SS5 at Ih~ oc l( innill l! of II", li r ~1 \enn and J"S 
et the b!>ginning of the ~eC"<J11d term ; tbe S1 15 fCf' is payable ~imil nTJ\' in in~"'1!mcnts or $iO and 
'$5; the 'ISO fCf' . in in~ta\lme11tR of S8S Ilno $OS; in Ihl' M~, I;l'al ('"ilt l(" ;11 Nl'w York ('it)' . the -~ ftle ie payahle al tht betl;irminl{ of the year. 
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
\VII"LAR.D AUSTEN. Librarian; A. C. WOITE, Assistant Librarian; E. R. B. 
WILLIS. Superintendent. Readers' Division; W. W. ELLIS. Superintendent. 
Stack~ and Department Libraries; G. L. BUI(R, Librarian of the President 
White Library; E. E . WJLLEVER, Librarian of the Law Library; H. HBRWAN'N5--
SON, Curator of the Icelandic Collection; Miss M. FOWLER. Curator of the Petrarch 
and Dante Collections. 
The Univt'fsity Library comprises the General Library of the University. 
the eight Seminary Libraries, the Law Library , the Flower Veterinary Library, 
the Barnes Reference Library, the Goldwin Smith Hall Lihrary. the Stimson 
Hall Medical Library. and the Library of the New York State College of Agri-
culture. The total number of bound volumes in them is now about four hundred 
and 5ixly tholl5and, and is increasing at the ratc of about fourteen thqusand 
volumes a year. The number of periodicals, transactions. and other serials. cur-
rently re-cciwd, is over two thousand, and of most of these complete sets are on 
the sheh>es, The General Library of the University and seven Seminary Libraries 
are all group('d under one roof in the Library Building, while the remaining collec-
tions are to be found in the buildings devoted to their respective subjects. 
Among the more important special collections in the General Library may bE' 
m('nt ;onC(l : TilE ANTHON LIBRARV, of nearly seven thousand volumes. the col· 
l('Ction madf' by the lat(' Professor Charles Anthon, of Columbia College. in the 
anci('nt dassical ];mgll3g"-'s and literatures, besides works in history and general 
literatur..::; 'I'll},; BOI'I> LWRARY. of about twenty.five hundred volumes, relating 
to the oriental langua~es and literatures, and comparative philology. being the 
collection of the Jate Professor Franz Bopp of the University of BerUn; Tat 
GOLOWIN SMITH LIBRARY, of thirty-five hundred volumes, comprising chiefly 
historical works and editions of the English and ancient classics, presented to the 
Uni\'crsity in 1869 by the late Professor Goldwin Smith, and increased during 
later years by the continuC'd liberality of the donor; THE PUDLICATIONS of the 
Patent Office of Great Britain; about three thousand volumes; TlJE .WHITB 
ARCHITECTURAL LIBRARY. a collection of over tw('\ve hundred volumes relating 
to architecture and kindred branches of science. given by eX'Pre<;ident White: 
THE K ELLY MATHEMATICAL LIDRAR\', comprising eighteen hundred volumes 
and seven hundred tracts, presented by the lat e Hon. William Ke!1y, of Rhine-
beck: THE S PARKS LlflRAR\' , being the library of Jared Sparks. sometime Presi· 
dent of Harvard University, consisting of upward of five thousand volumes and 
four thousand pamphlets. relating chiefly to the history of America: THE MAY 
COLLECTION, relating to the history of slavery and anti-slavery, the nucleus of 
which was formed by the gift to the library of the late Rev. Samuel J. May, of 
Syracuse; THE SCllUYLER COLLECTION of folk -lore, Russian history and litera. 
ture. presented by the late Hon. Eugene Schuyler in 1884; TilE PRESIDKNT 
WUITE HISTORICAL LIHRARV, of about twenty thousand volumes (includin&: 
bound collections of pamphlets) and some threc thousand unbound pamphlets l 
the gift of ex· President White, re('eived in 1891. especially rich in the primary 
sources of history, and containing notable collections on the period of the Reforma-




the history of superstition; THE SPINOlA COLLECTION. numb\:ring four hundred 
and fifty volumes. presented in 1894, by cx·President Whi1('; the four remark· 
ably rich collections given by the late Willard Fiske, comprising the DANTE 
COLLECTION, containing seven thousand six hundred volumes. the PETRARCH 
CoLLECTION. containing about four thousand volumes, the RHAETO·RoMANIC 
CoLLBCTlON. containing about thirteen hundred volumes. and the IcELANDIC 
COLLECTION, containing over ten thousand volumes; TilE ZARNCh:E LmRARY. 
eontaining about thirteen thousand volumes and pamphlets, especially rich in 
Germanic Philology and literature, purchased and presented in 1893 by William 
H. Sage; THE HERBERT H. SUITH COLLECTION of books relating to South 
America, purchased in 1896; a valuable collection of books on French and 
Italian Society in the 16th and 17th centuries, presented by Professor T. F. 
Crane in 1896; THE FLOWER VETERINARY LIIlR,\RY, the gift of ex·Govemor 
Flower to Cornell University, for the use of the State Veterinary College. in 1897: 
THE EISENLOHR LlflRARV, containing about one thousand volumes on Egyptology 
and Assyriology purchased and presented in 1902 by A. Abraham; BAYARD 
TAYLOR'S correspondence and journals and his collection of Goethe li terature. 
presented to the Library in 1905 by Mrs. Maric Taylor; the \'aluable ANGLO-
SAXON COLLECTION and the COWPER COLLECTION formed by the late Professor 
Hiram Corson, bequeathed to the Library, and received in 191 J ; the large ENG-
LISH COLLECTION presented by Professor J. 1\.1. Hart in lQq. 
TilE LAW LIBRARY of forty·seven thousand volumes contains an unusually 
complete collection of American. English, a nd Colonial reports, with comple· 
ment of textbooks and statutes. and complete sets of all the leading perir)dicalf; 
in English. 
These collections and others such as thest:, making possible a n e:o:haustive 
study of certain fields. are of the greatest service in research work. A similar 
purpose is served by the seminary room$ of the Uni\'crsi ty Library. Thus , 
for 'the study of English. of th(' c!assical languages. ,){ the Germanic and Ro· 
mance languages. of philosophy . of polit ics and t'c01lomics. ,)f American and 
of European history. th('r<' have bt'Cn pro\'idcd in tl1(' lihrary building seven of 
these research rooms, each equipped with a cal'dully ehoscn b,)(jy ~)f rderence 
books, to which aovancecl studcnts in th<.'Sc fields have acces,;. In COOllcction 
wjth the scientific and technicallalioratories similar collections have been forOl ed, 
well supplied with reference books, standard works. and sets of pcriodi('ais. ('(Hl · 
veniently arranged for $tudy and research 
Cards of admission to the shelves in 'he stackro('I11S an.1 to the \\'h i I,,' Historical 
Library will be issue:1 by the Librarian to graduat(' ~ t\lllent :' for the purpost' of 
consultation and research. The privilege of taking booh for h(>m(' use is grant ('I' 
to all students who comply with the lihrarv re2ulations , 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND OTHER OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The courses outlined in the following pages are grouped primarily on tbt 
basis of subject matter. Under each subject there is usuaUy given. in a sep&r'att 
paragraph. a list of courses which are probably too elementary in character 
to interest graduate students of that subject. There then {oUaws a list of aU 
those courses which. whether open or not open to undergraduates, are deemed 
likely to be of profit to graduate students. 
More detailed information concerning anyone of these various courses (timt 
and plar-e of me-eting. and. in the case of a few courses given in alternate years, 
whether or not offered in 191t-1917, etc.) will be found in the separate announce-
ment of the college in which the particular course is given. The last edition 
of these special announcements of the various colleges may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Secretary of the University. 
SEMITIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
Professor: NATHANIEL ScHMIDT. 
Special facilities for advanced work in this subject are: 1. a collection of 
several hundred squt'eZes of inscriptions found in Syria and Arabia Petraea, 
chiefly in Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac, Assyrian, Nabataean. and Greek; 2. squee%es 
of Old Egyptian Coptic and Hittite inscriptions; 3. a collection of several 
thousand photographs taken in Syria and Arabia Petraea and slides taken from 
these photographs; 4. reproductions of inscriptions and objects of art in the 
Museum of Casts; 5 a valuable coll~tion of Arabaic. Hebrew, Samaritan. 
Ethiopic, and Coptic manuscripts secured in Syria; 6. the Eisenlohr Library. 
especially rich in Egyptology; 7. the Fiske collection of Arabic books: 8. a 
growing collection of Egyptian antiquities. 
To the candidate for an advanced degree opportunit ies are offered of study· 
ing every Semitic la nguage a nd diale<:t, and also Sumerian, Old Egyptian, and 
Coptic. The student may , if he so chooses. specialize in Semitic literature or in 
Oriental history. .-\ candidate for t he Master's degree or the Doctor's degree 
with Semitic languages as a major subject, must have had a year of elementary 
Hebrew or Arabic; and a candidate for either of these degrees, with Oriental 
history as a major subject , must have had one year of ancient history and one 
year either of the history of Asia or the history of Africa. before entering upon 






Aramaic (Mandaic. Babylonian Talmudic. Syriac, NabRtaean, Palmyreoe. 
Galilaean. Samaritan nnd Judaean). 





Comparative Semitic Philology . 
Semitic Epigraphy (in &mitic Seminary). 
Hl!brew Literature (in Semitic Seminary) . 
The History of A~ia 
The History of Africa 
The Sources of Oriental History (in Historical Seminary). 
GREEK 
Professors: G. P. BRISTOL; H. L. JONES. 
Reader: A. C. WIIlTE. 
'7 
The general library and the special library of over two thousand volumes in 
the seminary rooms afford ample facilities for graduate work. The special 
library is rich in complete sets of philological and archaeological periodicals in 
various languages, and contains all the standard works that form the laboratory 
apparatus of the graduate st udent . Other books will be transferred from the 
general library to the seminary rooms as they are needed. 
The one essential preparation for graduate work is the ability to read Greek 
To gain this the student should pursue the subject throughout his undergraduate 
course, reading the largest possible amount of Attic prose literature. A good 
knowledge of Latin and of German is indispensable. and thc ability to read French 
and halian very helpful. All courses offered in Greek arc open to any graduate 
student. but not all courses will be accepted as graduate work leading to a degree, 
Elemen tary Greek with Xenophon; Selections from Plato and the OJ yc;seYi 
Herodotus: Demosthenes. Aeschylus, Sophocles; Greek Composition; Thucy· 
dides: The New Testament; Lyric poetry. 
The Myths of the Epic Cyel('. Assistant Profes<;Qr JONES. 
Advanced Greek Composition. Assistant Prof~sor JONES. 
ThE' Orestean Tragedies of Aeschylus. Sophocles. and Euripides. Assistant 
Professor J ONES. 
Greek Seminary . Homer. Oratory, History, or Philosophy. Professor 
BRISTOL. 
Comparative and H istorical Grammar. Professor BRISToL. 
Lingu istics and Prehistory. Professor BRI STOl .. 
Introduction to the Science of Language. Professor BRISTOL. 
GREEK ART AND ANTIQUITIES 
Professor: E . P. ANDREWS. 
The Musc'um of Casts fu rnish£><; ahundant material for the st udy of Greek 
sculpture and for most hranches of Gn'ck nrcharolor,y. Sc\·cral hundrcd SfjUCCZ('5 
bring the most important Greek inscriptions within rmch for independent work 
in Greek epigraphy. Thc Uni versity Lihrary con tains complete sets of the 
most important archaeological periodicals. 
Ability to read French and German as well as Gr('ck and Latin . is as~umcd. 
A !\chota~h ip in :l rchacology and comparative philology is awarded annually. 
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Hi:';\OfV of Greek :;':uiptufe; Greek Archaeology. 
Pausanias. 
Modern Greek . 
Gret'k Epigraphy, in Seminary . 
Gr("\:k Archaeology, in Seminary. 
Hist-Of\" of Grc('k SCU\ptUf{,. 
LATIN 
Professors : C. E. BeNNETT; H. C. ELMER; C. L. DURHAM. 
Graduate students in Latin have the use of the Latin seminary, consisting o~ 
t.wo rooms in the University Library . The seminary contains several thousand 
volumes of texts and other works of reference, including complete sets of all 
the iournals of classical philology Two Greek and Latin fellowships and one 
scholarship are annually awardc·d . 
Elementary Latin ; Livy, Cicero. Horace; Sight Translation; Virgil's Aeneid. 
Books I- VI: Latin Conversation and Oral Composition; Terence, Horace, 
Tacitus; Sight T ranslation for :>ophomores: Catullus, Virgil, Ovid , Martial: 
Classic Myths in English Literature; Cicero's Letters, Cicero de Ora tore, Book 
I; Ciet>ro's Dc Officiis, Cicero's Sccond Philippic; Palntus, Lucretius, Lectures 
on the H istory of Roman Literat ure; Suetonius, Pliny, Tacitus; Intermediate 
Course in L lt;n Writing; Teachcr's Training Course ; Roman Private and 
Political Antiquiti(':>: Cicero in Vcrrem: Virgil's Aeneid, Books VII-XII. 
Latin Seminary _ Profes:;or BENNI::TT. 
History , Aim, and Scope of Latin Studi<;:;. Professor BENNETT. 
Historical Latin Syntax. Profe:>sor BENNETT. 
Historical Grammar of the Latin Langua~e . Professor BENNETT. 
Latin Writing. Ad\·anced Course. Professor ELMER. 
History and Development of Roman Epic Poetry. Professor ELMER. 
Vulgar Latin. Professor DURHAM 
Latin Epigraphy. Professor DURIIAM. 
Carmina La tina Epi graphica . Profes~r DlIRHAM . 
GERMAN 
Professors: A. B. FAUST: P. R. POPE; H. C. DAVIDSEN; A. W. BOESCUE. 
Instructors: A. L. ANDREWS: W. D. ZINNECKER; C. VOLLMER. 
In the advanced eoun>es in this subject, the work is twofold, literary and 
philological. The history of German literature from the earliest period. to the 
present day is given in outlin!." lecture courses with collateral reading. SpedaJ 
topics are selected for more minute study. such as the epic and lyrical poetry of 
the Middle High German period, the li terature of the Reformation. the classical 
period , the romantic school. the modem drama, The courses offered in philology 
include the study of Gothic, Old and Middle High German, and Old Norse. They 
afIvnl also an introduction to the science of language and the principles of 
pnonetic5. 
G~I{MAN '9 
The St:'minari{'s in German lit l'raturc and ph ilolugy ai m to impart the principles 
and methods of inn·stigation. A teachers' course deals with class-room methods 
and theories of inst ruction in the modem languages. 
All the work in German is greatly facilitated by an exceptional library equip. 
ment. The nucleus was formed by the acquisition of the Zarnckc library, one 
of the largest collections of ran' buoks for the study ()f German li terature and 
philology ever brought to Am,~riea. With eon5tant enlargements the library 
bas become one "f the most 5erviecaLIe in the country. The University Library 
also contains the \\'illard Fiske collection of j)(,(jks on h:clandic literaturc. one of 
the most complete in existence. The Gt:rman seminary room in the University 
Library rontains books for n·aoy rderence including philological joumals and 
reviews. 
Candidates for advan~d degre<>s in German are (·xpccted to have an adequate 
knowledgc of French .'lntl Latin. '1\",<> fellowships in German an' awarded 
annually . 
Elementary German; Se<.:ond , and Third German Cours",; Elementary 
German Compu·d,ion and Conver&1.tion; Ad\'anc,?d German Composi t ion and 
Conversation: intl"rmeJiate German Cours{': Scienlilic German. 
Schiller's Life and Works. Professor BOEscnE. 
Goethc's Life and Works. Professor FAUST. 
Goethe's Faust. PrQfl"Ssor FAUST. 
History of German Literature. Professor FAUST. 
The German Drama of the Nineteent h Century. Assistant Professor DAVIDSE", 
The Literature of the Rdormation. Assistant Professor DAVIDSEN. 
Lessing's Life and Works. Assistant Prof{'ssor DAvlDsE N. 
Richard Wagner, His Life and Works. Professor POPE. 
German LYr!~ and Ballads. Profes.,>or POPE. 
Studies in German Style. Assistan t Pre,fes;;or DAVIDSEI' . 
The History of the German Ekm{'nt in thc United States. Professor FAUST. 
Elementary Phonetics and its Application to the Study of \ladem Languages. 
Assistant Professor DAVIDSEN. 
Principles of WorJ·Pormation. Assistant Professor DAVIDSEN. 
History of the German Language. Profc:'>sor BOESCHE. 
Topics in Historical German Syntax. Professor BOESCIIE. 
Elementary Middle High German. Professor POPE. 
Advanced Middle High German. Prof<'S50r POPE. 
Modern Scandinavian. Dr. ANDREWS. 
Gothic. Professor BOESCH!;;. 
Old High German. Professor BOESCHE. 
Principles of Gennanic Philology. nr. ANDREWS. 
Old Icelandic. Dr. ANDREWS. 
History of Modem High German. Dr. ANDREWS. 
Teacher's Course. Professor FAUST, with aid from his colleagues. 
Seminary in German Literature. Professor FAllST and As,;;istant Professor 
DAVIDSEN. 
Seminary in Germanic Philology. Professors Popr,; flnd BOESCHE. 
The History of German Art. Professor A. WEESE. Professor of the History 
of Art, University of Bern, Jacob H. Schiff non-resirlent lecturer. IQ17. 
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ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
Professors: W . W. COMFORT; J. F . MASON; O. G. GUERL .... C; C. L. HAMILTON; 
R. H. KENISTON: L PUMPELLV. 
Instructors: J. McF. CARPENTER. JR .; G. H. BROWN; D. F. JACKSON; C. 
STURGIS. 
The collect ion of French books in the University Library is very large. and 
offers ('xcelknt facilities for advanced work. The Spanish library , though in 
large measure fl'ccntly acquired. is quite representative. Objects of special pride 
arc the unri \'alled Dante and Pctrarch collections, the gUt of the lale Willard 
Fiske. wlw likewise pr{'SC'nted to the University a unique collection of Rhaeto· 
Romance works. Smaller collections of Portuguese and Provenc;al books arcatso 
to be found in the University Library. The seminary library conlains several 
thousand volumes including many sets of hound periodicals. A univM"Sity 
fellowship (of the \'alue of $-100 and free tuition) in Romance languages is annu· 
ally awarded. 
The courses of st udy in this department are divided into three categories: 
those intcnd<,J prim:tri1y for undergraduates. those intended alike for under· 
gradu:ttes and graduates. and those intended ~';mari1v for graduates. All 
car-didates fN ad\'anced degree,:; in this department must poss<'SS a thorough 
reading knowledge of Latin. French. and German. before announcing their can· 
didacy. A graduate st udent in Romance languages shottld have completed some 
form:!l course of study in the language and literature of the Jang\laJi:C which he 
intends to select as his major subject. and should have a reading knowledge at 
I('ast of the bnguag('s which he Sl'i<'cts as his minor subjects. 
/\ cand id.'ltt· fClr the deg-rc(' of M ast<'r of Arts whose major suh.i~t is in Romance 
languages is expectcd to present {or the approval of the chairman of his special 
committee. within two weeks after registration day, an outline of the work planned 
for the year. Tht' thesis must . before r.,·lay 1st, be submitted for the criticism of 
the cklirman of the candidate's special committee. If not already taken . a 
course in the philology of the language which constitutes their major subject 
is required of ~raduate students in thei, first y<'ar of study. No distinction will 
be made between language :tnd literature in reckoning major and minor subjects. 
Thus. French language and liternture counts as only one subject. 
Candida.tes for the degree of Doctor of Philo~;ophy are expected to follow 
ad\'anced courses given in the field in which their major subject lies, and to 
take up sueh work as will give a comprehensive view of the fields in which their 
minor subjects lie. It is intended that the last year of preparation for this 
dcgr('C shal! be spent chieOy upon the thesis. Further information may be 
obtaincd from the professors in this department. 
F irst Ye:tr French: Second Year French; Third Yenr French; Fourth Year 
French; Elementary French Conversation and Composition: First Year ItaliaD; 
First Year Spanish. 
History of French Lilerature. professor COMFORT and Assistant Professor 
GUERLAC 
French Literature of the Sixteenth Crntury. Professor MASON". 
French Literature of the Seventeenth Century. ProfCl'SOr COMFORT. 
French Literature of the Eighteenth Cf'ntury. Assistant Professor GVER.LAC. 
ENGI .. ISH 
French Literaturc of the Nineteenth Century. Professor MASON . 
French Dramatic Literature. Assistanl Professor GUERI.AC. 
French Fiction. Assistant Professor Gt:ERLAC. 
French Lyric Poetry. Assistant Professor GUERLAC. 
Medieval French Literature. Professor COMfORT. 
Advanced French Conversat.ion and Composition. Assistant Professor 
GUEkL..\C. 
French Phonetics. Assistant. Professor PUMPEI..LY . 
French Philology. Assistant Professor PUMPEI.I..Y. 
Modem French Literature &minary. Professor MASON. 
Second Year Italian. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
Petrarch and Modern Poetry. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
Boccaccio and Modern Prose. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
Dante and thc r..liddle Ages. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
Spanish Literature of the Nineteenth Century. Assistant Professor KE:"I STON' 
Spanish Classical Literature. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
Low Latin. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
Comparative Romance Philology. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
OM French Text s. Professor COM"·ORT. 
Old French Phonology and Morphology. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
Old Spanish. Assist.ant Professor KENISTON. 
Spanish Seminary. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
Portuguese Grammar and Reading. Assistant Professor KE:-':ISTON. 
Old Provcnc:;al. Assistant Professor HAmLToN. 
ENGLISH 
Professors: M. W. SAMPSON; W STRU!,;K , JR .; LANE COOf'ER; F. C. PRESCOTT; 
C. S. NORTHt:l': ]. Q. ADAMS, .lit.; B. S. M ON ROE. 
Instructors: E. J. BAILEY; F. !o.L SmTH; L. N. BROUGHTON; D. L. BALDWIN; 
A. H. GILBERT; ?-.t. G. CROWELL; J. W. HEGEL; L. H. BOULTER ; :'II, W. 
BUNDY ; ]. E. lAcon\, ; H. A. L\PPIN. 
Among the books available to the student arc complete sets of the publica-
tions of the Early English Text, Chaucer. Scottish Text , Percy, English Dialect, 
Shakespeare, New Shakespere, Spenser. Philological, l\lalone. and other societies; 
of the Arher. Bullen, and Grosart reprints; and of all the important periodicals 
dealing with the English language and literature. I\lost of the ;\mt'rican and 
foreign dissect ations on English suhjects, standard and ot her editions of individual 
authors. English and American, and sev('1'al special collections, arc also in the 
Library, which is exceptionally rich in the field of Old and r..liddle English, and in 
the Elizabethan and Victorian periods. The Hart M('morial Library. founded by 
Professor J. 1\'1. Hart, contains valuahle collect,ions in the bihliography of English 
philology. This library (Morril132) is for the usc of graduate students and memo 
bers of the facu lty. The department has also a seminary room in the University 
Library. A fel lowship and a scholarship arc annually awarded. 
Candidates for an advanced dcgrec may take their major subject in Iitcra. 
ture or in language. In general, thirty-six hours (i . c .. three full years) of coUt'ge 
English arc rcquired before a stud<-nt m<ly entt'r upon candidacy for an adyanced 
degree. Work in philosophy, history. and languagt's. ancient and modem. 
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may. at the discretion of the candidate's special committee. be counted aga inst 
a shortage in undergraduate English. Training in the Greek and Latin literatures 
is cspeciaUy desirable as a preparation for graduate work in English . All candi-
dat es must complete a satisfactory amount of work in Old English; must have 
a general knowledge of English literature and English history; and must accom· 
plish satisfactory work in research. Candidates for the Master's degree must 
have sufficient knowledge of French or German to make use of scholarly works 
in one of those languages. and candidates for the Doctor 's degree must have a 
sim ilar knowledge of both French and German. and a knowledge of Latin. 
Introductory Course: English Poetry and Prose; Nineteenth Century Prose; 
Adnnced Composition: Teachers' Course: Play Writing; Nineteenth Century 
POf'try; Greek and L..'ltin Classics in Translation; Eighteen th Century Poetry: 
American Litf'rature: POf'try and Versification. 
Old Engl ish. .\ssistant Professor !\·IONROE . 
Early English Literary Types. Professor COOPER. 
Chaucer and his Contemporaries. Profes"or STRUNK. 
Spenser and 1\,1ilton. Dr. BAILEY. 
Shakespeare. Professor STRUNK. 
The English Drama to 1642. Assistant P rofessor ADAMS. 
~Ii l ton and the E pic. Dr. GflBERT. 
Dante in English . Professor COOPER. 
Victorian Literature. Assistant Prof~sor NORTHUP. 
l\lcthods and l\1:1tcnals in the Study of English. Professor COOPER. 
Spf'nser. Professor COOPER. 
The E pic and the Romance. Assistant Professor NORTHUP. 
Dramatic Structure. P rofessor SAMPSON. 
t\on-dramat ic Elizabethan Literature. Assistant Professor ADAMS. 
T he Arthurian Legends. Assistant Professor NORTHUP. 
Layamon 's Brut. Assistant Professor l\IONROE. 
Pastoral Poetry. Dr. BROUGHTON. 
Principles of Literary Criticism. Professor COOPER. 
R elations of English and American Literature. Assistant Professor PRESCOTT. 
In addition to directing rese.'l.rch beyond the limits of the courses listed above, 
the members of the instructing staff will supervise original work, either in semi-
naries or by individual conferences, in fields here noted: 
Middle English . Assistant Professor MONROE . 
The Tudor-Stuart Drama. Assistant Professor ADAMS. 
The Earlier Literature of the Nineteenth Century. Professor COOPER. 
Middle English Literature. Assistant Professor NORTHUP. 
American Literature. Assistant Professor PRESCOTT. 
English Philology. Professor STRUNK. 
Theory of the Drama. Professor SAMPSON . 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY '3 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Professors : J. A. WINANS: G. B. M UCHMORE. 
Instructors: A. M. DRUMMOND: E. J. ANDERSON; T. T. STENBERG. 
Graduate students may choose Public Speaking as a minor or as a maJor 
subject for the Master's degree, or as a minor subject for the Doctorate. Studies 
may be undertaken in the principles of public speaking. in its psychology and its 
pedagogy, or in the literature and history of the subject. 
Proficiency in English composition and in public speech will be presupposed. 
Graduate students should also have had training in psychology, literature, 
and history. Courses in logic and argum<.'ntation will prove helpful. 
Public Speaking; Elementary; Voice Training; Oral Reading' Argumenta~ 
tion . 
.-\d\"anced Public Speaking. Professor WIN ,\!\"S. 
Seminary. Professor WINANS. 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 
The subjects of philosophy and psychology are grouped in The Susan Linn 
Sage School of Philosophy. This school owes its existence to the gen<'fosity 
of the late Henry W. Sage, who, in addition to endowing the Susan Linn Sage 
philosophical professorship, made a further gift of $200,000, for the purpose of 
providing permanently at Cornell University for philosophical instruction and 
invest igation of the most varied kind and of the highest order. The endowments 
of the School of Philosophy enable it to secure whatever material facilities are 
required for the successful prosecution of philosophical studies and research. The 
more important philosophical and psychological journals, American and foreign, 
arc received by the Library, which is also well equipped with philosophical and 
psychological works, and is particularly rich in literature relating to Plato, Spinoza 
and Kant. 
The larger part of the work of the Sage School is adapted to the m'Ms of 
graduates of this and other institutions who arc preparing thcmsclves to be 
teachers or investigators in philosophy and in allied fields of study. A student 
who has made a special study of philosophy dUI ing his junior and senior years 
may still take a graduate course of three years' work with history of philosophy, 
logic and metaphysics, ethics, or psychology, as his major subject. For the 
encouragement of higher studies and research in every branch rt'presellleO by the 
School of Philosophy, there have bcen established thrpc fellowships of the annual 
value of $400 each. and six. scholarsh:ps of the annual value of $200 each. Holders 
of fellowships and graduate scholarships are exempt from the payment of tuition. 
Of these, one fellowship and one scholaf$hip are regularly assigned to psychology. 
AppUcan'ts for fellowships and scholarships should therefore state definitely 
whether their major subject will be in one of the se\"eral branches of philosophy 
or in psychology. 
The School is devoted to the free and unhampered investigation of truth 
in regard to all those questions of human inquiry which are embraced by logic, 
metaphysics, psychology, ethics, 3(>Sthetics, and the history and philosophy of 
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religion. In the courses of instruction arc represented the chief branches and 
problems of philosophy. Work devoted to the thesis (or the doctorate is intended 
to secure the maximum of specialized training and the power of independent 
inquiry and statement of results. In all divisions of philosophy particular stress 
is laid upon the histbrical study of philosophical ideas as the best means of securing 
a comprehensive gTasp of fundamental problems and values. 
Philosophy 
Professors: J. E. CREIGIITON; Logic and Metaphysics; FRANK THILLV. Philoso-
phy; W. A. HAMMOND, Ancient and Medieval Philosophy and Aesthetics; 
ERNEST ALBEE, Philosophy. 
Instructor: W. K. WRIGHT, Philosophy. 
The philosophical seminary room in the University Library is provided with 
fvmplcte sets of the leading philosophical journals, lexicons. and other books of 
reference, and the more important works in the several branches of philosophy 
and psychology . The current numbers of the philosophical journals are also to 
hC' found in the room. Liberal provision is made for the constant growth of this 
special library. 
The Philosophical Review, established by the University, is a bi-monthly 
journal devoted to the interests of philosophy, embracing under that title logic. 
metaphysics. ethics, psychology, aesthetics, and philosophy of religion. Although 
supported by private endowment, it is not the organ of any institution or of 
any phiiosophical school. but by the terms of the subsidy is an absolutely free 
organ of contemporary philosophy. Graduate students assist by contributing 
summaries of periodical literature for publication in the Review, and are thus 
kept. in closc touch with the results of reccnt investigations in their several depart-
ments of work. In addition to this, graduate students have from time to time 
contributed original articles to the pages of the Review. 
Under the title of Corn('11 Studies in Philosophy, a series of monograph studies 
is published from time to time as representative of the work done by graduate 
students in philosophy. These monographs are issued under the editorial super· 
vision of the professors of philosophy, and consist mainly of doctoral dissertations 
of high quality. The series furnishes also a channel for the publication of research 
other than that of the thesis. Ten monographs have been issued in the senes. 
A full description of the courses given by the Department of Philosophy 
will be found in the Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences. While 
any of these courses may be utilized by graduates. attendance at lectures does 
not constitute graduate work. 
Problems of Philosophy: Logic : Fine Arts: Ethics: Moral Ideas and Practice: 
Renaissance: Philosophical Ideas in Nineteenth Century Literature; Theory of 
Evolution ; History and Philosophy o{ Religion. 
History of Philosophy Professor CREIGHTON. 
Rapid Reading of German Philosophy. Professor HAMMOND. 
History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. Professor HAMMOND. 
T ypes of Metaphysical Theory. Profes.<;Qr CREIGHTON. 
Philosophical Applications and Results. Professor CREIGHTON. 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 
History of Ethics, Ancient, Medieval. and Renaissance. Professor HA.MMO!'fD. 
History of Modern Ethics. Professor ALBEE. 
Social and Political Ethics. Professor TlHu.Y. 
The Ethics of Utilitarianism. Professor THILLY. 
Modern Idealistic Theories of Ethics. Professor Tun.LV. 
The Republic of Plato, Greek text. Professor HAMMOND. 
Aristotle's Ethics. Greek text. Professor HAMMOND. 
Thomas Aquinas. Professor HAMMOND. 
Empiricism and Rationalism in the Seventeenth (l.nd Eighteenth Centuries. 
Professor ALBEE. 
The Critical Philosophy of Kant. Professor ALBEE. 
Early Rationalism: Spinoza and Leibniz. Professor ALBEE. 
German Pessimism. with special reference to Schopenhauer. Professor 
ALBEE. 
Problems and Methods in Recent Philosophy. Professor ALBEE. 
Logical Theory: A study of Bradley, Bosanquet. Dewey. and others. Pro· 
fessor ALBEE 
Fundamental Ethical Concepts. Professor THILLY. 
Seminary in Ethics. Professor THILL Y. 
Seminary in Logics and Metaphysics. Professor CREIGHTON and Dr. WRIGHT. 
Seminary in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. Professor HAMMOND. 
Seminary in Aesthetics. Professor HAMMOND. 
Psychology 
Professors: E. B. TncHENER ; H. P. WELD. 
Instructors: W. S. FOSTER; E. G. BORING. 
The research department of the psychological laboratory in Morrill Hall 
contains fifteen rooms, two of which are used as the private laboratories of the 
officers of instruction. one as a seminary room. and one as a workshop: the 
remaindcr are at the disposal of students for advanced work. The experimental 
rooms are furnished, as required . with air, gas. water. and the direct and alternat· 
ing electric current; they are also connected by an elab?rate wiring system. so 
that two or more rooms may be employed together in a single investigation. 
There arc two dark chambers. The workshop is adequately equipped, and a 
skilled mechanician is in the service of the department. The laboratory possesses 
standard instruments of precision for all the principal modes of experiment upon 
human consciousness. and is especially rich on the side of acoustics. Materials 
are available, or can be supplied. for the study of certain problems in comparative 
psychology. The equipment is undergoing continual improvement, and special 
apparatus required for research b; at once constructed or procured . The results 
of investigations pursued in the laboratory are published in the American Journal 
of Psychology. 
Graduate students further have the use of the unusually complete sets of 
demonstrational and teaching apparatus contained in the demonstrational 
laboratory (Goldwin Smith Hall) and the undergraduate laboratory (Morrill 
HaJl). 
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Elcm('ntary Psychology, Professor TITCHENER, Drs. FOSTER and BORING. 
Experimental Psychology, Qualitative and Quantitative. Assistant Professor 
WELD, Drs. FOSTER and BORING, and Mr. BISHOP. 
General Psychology: Problems and Points of View. Assistant Professor 
WELD. 
Systematic Psychology: Sensation and Image. Assistant Professor WELD 
and Dr. BORING, 
Systematic Psychology; Feeling, Attention, Action . Drs. FOSTER and 
BORING. and Mr. BISHOP. 
Reading of German Psychology. Dr. BORING. 
Reading of French Psychology. Dr. FOSTER. 
Apparatus and j\fethods: Technique of the Laboratory. Assistant Profes-
sor WELD. 
Psychological Prohlems. Historical and Experimental. Assistant Professor 
WELD. and Drs. FOSTER and BORING. 
Research Laboratory. Professor TITCHENER. 
EDUCATION 
Professors: Science and Art of Education; D. KENNEDY 
FRASER. Educational Psychology. 
The educational museum contains collections illustrating the WOf'k done in 
various school grades. statistical charts. a fuJI assortment of textbooks for Ameri-
can and German schools, including a relatively complete collection of the texts 
used for intlustrial training in the German continuation schools, an extensive high 
school and college exhibit of the raw materials' of commerce, a kindergarten 
and a Montessori exhibit. and other appropriate materiaL 
The educational laboratory has a collection of apparatus for demonstration, 
and of instruments of pre6sion for research in connection with school hygiene, 
the experimental study of school children (with special reference to the conduct of 
physical and mental tests), and the psychological phases of education in general. 
This equipment is constantly being enlarged and apparatus needed for special 
investigation is at once procured. The results of investigations pursued in the 
laboratory are publish~d in the Journal of Educational Psychology. 
Graduate students selecting education as their major subject will be expected 
to take from one-half to two· thirds of their work in the studies that are funda-
mental to an adequate mastery of educational theory and practice. The,<;e fall 
naturally into two groups, the philosophical and the social. The philosophical 
studies include psychology. ethics, and the history of philosophy; the social 
studies include political. social, and economic science. All graduate study io 
education presupposes familiarity with the history and principles of education 
and with educational psychology. Candidates for advanced degrees whose 
preparation in this respect is inadequate must tl".ake up this deficiency by taking 
the appropriate undergraduate courses. 
Principles of Education; Present Problems in Education; History of Educa-
tion; Educational Psychology; School Hygiene; Elementary Education. 
Psychology of the High School Period. Assistant Professor FRASER . 
The Education of Exceptional Children. Assistant Professor FRASER.. 
HISTORY 
'7 
Mental Tests, Assistant Professor FRASER. 
&minary for Experimental Inv('Stigation. Assistant Professor FRASEk. 
Reading of German Educational Psychology. Assistant Professor FRASER . 
Seminary in Education. and Assistant Professor FI(ASI:::R . 
Courses in relation to the history and principles of education and to the 
professional aspects of education will be offered by a professor to be appointed in 
these subjects. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCmNCE 
The subjects of history and political ~cience have been united since 1887 in the 
Presidmt White School of History and Political Science. which bears the name 
of the first president of the University, in especial recognition of the gift of his 
valuable collection of historicalliterature to the University Library. 
The aims of the President White School are threefold; first, the advancement 
of knowledge by investigation and publication in the fields of history, economics, 
politics, jurisprudence, and social science; second, the training of scholars and 
teachers in these departments of study; third, the training of men and women 
for the public service, for business, and for professions such as law, journalism 
and philanthropy. 
The School issues the Cornell Studies in History and Political Science, of 
Wh1Ch three volumes have appeared. 
I. Money and Credit Instruments in their Relation to General Prices. By 
Edwin Walter Kemmerer, Ph.D., now Professor in Princeton University. First 
edition , 1907. Second ooition, 1909. 
:2. Sargon of Assyria. By Albert Ten Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D. , now Assistant 
Professor of History in the University of Missouri. 1908. 
3. 'The Judicial Work of the Comptroller of the Treasury. By Willard E. 
Hotchkiss, Ph .D., now Dean of the School of Commerce, Northwestern Uni\'er-
sity. 1910. 
HISTORY 
Professors: G. L, BURR, Medieval History; NATHAl"IEL ScHMIDT, Oriental 
History; C. H. HULL., American History; , Modem 
European History; H. A. SIL.L.. Ancient History; J. P. BRETZ, American 
History ; W. E. LUNT, Modem European History. 
A graduate student in history should have a sufficient knowledge of general 
history and of geography. He should be able to speak and write good English. 
He should have a reading knowledge of French, of German, and of any other 
langtlage necessary for the thorough study of his special subje<:t. 1t is highly 
desirable that he should have had the necessary linguistic training as an u nder· 
graduate: but deficiencies in this rC'spe<:t may sometimes be made up after enter· 
ing upon graduate work. 
The University Library contains some eighty or ninet)· thousand volumes 
dealing with history. In large part these are to be found in the room known as 
the White Historical Library, Graduate students have immediate access to this 
rich group of books. which, with its many special collections, offers every facility 
for training in the methods of minute and exhaustive research. The historical 
seminary rooms in the library building are amply furnishoo with atlases, cyclope-
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dbs, dictionaries. bibliographies, and other useful works of reference, and afford 
easy access to the shelves of the Library proper. 
It has from the outset been the policy of the University, while providing 
adequately for the symmetrical growth of the Library, to acquire the richer private 
collections of books which eminent scholars have through a lifetime of study built 
up as their tools of research. Thus. for the study of Oriental History, Cornell has 
been ('Tldowcd with the EISENLOIIR COLLECTION on the history of Egypt and that 
of Presid<.'nt White on the history of Palestine. For the study of the Graeco-
Roman world. it acquired that of Charles Anthon. For the Middle Ages, it has 
notable bodies of books on the birth of the Papal state. on the rise of the Carolin-
gian empire, and. in general. on the relations of Church and State. For the 
Renaissance. it can boast the unrivaled FISKE COLLECTIONS on Dante and 
Petrarch and the world of their tim('. For the age of the Reformation, for the 
history of superstition and persecution (notably for Inquisition and Index, for the 
story of witchcraft. fOf the beginning of the sciences, for the rise of tolerance), it is 
equipped with the riches of the PRESIDENT WIIIU; LmRARY; and for the study of 
the French Revolution that library has no equal on this side of the Atiantic, if any-
whNe outsid(' of France. For the history of America, the University possesses the 
library of the historian Jared Sparks, with the l\'[AY COLLECTION on American 
slaw'ry. and the White collection on the Civil War. Professor Goldwin Smith 
enriched it with his working library of English history; it obtained that of Profes-
sor Tuttle on Prussia; from Professor Fiske came one singularly complete on Ice-
land . In a multitude of narrower fields it has been found possible to gather for 
the special student materials for exhaustive research. Many of these collections 
arc cndowed with special funds for their increase; and all have been steadily built 
up with an eye to the needs of the mature student of history. 
Two fellowships and a scholarship are annually awarded to graduate students 
of history . The President White Fellowship in Modern European History has a 
\'alue of :-'500. It may be granted as a travelling fellowship. The Fellowship in 
American History amounts to $400. The Graduate Scholarship in History 
amounts to $200. Holders of fellowships and graduate scholarships arc exempt 
from the payment of tuition. There are six assistantships in history, which are 
fill ed pr<'ferably by the appointment of graduate students. 
The teachers and graduate students of history have formed a History Club, 
which meets once a month for the reading and discussion of papers on historical 
topics and for social intercourse. 
Ancieot History 
Greek History; Roman History. 
Greek History in the Fifth and in the Fourth Century. Professor SILL. 
The Macedonian Monarchies and the Hellenistic Age. Professor SILL. 
Roman History of the Revolutionary Period. Professor SILL. 
The Roman Empire from Augustus to Constantine. Professor SILL. 
Roman Law. Professor SILL. 
Seminary in Greek and Roman History. Professor SILL. 
History of Asia: History of Africa. Professor SCHMIDT. (See under Semitics.) 
HISTORY 
Mediena Hi5tory 
Th(' Middle Ages (300-1300 i\. D.) 
Re-naissance and Rdormation (1300-1600). Professor BCRR. 
The Rise of Tolerance, Professor BL:Rl<. 
~l(>(\ieva! Life. Professor BURR. 
Seminary in !'.lcdieval History. Professor BURR. 
Canon Law. Professor BllRR. 
Modem European History 
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Owing to the vacancy in this department, caused by the death of Professor 
Catterall, the courses for the coming year cannot yet be announced wilh cer-
tainty. During the past ye-ar, when the work has been only provisional, these 
courses were as follows: 
Modern European History. 1600-1900. Dr. !\1El..\'IN. 
History of the Low Countries, Dr. VA:>;' LOON. 
History of Russia. Dr. VAN LOON. 
Revolutionary Europe (1789· 181S). Dr. ~IE1.V I:-;. 
Seminary in Modem European History (French Revolutionary Topics). Dr. 
J\lELvIN. 
The Pathfinders of Empire. Dr. MELn l'. 
Contemporary History of Europe (from ISiO). Dr. \',\:-; Loo!\'. 
English History 
English Constitutional History to 1Rol.S . Professor Lt;l'T. 
English Hi story during the Tudor Period. Professor Ll·!\'T. 
English History during the Stuart Period. Professor Lu!>;T. 
English History during the Eighteenth Century. Professor LC:-':T. 
English History from 1801 to the Present. Professor LUST. 
Selected Topics for Research in English Hi$tory of the Thirteenth ami Four-
teenth Centuries. Professor Lt'NT. 
American History 
American History from the Period of Disco\·er? tt) ISI5; J\meriean History 
ISIS- 1892; Economic History of the United Statcs (1600-1890). 
Constitutional History of the Colonies and Stale's to liSO. Professor Ht:LL, 
Constitutional History of the United States. liSO- ISbo. Professor Ht'L I.. 
Constitutional History of the United Stales since IS60. Professor BRETZ. 
The Settlement of the l\liddle West. Professor SWETZ. 
History of the United States, 1860- 1865. Prokssor BRETZ. 
Seminary in American History. Profc"snrs Ht~ l.t, "ntl BRETZ. 
General Courses 
The History of Civiliz:ttion. Professors Bl' lHC Sl'IUIIDT, SILl. and others. 
Thc Scicnce£ Auxiliary to History (their aims, methods, lite-ralurc, and uS(' to 
history). Profcssor HUM IC 
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Historical Geography. Professor BURR. 
Paleography and Diplomatics. Professor BURR. 
Historical !vJcthod (the nature, scope, materials, and method of history), 
Professor BURR. 
The Teaching of History. Professor BURR, with aid from his colleagues. 
Introduction to the Literature of History (a general survey, period by period, 
of the sources and literature of hi~tory) . Professors SCHMIDT SILL. 
BURR. LUST. HULL, and BRETl. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Professors : W. F. WILLCOX, Economics and Statistics; A. S. JOHNSO~. Econom-
ics ; A. A. YOUNG Economics and Finance ; S. P. ORTH, Politics; G. N. 
LADIAN, Rural Economy; DONALD ENGLISII, Accounting; ] R. TURNER, 
Economics: R. S. SAllY, Politics; R. G. BLAKEY, Economics; A. P. USHER, 
Economics. 
Lecturer: R. i\. CU11'IIELL, Economics. 
Instructors: C. R. HL:cl:-osj C. C. KOCHENDERFER; R. M. WOODBURY. 
;\ stt1dent in economics should have as a preparation (or graduate study at 
least the equivalent of elementary courses in economics, economic history, politics, 
and social science. If he has not this preparation, he should take such elementary 
courses a::: cady as possible: he will not ordinarily be allowed to present this pre-
liminary '\\"ork as partial fulfilment of the requirement for a major or minor in 
any branch of political science. He should also have sufficient knowledge of 
French .1nd G('rman to be able to read necessary works in either language. 
The work in political science in the President White School of History and 
Political Science falls into four divisions: economic theory, finance, statistics and 
social science, politics. These divisions aim to bring their work into close rel'9.tion-
ship with social, polit ical, and business life. T he members of the Faculty seek to 
keep in touch with the practical as well as with the purely scientific aspects o( the 
probl('ms treated, and have among their interests the preparation of students for 
positions in business and in public service. 
In economic theory, a graduate course is offered in value and dis':.ribution. 
which i~ designed to familiarize the student with the main currents of contem~ 
porary economic thought. For undergraduates, courses are offered covering 
the principles of economics, the more general economic aspects of the labor 
problem. the history and theory of socialism, and the organization and met.hods of 
socialistic parties. 
In finance. a research course is offered to graduate studen ts which is designed 
to afford training in the appropriate methods ~(investi¥:ation and to give familiar-
ity with the fundamental sources of information. Other coursc-s in this field 
open 10 graduates cover the more important economic aspeds o( both public 
and private finance. 
In statistics and social science, work is offered mainly in statistics, bllt to 
some degree also in the less definite field of social science. The statistical method 
has been found of special service both in den'loping a scientific and judicial 
attitude and in bringing out many facts about social life not discowrable in 
any other way. After the introductory course in sodal science, an advanced 
course is open which deals with the dependent or semi .dependent c1asse~ and 
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the care for them exercised by society, in part through governmental agencies 
and in part through private philanthropy. 
The courses in politics aTC designed to familiarize the student with the struc· 
ture and functions of government, state, national, and municipal. In the ad-
vanced courses, special problems are studied. In 1915'.1916 in the seminary in 
public Jaw a study of the police power was made. In the course in research 
each student is allowed to follow up an investigation of the sources of some par-
ticular suhject. Students desiring to specialize in Politics should take. as a 
foundation, the courses on American Political Institutions and Comparative 
Pol itics. CourseS ,on Business Law, and on Government Control of Industry can-
not be regarded as con:;tituting graduate work. 
This group uses two laborat6ries and several class rooms in proximity to 
each other and to the Cour division offices and one general office. an arrange· 
mffit which has greatly facil itated intercourse between teachers and graduate 
students as well as among graduate students themselves. In the political science 
seminary room at the University Library, and in the various offices and labora· 
tories occupied by these departments, numerous publications in politics and in 
economics are accessible to advanced students. The laboratories for classes in 
statistics and finance are supplied with standard and current books dealing 
with these subjects and with various mechanical devices for simple statistical 
processes and for sccurin~ a graphic and effective presf'ntation of resu!ts. 
In the closely related subject of rural economy or agricultural economics, 
courses are offered dealing with the general economic and social problems of the 
open country arising from the growing complexity and intensitr of agriculture 
and its relation with commerce, manufacturing, and transportation. 
Several teaching assistantships ridding $500 and tuition; three fellowships, 
two yielding $-100 and tuition. and one yielding $500 and tuition: and several 
assistantships, each yielding $150 , are filled each spring. 
Elementary Social Science. Professor WILLCOX. 
Demography or Population Statistics. Professor WILLCOX. 
Economic and Industrial Statistics. Professor \Vll.LCOX. 
The Dependent Classes. Professor WILLCOX. 
Principles of Economics. Professor JOHNSON. 
Value and Distribution. Professor JOHNSON. 
The Labor Problem. Professor J om:so:-.. 
Socialism. Professor JOHNSON .. 
Money and Banking. Professor YOUNG. 
Corporations and Trusts. Professor YOUNG. 
Railway Transportation. Professor Y(lUNG. 
l\'tunicipal Administration. Professor ORTII. 
State Administration. Professor ORTH. 
Elements of Business Law. Professor OInH. 
Government Control of Industry. Professor ORTH . 
American Party System. Professor ORTH. 
Constitutional Government. Professor O~TIf. 
Accounting. Assistant Professor ENGUSII . 
Accounting Practice ann Problems. Assistant Professor ENGLISH. 
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American Political Institutions. Professor ORTlI and Assistant ProCessor 
S ABY. 
Comparative Politics. Professor ORTH and Assistant Professor SABY. 
International Law. President ScHURMAN and Assistant Professor SABY. 
History of Political Thought. Assistant Professor SARY. 
! ... Jodem Political Thought. Assistant Professor SABY. 
Problems in t-.larket Distribution. Assistant Prof~r- TURNER. 
The Industrial Revolution in England. Assistant ProCessor USHER. 
Social and Economic Problems of the 19th Century in England. Assistant 
Professor USHER. 
?-.Iathematicai Economics. Professor YOUNG. 
Research in Statistics. Professor WILLCOX. 
Research in Finance. Professor YOUNG. 
Resean:h in Politics. Professor ORTH. 
~minarr in Politics and Public Law. Professor QRTH. 
Research in Accounting. ,-\ssistan t Professor ENGLISH. 
General Seminary. Attended by all teachers in political sCIence and all 
graduate student s with majors in that field. 
Rural Economy. Professor LAmIAN. Sec Rural Economy (page 55), and 
also in the Announcement of the College of Agriculture. 
MATHEMATICS 
Professors: J.UIES :\ !Cl\f,\HOS ; J. H. TANNER; J. I. HUTCHINSON; VIRGIL 
S:"\' OEIC F. R . SHARPE; W. B. CAk\'Ek ; ARTHUR RANUMj D. C. GILLESPIE; 
\\". A. HnwlTz ; C. F. CRAIG; F. W. OWENS. 
Inst ru ctors: J. V. l\lcKEl.VEY; L. L. SILV/£R)fAN; R. W. BURGESS; H. BETZ; 
;"1. G. GAB.\. 
The graduate work provides instruction in the principal branches of mathe-
matics and furnishes preparation and ma terial for independent investigation. 
Only a portion of the whole field can be covered by the courses given in a single 
year. The courses are. therefore, changed from year to year in order to meet the 
needs of the students. 
In addition to the regular instruetion, individual guidanee and advice are 
offered to any student who wishes to follow a particular line of inquiry. 
The equipment in mathematics consists of a collection of about three hundred 
models, including plaster models of the quadric and cubic surfaces, of several 
forms of the Kumm<,r surfac<" of the cydides, of surfaces of centers of quadrics, 
and of minimum surfaces; plaster models illustrating positive. negative, and 
parabolic curvature. and constan t measure of curvature; plaster models illustrat-
ing the theory of fun ('{ ions. among them models of simply and mUltiply connected 
surfaces. and of several forms of ~iemann's surfaces , and models representing the 
real parts of algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, and elliptic functions; wooden 
and glass models of crystals and polyhedra: wire and thread models of twisted 
curves and ruled surfaces. and skeleton frames for mini mum surfaces. 
The University Library has a I3rge collection of books on pure and applied 
mathematics. including collected works of mathematicians. complete sets of all 
the important mathematical journals. transactions. and other publications of 
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scientific societies, and doctoral theses from the leading American and European 
universities. 
The Oliver Mathematical Club, composed of teachers and advanced students. 
meets weekly , and has for its object the systematic pres~ntation, by the members 
of some specifiet:l. mathematical theory of recent development, and of reports on 
noteworthy articles in current journals and on the results of special reading and 
investigation. 
Solid Geometry; Advanced Algcbra; Trigonometry; Analytic Geometry: 
Differential Calculus; Integral Calculus. 
Descriptive Geometry. ProCeSSOf' S:-;YDER. 
Projective Geometrr. Dr. GADA. 
Graphical Methods. Mr. BETz. 
Probabilities and Insurance. Professor ~Idhllo!\. 
Differential Equations. Professor OWENS. 
Modem Algebra. Professor RAl'WM. 
Advanced Calculus. Dr. McKELVEY. 
Finite Differences. D BURGESS. 
Elementary Analysis. Dr. BURGESS. 
Elementary Course in Higher Mathematics. Selected members of the staff. 
Advanced Analytic Geometry. Dr. SILVERM.\l\. 
Theory of Numbers. Professor CARVER. 
Differential Geometry. ProfessOi CARVER. 
Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable. Professor CR.\lG. 
Potential Theory a.nd Fourier Series. Professor SHARPE. 
Principles of Mechanics. Professor GILLESPIE. 
Theory of Functions of Real Variables. Professor H URwITz. 
Algebraic Geometry. Professor SNYDER. 
Mathematical Physics. Professor OWENS. 
Students who take mathematics as a major subject for an advanced degree 
must have completed the equivalent of the elementary cOOrse in analytic geome1ry 
and calculus, and somi' further stud y in at least one somewhat more advanced 
subject. as for example, differential equations, advanced calculus, modern algebra, 
or projective or analytic geometry, before residencc towards an advanced degree 
can be recommended . 
PHYSICS 
Professors : E. L. NICHOLS; G. S. i\IOJ.ER; ERNEST MERRITT; FREDERICK 
BEDELL; ]. E. TREVOR ; ]. S. SHEARER; ERNEST BLAKER; F. K. RICHT-
MYER; R. C. GtBBS. 
Instructors: R. C. RODGERS; C. C. MURDOCK; E. C. t-.IA\·ER: T. B. BROWt\; 
R. W. KING: K. S. GIBSON; R. BOWN: W. S. MALLORY; C. L. SWISHER; 
P. T. WEEKS; H. A. PlOOF-ON; F. E. E. GERMANN; C. C. BIDWELL: J. C. 
ScHELLENG. 
Opportunities are offered for study and investigation in the various branches 
of the science, both theoretical and experimental. Some of these opportunities 
are indicated in the following statement: marc complete information can be 
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obtained by those interested through correspondence addressed to the Depart-
ment of Physics or to individual members of the staff. 
The facilities for radiometric and spectrophotometric work, for the investiga-
tion of the properties of matter throughout a very wide range of temperatures, for 
the study of Roentgen rays and allied phenomena, in electricity, especially for the 
study of alternating current phenomena, in the application of photographic 
methods to problems in experimental physics, elc., arc exceptionally good. 
Forty rooms in Rockefeller Hall arc set aside for advanced workers. Research 
is organized as a distinct division with its own equipment, stock, and apparatus 
room, well equipped workshop for the use of graduate students, complete appli-
ances for the production and handling of gases, including generators, low and high 
pressure storage tanks, compressors, power driven vacuum pumps, machinery for 
the liquifaction of air and other gases, an unusually complete and high powered 
apparatus for X-rays, a refrigerating plant, a dynamo laboratory, fully equipped 
with various sorts of direct and alternating current apparatus, oscillograph, 
etc. An instrument maker's shop with two mechanicians is devoted solely to 
the construction and repair of apparatus. 
During the year 1916-17. Professor NICIIOLS will direct the work of graduate 
students in experimental physics and particularly in radiation and luminescence; 
Professor MERRITT. in theoretical and experimental physics, particularly in elec-
tricity and magnetism and problems connected with luminescence; Professor 
BEDELL, in applied electricity, theoretical and experimental, and particularly in 
alternating-current phenomena; Professor SHEARER, in theoretical and experi .. 
mental physics, and particularly in X-rays, in radio-activity, and in work requiring 
the production and measurement of high and low temperatures; Professor 
TREVOR, in the theory of thermodynamics; Professor MOLER, in the design and 
construction of research apparatus and in work involving the use of photography; 
Professor BLAKER, in sound and light, Professor RICIITMYER, in photometry. 
illumination, and photo-electricity; Professor GIBBS in absorption spectra and 
radiation. 
Students desiring to undertake graduate work as candidates for a degree 
should have completed at least two years of undergraduate work in physics, i. e .. 
the equivalent of course 12 (Physics) in the Announcement of the Col1ege of Arts 
and Sciences and its prerequisites. 
Introductory Courses.-First Year Physics (experimental lectures. class work, 
laboratory); Second Year Physics (class work, laboratory); Electrical Measure-
ments; Photometry and Illumination; Practical Photography; X-Ray Photo-
gt'aphy; Physics for Teachers. 
Advanced Courses. 
Heat. Assistant Professor BLAKER. 
Light. Assistant Profcssor BLAKER. 
Electricity and Magnetism. Assistant Professor BUKER. 
Properties of Matter. Assistant Professor BLAKER, 
Sound. Assistant Professor BUKER. 
Advanced Laboratory Practice. Assistant Professor BLAKER. 
Advanced Photography. Professor MOLER. 
CHE~IISTRY 
AIt('rnating Currents. Professor BEDELL. 
Elect rical Laboratory Practice. Professor BEDELL.. 
Advanced Course in Electrical Laboratory. Professor BEDELL. 
Design and Construction of Apparatu:; for Research. Professor MOI.EIC 
Conduction in Gases. Professor MERRITT. 
Electric Waves. Profeswr !lh:RRITT. 
History of Physics in the 19th Century, Professor NICHOI.S. 
Fluorescence and Phosphorescence. Professor N leHOLS. 
Photometry and the Physics of lJIumination. Professor NICHOLS. 
Photometry and Illumination. Assistant Professor RIClITMYF:R. 
Spect rophotometry . Assistant Professor RICHTM\'ER. 
Theory of Light. .o\sSistant Professor BLAKER. 
Theory of Heat , Professor SHEARER . 
X.Rays and Radioactivity, Professor SHEARER. 
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Reading Course on tht'> Electromagnt'>tic Wave Th .. "Ory. Professor SHEARER. 
The Application of Mathematics to Physics. Professor SHEARER. 
Physical Seminary . Professor NICHOI.S. 
Throretical Physics. i\fechanics and Thennodynamics. Professor l\'l ERRITT. 
Theoretical Physics. Elect ricity and l'dagnetism. Professor MERRITT. 
Thermodynamics, Professor TREVOR, 
CHEMISTRY 
Professors: L. 11. DENNI S, Inorganic Chemistry; W. R. ORNDORFf", Organic 
and Physiological Chemistry; W, D. BANCROFT. Physical Chemistry; E. l\L 
CHAMOT, Chemical r..licroscopy and Sanitary Chemistry; G. W. CAVANAUGH, 
Agricult ural Chemist ry ; A. W. BROWNE, Inorganic and Ana1ytical Chemistry; 
L. j , C ROSS, Agricultural Chemistry; G. E. F. LUNDELL, Analytical Chemis-
try; R. P . ANDERSON, Analytical Chemistry; T . R. BRIGGS, Physical Chern· 
istry; p, E, RICE , Agricultural Chemistry. 
Instructors: T. W, B. WELSH; S. A, MAHOOD; F. R. GEORGU ; F . H . RHODES. 
A graduate student who desires to take either a major or a minor subject in 
chemistry may select anyone of the following seven branches: inorganic chemis-
try, analytical chemistry, organi~ chemistry, physical chemistry, sanitary chem-
istry, chemical microscopy, agricultural chemistry, Under thc present pro-
cedure, both t he major subject and the onC\Jl1inor subject required for the degree 
of Master of Arts, and the major subject and the two minor subjects required 
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy may be selected from the seven divisions 
mentioned above; but it is desirable that candidates for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy select at least one minor subject outside of chemistry. 
A graduate student who desires to take a minor subject in chemistry with 
some subject other than chemistry as the major subject , will be required to offo.!r 
introductory inorganic chemistry and elem(>ntary qualitative and quantitative 
anal ysis as preliminary to his graduate work. The work upon his minor subject 
in chemistry may be taken in any branch of the subject that he is qualified to 
pursue, and may comprise advanced courS<'s selected from the subjoined list, with 
the approval of his special committee. 
Candidates for the degree of Maskr of Arts. or that of Doctor of Philoso-
phy, with the major subjIXt in chemist ry will be f'xp('('ted to havc a reading 
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knowledge of French and German, and will be required to offer as preliminary to 
their graduatt' work in chmlistry the follo .... ing subjects: introductory inorganic 
chemistry. ('\l'mentary qualitative and quantitative analysis, advanced Quantita· 
tiye analysis. and elementary opticochemical methods, gas analysis, organic chem· 
istry, dcmcntary chemical microscopy, and physical chemistry. Courses 
in th('se slIbjccts. if tak,:n in another university, will be accepted if they 
arc su bstn nl ially equivaknt to t he courses offered at Cornell. Graduate students 
('nt('ring from otht'T universitks may take during their residence for the advanct'd 
dC'gn'c such of the aho\'(' courses as they have not already pursued. If a graduate 
~tu..-!('nt lacks at entrance sC'v('ral of these preliminary courses, more than the 
minimum period of residence, may be necessary. More advanced courses may 
Ut' eJ('cted from the appended list with the approval of a candidate's special 
committe('. 
Detailed information concerning the chemical laboratory and its equipment 
is contained in the Announcement of the Department of Chemistry , which may 
be obtained on application to the Department. The equipment of the Depart. 
mcnt for the instruction of the graduate as well as the undergraduate student 
is unusually ('omplete and there arc excellent oppor tunities for research in each 
of the \'arious lines of instruction, 
Introductory Inorganic Chemistry; Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis. 
Inorganic Chemistry 
Advanced Inorganic ChE'mistry. Lectures and. laboratory. -Professors 
DES:-:IS and BROWNE. 
Selected Topics in Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. Lectures. Professor 
B,w\\,sE and Dr. WEl.SH. 
Chemistry of Gases. Leetur('s. Assistant Professor Al'\DERSON. 
Analytical Chemistry 
Advanced Qualitative Analysis. Laboratory. Dr. RHODES. 
Advanced Quantitative Analysis. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant 
Professor Ln .. oELL. 
Electrochemical Analysis. Laboratory. Assistant Professor LUNDELL. 
Assaying. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor LUNDELL. 
Opticochemical Methods. Lectl.lres and laboratory. Assistant Professor 
ANDERSON. 
Ad\'anel'd Opticochcmical j\lethods. Laboratory. Assistant Professor 
ASDERSOl'\. 
Gas Analysis. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor ANDERSON. 
Advanced Gas Analysis. Laboratory. Assistant Professor ANDERSON. 
F()T COUrses in M j(',....,~wp;(' ('n('mical Analy~,s. fee Chemical Microscopy. 
Organic Chemistry 
Organic Chcmistry. Lectures and laboratory. Professor ORNDORFF and 
Mr. MAHOOD. 
Special Chapters in Organic Chemistry. Lectllres. Professor ORNDORFF. 
Advanced Organic Chemistry. Laboratory. Professor ORNDORFF and Mr. 
MAIiOOD. 
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The CoaJ Tar Dyestuffs. Lectures and laboratory. Professor ORHDOIn 
and Mr. MAHOOD. 
Stereochemistry. Lectures. Professor ORNDORPJ'. 
Organic Analysis. Laboratory. Professor ORNDORFF and Mr. MAHOOD. 
Pbysical Chemistry 
Physical Chemistry. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor BRIGGS, 
Advanced Physical Chemistry. Lectures. Professor BANCROfT. 
Applied Colloid Chemistry. LectUJ'es. Professor BANCROFT. 
Theoretical Electrochemistry. Lectures. Professor BANCROFT. 
Applied Electrochemistry. Lectures and laboratory. Assistant Professor 
BRIGGS. 
Advanced Physical Chemistry. Laboratory. ProCessor BANCROFT and 
Assistant Professor BRIGGS. 
Advanced Electrochemistry. Laboratory. Professor BANCROFT and Assi$t. 
ant Professor BRIGGS. 
Sanitary Chemistry 
Sanitary Chemistry. Lectures and laboratory. Professor CBAWOT and Mr. 
GEOR(;IA. 
Special Topics in Food Examination. Lectures. Mr. GEORGIA. 
Microscopic Examination of Foods. Laboratory . Professor CRAMOT. 
Special Topics in Water Examination. Lectures. Professor CUAMOT. 
Advanced Sanitary Chemistry. Laboratory. Professor CUANOT. 
Toxicology. Lectures. Professor CHAMOT. 
Chemical Microscopy 1 
Chemical Microscopy. Laboratory , with recita tions and demonstrations. 
Professor CUAMOT. 
Advanced Chemical Microscopy. Laboratory. Professor CUAMOT. 
Agricultural ChemJstry 
Agricultural Chemistry. Lectures. recitations. and laboratory practice. 
Professors CAVANAVGH and CROSS. and Assistant Professor RICE. 
Advanced Agricultural Chemistry. Lectures. Professor CROSS. 
Agricultural Analysis. Laboratory . Professor CROSS and Assistant Pro-
fessor RlCE. 
Advanced Agricultural Analysis. Laboratory . Professors CAVAN .... UGH aod 
Caoss. 
Household Chemistry. Lectures and laboratory. Professor CAVAN .... UGH 
and Assistant Professor RICE. 
GEOLOGY 
Under the general title of geology are included dynamic geology, physical. 
geography, meteorology, mineralogy, crystallography, petrography. paleontolOlY 
and stratigraphic geology. economic geology. 
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Professors: HEINRICH RIES. Dynamic and Economic Geology: G. D. HAU.S, 
Paleontology and Stratigraphic Geology; A. C. GlLL. Mineralogy and 
Petrography; O. D. VON ENGELN, Physical Geography ; W. M. WaSON, 
Meteorology. 
Instructors: R. E. SoMERS; J. S. HOOle: E. D. ELSTON; V. E. MONNETT; 
P. A. VANDER MEULEN. 
Dyna.mic Geology. No special graduate courses are offered in this branch. 
advanced work either in the field or laboratory being adjusted to the needs of the 
individual student. One taking a major in this branch of geology, should first 
have bad at least elementary work in the other branches represented in the 
department. 
Physical Geography. The region round about Ithaca abounds in excellent 
and varied illust rations of physiography and glaciology. For many years the 
teachers and advanced studen ts of phy-!ical geography have been engaged in aD 
investigation of the fi eld problems. and these studies will be continued. [0 
addition to fie ld work , there are excellent facilities (or indoor work, The main 
laboratory is well equipped with topographic maps and photographs ; the col· 
lect ion of relief models is notably complete, and there is an experimental labora.-
tory with apparatus and facilities for canying on a variety of experiments in 
the development of land forms, etc. 
For admission to the advanced courses, it is required that the student have a 
working knowledge of the fundamental principles of the subject and have com· 
pleted some reading other t han textbooks. These courses are intended to con· 
tribute to the training of students for positions in the better grade of secondary 
and normal schools, in colleges and universities, in the national geological survey , 
in exploring expeditions. and to afford preparat ion for research. 
A candidate for an advanced degree whose major subject is in physical googra.-
phy should have completed. during his undergraduate t raining, elementary univer-
sity courses in physics (including an advanced course in heat). chemistry, mathe-
matics, and economics. in addit ion to introductory courses in physical geography 
and geology. 
MeteorOlogy. The U. S. Weather Bureau observatory, which is located on the 
Campus, affords sp{'cial opportunity for the study of both theoretical and economic 
meteorology. 
Mineralogy, CrystalJograpby. and Petrography. The laboratory equipment 
is relatively good as regards petrographic microscopes. apparatus for chemical 
and physical investigat ions of rocks, and apparatus for special crystallographic 
determinations. There are also collections of rocks and study collections of 
minerals. The largest of the latter includes the Benjamin Silliman, jr .• coUection. 
Special grad uate cour.;cs in this division are not offered , but advanced work 
is adapted to the needs of the individual. Two of the elementary courses are. 
however. so dependent on a rather a dvanced knowledge of physics or of chemistry, 
or of both, that they are to be considered as requiring the maturity of graduates, 
although open also to undergraduates with sufficient preparation. These are the 
courses in optical determination of minerals and petrography. For graduatt' 
work in these subjects a student should have chemistry, including quantitative 
analysis. and a good knowledge of general physics. For petrography he shouJd 
have also not less than a year of general gcology. 
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Paleontology and Stratigraphie Geology. The University is so located that 
excellent exposures of Devonian formations are at its very door, and the typical 
• sections of New York State, which are of fundamental importance in American 
paleozoic geology. are within short excursion range. The most important of 
these arc the Rochester and Niagara gorges, Trenton Falls. and the Helderberg 
escarpments, the Chemung Valley, and the coal fields in northern Pennsylvania. 
Summer field work has been carried on by boat over a still greater range, extend-
ing to Plattsburg on the north and to the Carolinas on t he south. giving t he 
6tudent at small cost a chance to study a large portion of t he geological column at 
6tst hand. 
Facilities for those prepared to engage in research in paleontology and strati-
graphic geology are furnished by summer cruises into the Tertiary areas of the 
southern states: eleven seasons' work in Louisiana, together with cont inuous 
work in oil investigation, two seasons in Arkansas, two in Texas, one in E urope ; 
the results of numerous exchanges; the Newcomb collection (10,000 species) of 
recent shells: and the exceptional wealth of conchological li terature in the geologi-
cal and the general library. The Bulletin of American Paleontology , the only 
paleontological journal in the country, is published in the depart ment. 
E(ODOmic Geology_ The work in economic geology is designed to familiarize 
the student with the origin, occurrence, and distribution of the mineral prod ucts 
of economic value, and also with the pract ical application of geological principles. 
The laboratory contains an excellent study collection of economic materials from 
the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Europe, including ores, fuels, clays. abra-
sives, building stones, etc.: most of these representing suites of material collected 
by members of the staff of instruction on geological trips. This collection is sup-
plemented by maps and models. The departmental library contains a number 
of reports and books on economic geology: and the University Library has a 
very full set of works covering this special field. 
In addition to the collections, the economic geology laboratory has facilities 
for general work and research on t.."<Xlnomic materials. the equipment for clay 
investigation being especially large. 
The work of graduate instruct ion consists in part of lectures and in ):Iart of 
special work arranged to suit the needs of the indi·:idual student . Students who 
are registered for a major subject in economic geology an~ expected to <'Ogage in 
research, which should preferably be based on field work. 
Excursions may readily be taken to the anthracite region of Pennsylvania; 
to the iron , slate, cement, and talc region near Easton, Pa.; to the magnet ite 
mines of the Adirondacks, etc. Field trips of greater or less length are taken to 
lOme of these localities every year. 
Elementary Geology, Elementary Physical Geography; Gt.'Ographyof North 
America; Geography of Europe: Meteorology and Cl imatology; Elementary 
Mineralogy ; General Lithology; Crystallography; Blowpipe' Determination of 
Minerals; Historic Geology: Eronomk Geology. 
Glaciers and Glaciation. Assistant Professur VON ENGELtJ , and Mr. ELSTON. 
Experimental Physiography. Assistant Professor VON ENGELN. 
Seminary in Physiography. Assistant Professor VON ENGF.LN . 
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Physiographic Research. Assistant Profe8lOt' VON ENGBLN. 
Mineralogy. Profeswr GILL &Od Mr. VANDEI. MSULEN. 
Crystal Measurement and Drawing. Professor GILL. 
Optical Determination of Minerals. Professor Gu. 
Petrography. Professor GILL. 
Seminary in Mineralogy and Petrography. Professor GILL. 
Advanced or Special Work in Mineralogy and PetrographY. Professor GtLL. 
Stratigraphic Geology. Professor HARRIS. 
Paleontology. Professor HARRIS. 
Research and Conference. Professor HARRIS and Mr. OLSSON. 
General Economic Geology , Professor RIES and Dr. Sowns. 
Clay Investigation. Professor RtES and Mr. Hoos:. 
Advanced Economic Geology. Professor RlEs. 
Economic Geology Seminary. Professor RIES, 
Experimental Economic Geology. Professor RIBS and Mr. HooK.. 
Meteorology and ClimaJology. Professor WILSON. 
BOTANY 
(In the College of Arts and Sciences) 
Professors: G. F. ATKINSON; W. W. ROWLEE. 
The laboratories for advanced work and research are well equipped witb 
apparatus and materials such as microscopes. microtomes, ovens, sterilizers. 
thermostats. water baths. cameras for photographic and photomicrographic work. 
culture rooms. electric lantern. etc. The laboratories are directly connected with 
well·stocked greenhouses. These contain a large assortment of exotic plant&. 
which afford material for illustration and comparison. as well as material for 
investigation. The greenhouses also afford space for experimental work in plaat 
physiology and morphology, and for the growing of plants under observation. 
There are excellent facilities for field work in the vicinity of the University. 
The University Library contains the more important periodicals and complete 
sets of. journals relating to botanical science. and a large collection of special 
works devoted to the various subdivisions of the science, as morphology, em· 
bryology, histology, physiology, mycology, and the different systematic sub-
divisions. The works most frequen tly required for reference are kept in the 
departmental library. 
The botanical seminaries offer opportunity for keeping in toueh with the 
current literature of the SUbject, and of dealing with the theoretical and practical 
aspects of the various problems under investigation. 
As a prerequisite for graduate work in botany, either as a major or as a minor 
subject, the student shouJd bave a thorough knowledge of the fundamental 
principles of the science. In addition . some prcrequisiteor supplementary advanced 
work in morphology, organography, histology, and taxonomy (according to 
the nature of the subject chosen by the candidate> will be required, Wbea 
the candidate has not had the desired advanced work, this may be takeD 
either as preliminary to the work of his special investigation, or carried 
on at the ~ame time as the latter, by registering in such of these counes .. 
the special committee may determine; but none of the courses indicated will 
be accepted as meeting the requirement for either the major or the minor subject. 
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~eral Comparative Morphology of Plants; Elementary Plant Physiology; 
Special Morphology, Taxonomy; and Ecology of the Higher Plants: Geographi. 
cal Botany; Organography and Identification of the Higher Plants; Taxonomy 
and Phylogeny of Angiosperms ; Plant Cytology; Comparative Histology of 
Plants; Dendrology; Xylology; Comparative Morphology and Embryology; 
Mycology; Taxonomy of the Pteridophytes, Bryophytcs. and Algae; Research 
ia Morphology and Embryology; General Taxonomic Survey of the Fungi. 
Research in Comparative Morphology, Embryology , and Experimental 
Morphology. Professor ATKINSON. 
Research in Mycology and Plant Pathology. Professor ATKINSON. 
Research in Taxonomy and Phylogeny of the Angiosperms. Professor 
ROWLEB. 
Research in Comparative Histology and Cytology. Professor ROWLEE. 
Seminary in Morphology, Embryology, Mycology, Physiology, etc. Professor 
ATKINSON. 
Seminary in Comparative Histology and Taxonomy of the Angiosperms. 
Professor ROWLES. 
BOTANY AND PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
(In the College of Agriculture) 
Professors: K. M. WIEGAND; LEWIS KNUDSON; A. J. EAMES: L. W. SHARP; 
J. R. ScHRAMM. 
Instructors: A. R. BECHTEL : J. M. BRANNON; O. F . CURTIS; L . H. McDANIELS; 
W. J. ROBBINS; C. C. THOMAS; F . B. WANN. 
The laboratories of this department are located in the agronomy building of 
the CoUege of Agriculture. Those devoted to general botany are supplied with 
Dlicrosoopes, herbarium, and preserved material, microtomes, paraffin baths, and 
oth~ apparatus and material suitable for carrying out research work in taxonomic 
botany of the higher plants, and in plant histology, cytology and comparative 
morphology. In connection with research work in general botany. the very rich 
Bora of Ithaca and vicinity makes the location a particularly desirable one. 
Gardens and greenhouses are also available for the growing of experimental 
material. The work in plant physiology is conducted in laboratories equipped 
with special reference to the demands of advanced instruction and research. 
Supplementary laboratory space is provided in two headhouses and two green-
houses of twenty-five by seventy-five feet each, these especially giving additional 
accommodation for the experimental work. 
The class work in plant physiology is done in one large, well.lighted. ground-
door laboratory. provided with the necessary facilities for the study of the micro-
&copic, the chemical. and the physical aspects of the subject. The necessary 
microscopic outfits, lockers. and apparatus required in general physiology are 
available. Accommodations are made for thirty students in a section. 
In a corresponding laboratory on the first floor, excellent facilities and equip-
ment are providt'd for research in plant physiology. The department possesses 
.even incubators. drying ovens and paraffin oven. all electrically heated and 
equipped for temperature control. Recording hygrometers and thermometers, 
balances. microtomes. photomicrographic apparatus, and a considerable number 
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of other important large pieces of apparatus are included. There is also available 
a plentiful supply of all small apparatus which may be necessary. 
To graduate students in physiology desks are assigned in small adjacent rooms 
which serve as headquarters for their supplies and records. Special effort haa 
been made to give opportunities for individual investigation, particularly in such 
phases of the work as nutrition. respiration, the relation of plants to climatological, 
and other factors of the environment, the physiology of fermentation, effects of 
external agencies in heredity, and cell physiology. 
The University Library is well equipped with special works and periodi. 
cals dealing with all phases of botanical science. A department library in whicb 
are kept books that are in frequent use has been established in connedion witb 
the laboratories. 
A seminary in general botany. histology. cytology and comparative morphol-
ogy is conducted in which recent literature and special phases of botanical science 
are taken up for special discussion. The purpose of this seminary is not only to 
keep abreast of the literature of the subject. but also to furnish to the student 
an opportunity for the discussion of special phases of his own research. All 
gradl1ate students except those in plant physiology are requ:red to take part 
in this seminary. 
A corresponding seminary in plant physiology offers to graduate students an 
opportunity to become familiar with current work in plant physiology. and to 
consider the relations of this work to agricultural practices. At these meetings 
there arc also held general conferences and discussions of opinions or methods not 
conveniently or appropriately dealt with in the general courses. AU graduate 
students in plant physiology are required to take part in the work of this seminary, 
and to gain experience in presenting the results of their own research. or in 
developing opinions respecting the work of others. 
As a prerequisite for work in general botany, histology, cytology and compara-
tive morphology. the student wiU be expected to have a knowledge of {undamental 
features of botanical science. A student whose major subject is in this field 
will be expected to have had advanced courses in general botany. plant histology. 
cytology and comparative morphology, depending upon the special field in which 
his work lies. If the advanced courses have not already been taken by a student 
who elects a minor in this department. he will be expected to take these durin, 
his work, and they may count in part toward the work which he offers for biJ 
degree. 
In order to pursue graduate work in plant physiology. students must have had 
good scientific preparation . Special training in general biology, botany, and 
chemistry is essential. In no case, however, maya graduate student enter upon 
topical work or research without the equivalent of eight hours advanced work ill 
courses in the subject. Special training in certain aspects of horticultural or 
agronomic work is also recognized as satisfying a general standard of scienti6c 
preparation. 
General Elementary Botany; Forest Botany; General Plant Pbysiology. 
Histology. Assistant Professor EAMES and Mr. McDANIELS. 
Cytology. Assistant Professor SHARP. 
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Comparative Morphology of Bryophytes, Pteridophytes and Spermatophyte.. 
Assistant Professor SHARP. 
Morphology of the Algae. Assistant Professor SCJlRAMW. 
Research in General Botany, Histology, Cytology, Taxonomy, and Physiology 
of the Algae. ProCesor W JECAND, and Assistant Professors EAMES. 
SHARP and ScHRAMM. 
Seminary in General Botany, Histology, Cytology. and Taxonomy. Professor 
WIEGAND. 
Physiology of Fermentation. Assistant Professor KNUDSON and Dr. RODDINS. 
Advanced Plant Physiology. Assistant Professor KNUDSON, Dr. ROBBINS 
and Mr. CURTIS. 
Special Chapters in Metabolism. Assistant Professor KNUDSON. 
Research in Plant Physiology. Assistant Professor KNUDSON, 
Seminary in Plnnt Physiology. Assistant Professor KNUDSON. 
PLANT BREEDING 
Professors : R. A. EMERSON; A . W. GILBERT; H. H. LoVE; C. H. MYERS; 
E. E. BARKER. 
Instructors: A. C. FRASER, 
The laboratories of this department are supplied with calculating machines 
necessary for statistical investigations; have the necessary microscoprs. micro-
tomes, paraffin oV('ns, etc., for studies of the histological phases of genetic prob-
lems; and are equipped with cameras and accessories for photographic work. 
The departmental library contains the principal books and periodicals dealing 
with plant breroing and genE"rai genetics. An exten<;ive card catalogue of genetic 
literature is an important part of the equipment. The department has ~een· 
bouse room approximating 2000 square feet of floor space. a part of which is 
available for the use of graduate students. These houses are divided into com· 
partments in which can be maintained temperatures suitable for diverse types of 
plants, and are equipped with the necessary appliances for the care of plant cui· 
tures on a small sC3le. A garden ncar the laboratories affords the necessary room 
for most of the plant material used by gmduatc student:>. For more extensive 
plantings, room is provided on one of the University farms. 
[n order to enter upon grarluate work in plant breeding, the student !ihould 
bave had the equivalent of the (allowing courses: genctiCl', methods of plant 
breeding, general botany, general p'ant physiology, elementary z()(\logy or 
biology, introductory inorganic chemistry, and elementary organic chemistry. 
(n case a student has not had all of these elementary cOUrsC5. he must take them 
early in the period of his graduate study. and since he will not be permitted to 
present them as partial fulfilment of the requirement!': for a major or a. minor in 
plant breeding. he win ordinarily fiod it impossible to complete his graduate work 
tn the minimum time. 
]n addition to the prerequisites listed above. it is highly d('sir:.ble that upon 
entering his graduate work the student should have had the equivalent of the 
following courses: plant taxonomy, plant cytology, advanced plant phYf:iology, 
plant pathology, trigonometry. and courses in either farm crops. pomology, 
ftoricW.ture. or vegetable gardeoing. Students who have dot had these additioQal 
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courses or their equivalents may be allowed to take certain of them as partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for a major or a minor in plant breeding. 
No graduate student may take more than his major or more than one of his 
minors in this department. All gmduate students in plant breeding are required 
to take the courses in biometry, advanced plant breeding, and evolution, given 
in this department; to attend the seminary throulthout the entire period of their 
residence; to carry out satisfactorily a course of systematic reading; and to 
complete such other assignments as may be made by the departmental staff in 
individual cases. In addition to the above. aU graduate students, except those 
taking a minor for the Master'~ degree. will be requited to complete aeditably 
some problem in genetic research. 
Student.s majoring in plant breeding will find it necessary to remain in Ithaca 
during the summer, or to make satisfactory arrangements for growing and study-
ing elsewhere the plant materials used in connection with their research problems. 
Since the department has accommodation!'; for only a limited number, prospective 
students will find it to their advantage to correspond with a member of the 
departmental staff some months prior to entering upon their work. 
Genetics, Plant Breeding; General Plant Breeding; Methods of Plant 
Breeding. 
Biometry. Professor LOVE. 
Advanced Plant Breeding. Assistant Professor BARKER. 
Evolution. Assistant Professor BARKER. 
Research. Professors EWERSON, GILBERT, LOVE, MYERS; and Assistant 
Professor BARKER. 
Seminary. Professors EMERSON, GILBERT, LOVE, MYERS, and Assistant 
Professor BARKJiR. 
PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Professors: H. H. WHETZEL; DONALD REDDICK; M. F. BARRUS; H. M. 
FITZPATRICK; V. B. STEWART; C. T. GREGORY; L. R. HESLER; W. H. 
RANKIN; F. M. BLODGETT. 
Instructors: R. J. HASKELL; C. CRUPP; J. L. WEIWER; L. M. MASSEY. 
There is a full equipment of apparatus for pursuing graduate work and 
research in this subject. The equipment ineludes specially constructed. furniture 
and the most modem types of miCf()l':copes, microtomes, sterilizers, electric 
incubators, and paraffin bath for the work of teaching and investigation. The 
phytopathological herbarium includes, besides a 10ca1 collection, complete sets 
of a number of the well known exsiccati such as Rabenho~t. Roumeguere, 
Ravancl, Seymour & Earle, Fungi Columbiana, etc. Considerable space in the 
greenhouses is devoted entirely to graduate work and research. The depart-
mental library includes most of the important works on plant pathology. complete 
set.c; of the more important journals. and many monographs. The general library 
contains a fairly complete collection of mycological books. 
During the growing season, the department maintains a number of field 
laboratories in the more important fruit and crop sections of the State. where 
members of the staff and graduate students may carry on their investigations. 
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Each of these field laboratories has a complete equipment of apparatus, meteoro-
logieal and other instruments necessary. for the most careful research. Candi· 
dates for the Doctor's degree are required to spend at least one season in one of 
the field laboratories, in order that they may come in direct contact with the 
conditions and the practical aspects of control problems. 
Industrial fellowships, established by gTowers or commercial concerns, are 
open to award from time to time. These provide exceptional opportunities 
for investigation. during a continuous period. of problems of great economic 
importance and scientific value. These fellowships, which are worth from $500 
to $1000 a year, usually extend over a period of two years, and catTY with them 
sums ranging from '250 to '500 to provide for travelling and living expenses, 
etc •• in connection with the work in the field . These are known as temporary 
industrial fellowships. 
Students preparing for graduate work in PJant Pathology are urged to obtain 
a thorough knowledge of elementary Physics and Chemistry, including Organic 
and Physical Chemistry, and of General Botany and Plant Physiology. Latin, 
German. and French are indispensable in phytopathological research , and if 
possible, the student should have a reading knowledge of these languages before 
entering upon graduate work. Candidates for advanced degrees must present 
evidence of fundamental training in all these subjects. Opportunity is afforded 
for further study in these lines after entering the Graduate School, but under 
such circumstances, the candidate cannot expect to receive a degree in the 
minimum time of residence. 
Plant Pathology; Principles of the Control of Plant Diseases: Timber Decay 
and its Prevention. 
Advanced Plant Pathology. Professors WHETZEL and FITZPATRICK, and 
Assistant Professor STEWART. 
Mycology (Elementary). Professor WHETZEL and Assistant Professors 
FITZPATRICK and HESLER. 
Mycology (Advanced). Assistant Professor FITZPATRICK. 
Phytopathological Histology. Professor WH£TZEL. 
Bacterial Diseases of Plants. Assistant Professor FJTZPATRICK. 
Research. Professors WHETZEL, REDDICK, and BARRlIS. and Assistant Pr0-




ProCessors: W. H. CHANDLER; H. B. KNAPP. 
Instructors: E. L. OVERHOLSER; A. J. HEINICKE; G. W. PECK. 
In addition to the laboratory equipment. there is a fifty-acre field laboratory 
devoted to commercial and varietal orchards of the different fruits. A special 
dfort has been made to secure in this collection representative varieties of aU 
domesticated species. 
Each year a large collection of fruit available for gmduate use is brought 
together at the college. Laboratory equipment is secured as needed for any 
ltudent carrying on major or minor work in this field as a candidate for the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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Graduates of Cornell University must offer the following courses as prerequi· 
sites for gTaduate work in pomology: botany I and 20, entomology 3. plant 
pathology I, chemistry I and 30, or 3.2. aod pomology I. These courses are out. 
lined in the Announcements of the College of Agriculture and of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. Graduates from universities other than Cornell must offer 
the equivalent of the above prerequisites. In addition, students are required 
as a part of their graduate work in pomology to take advanced courses in plant 
physiology, unless a minor is chosen in that subject. They arc ~ed, however. 
to choose a minor in some phase of botany, particularly plant physiology. A list 
of the courses that will be given by this department during the summer term of 
1916 will be furnished on application. 
On acrount of the nature of the work. it is very desirable that graduates 
studying for the M::l.stcr's degree should spend one summer at Ithaca or in tb~ 
field, investigating their special subject. This is required of graduates working 
for the Doctor's degree. 
Pomology: Laboratory Course. 
Varieties, Judging and Packing. Messrs. OVERHOLSER and HEINlen. 
Systematic Pomology. Messrs. OVERHOl.SER and HEINICKB. 
EXpt'rimental Pomology. Professor CHANDLER. 
Advanced Laboratory. ProCessor CHANDLER, and Messrs. OVERHOl.SER. and 
HEINICKE. 
Research. Professor CHANDLER, Assistant Professor KNAPP, and Messrs. 
OVERHOLSER, HEunCKE, and PECK. 
Seminary. Professor CHANDLER, Assistant Professor KNAPP. and Messrs. 
OVERHOLSER, HEINICKE, and PECS:. 
FLORICUL TVRE 
Professors: E. A. WRITE; A. C. BEAL; DAVID LUMSDEN. 
Instructors: A. C. HOTTES; Miss L. A. MINNS; C. L. TRAYER; E. C. Vou. 
Comparatively little research has been done in floriculture. The field is • 
broad one, and there are exceU.:nt opportunities (or original work in this subject. 
Studies in variation, nutrition. or in regard to the culture and improvement 
of plants may be undertaken. Monographic studies on the various genera of 
ornamentals offer an important field of study. Summer work is of special im. 
portance in studying flower crops, and it is desirable that candidates for the 
Master's degree spend at least one summer at the University. This is requited 
of all candidates for the Doctor's degree. 
Every candidate for an advanced degree in floriculture must have had • 
thorough training in general biology. botany, economic entomology. soils, fer. 
tilizers, and genetics. A student who takes his major subject in this department 
must alreo.dy have had the courses noted below or their equivalent, excrpting 
only the advanced courses. A student who takes his minor subject for the 
Msster's degree in this department may register for these courses. AU can· 
didates must submit a typewritten, bound thesis, a copy of which &hall be left 
witb tbe dep:lrtment. 
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In addition to the classroom and laboratory equipment, a new range of green-
bouse'S, aggrE'go.ting sixteen thousand sq"uare feet of glass, is now available (or 
instructional purposes. The department has about thirty acres of land devoted 
to field experiments 'l\ith peonies. gladioli, itiscs, roses, asters and other annual 
and perennial plants. This area also furnishes material ror laboratory exercises. 
The library equipment consists of a large and steadily increasing colleclion of 
works of reference, comprising a number of the rarer books of the ancients. an 
unusuaJly full assortment of the garden herbals of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
eighteenth centuries, and the leading monographs and manuals of modem times. 
supplemented by complete sets of a large number of the horticultural journals of 
Europe and America. This large collection has also been supplemented by the 
gift of the extensive private library of the late Professor John Craig, The largest 
bound collection of st>OO, plant, and nursery catalogues in the United States is in 
the library of the department, This collection is very useful to students mono-
graphing horticultural plants. Students have access to an herbarium comprising 
about thiiteen thousand cultivated plants. 
Principles and Methods of Greenhouse Practice. Professor WHITE and 
Assistant Professor LUMSDEN. 
Greenhouse Construction. Assistant Professor LUMSDEN and Mr. THAYER. 
Commercial Floriculture. Professor WHITE and Assistant Professor LUMSDEN. 
Greenhouse and Garden Practice. Mr. VOLZ. 
Floral Arrangement. Professor WRITE, Mr. THAYER, and Miss M,NNS. 
Conservatory Plants. Professor WHITE, and Mr. THAYER. 
Garden Flowers. Assistant Professor LUMSDEN, Mr. HOTTES, and Miss 
MINNS, 
Amateur Floriculture. Miss MINNS. 
Wholesaling and Retailing Flowers. Professor WHITE. 
Advanced Courses- History and Literature of Floriculture. Professor DEAL. 
Investigation in Floriculture. Professors WHITE and BEAL. 
Seminary. Professor WHITE and staff. 
ZOOLOGY 
Professors: H. D. REED; A. H . WRIGHT; A. A. ALLEN. 
Opportunity is offered for investigation in general 'Zoology, systematic zoology, 
comparative anatomy, «olegy, and ornithology. 
The museum contains representative forms of the various animal groups. [n 
Its (ormation, efforts have been made to obtain material from all part~ of the 
world iUustrating biologic and evolutionary ideas. Most of the families of 
animals are represented. in the collection, and, in some of the major groups, 
most of the genera. 
The brge fauna of the Cayuga Lake basin, with its admixture of the Transi-
tional. Canadian, and Upper Austral life zones and with its diverse topographic 
conditions. affords unusual opportunities for advanced work and research in 
ecology. 
Every facility possible in the way of m:tterial and apparatus is placed at the 
disposal of students desiring to work in the above fields. 
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Aside from t.he elementary courses mentioned below, a student should have 
had courses in histology and embryology. For investigatiOD in ecology, a 
knowledge of the fundamentals of physics. chemiltry, geology, and physiology it 
necessary. 
Elementary Zoology: Mammalian Anatomy based upon a study of the cat; 
Comparative Anatomy; Systema tic Zoology and Ecology. (These courses or 
their equi,:,alents are prerequisite to graduate work.) 
Comparative Morphology and Evolution of Vertebrates. Assistant Professor 
REED. 
Ichthyology , Herpetology. Mammalogy. Assistant Professor WRIGHT. 
Economic Omithology, Systematic Ornithology. Assistant Professor ALLEN. 
ENTOMOLOGY, LIMNOLOGY, AND NATURE-STUDY 
Professors: J. G. NEEDHAM , Entomology and Limnology; W. A. RILll:T. 
Morphological Entomology ; O. A. JOHANNSEN, G. W. HERRICK. C. R. CROSBY, 
R. MATHESON, Economic Entomology; 1. C. BRADLEY. Systematic Entomol-
ogy; G. C. EMBODY. Aquiculture; E. R. KING, Apiculture; Mrs. A. B. 
COMSTOCK. Nature-Study. 
Instructors: MIss A. C. STRYKE; C. H. HADLEY, JR.; J. T . LLoYD; C. P. 
ALEXANDER; W. L. CHANDLER . 
Students are offered opportunity for advanced work in one or more of the fol-
lowing subjects: insect ecology. morphology of insects. embryology of insects. 
!ystematic entomology. economic entomology, limnology, aquiculture, and nature-
study. 
Each of the laboratories is well supplied with microscopes and other apparatus 
necessary for the special work carried on in it. The laboratory of morphology 
and embryology is especially equipped for histological work. Connected with 
. the laboratory of systematic entomology are extensive collections of both North 
American and exotic insects of all orders. These have been determined by 
specialists and are accessible to properly prepared students for comparison. The 
collection includes many sets of specimens illustrative of the metamorphoses and 
babits of insects. There is also in the museum a good series of invertebrates other 
than insects. and there are many types. The advanced work in economic 
entomology is carried on in large part in an insectary, a separate building; a 
second insectary adjacent to the laboratories is available for other phases of the 
work. A biological field station at the head of Cayuga Lake. one mile from the 
Campus and open throughou t the year, and a hatching station in Cascadilla 
Gorge on ·the Campus afford exceptional opportunities for investigations in the 
biology of fresh water organisms. 
The special library is rich in works on entomology and contains complete sets 
of all the more important entomological journals. 
General Biology; General Entomology; Ecology of Ins«ts; Elementary 
Morphology of Insects; Elementary Systematic Entomology; Entomot.uy; 
Apiculture. 
The courses above. except apiculture. or their equivalents. are prerequisite 
to graduate study in entomology. 
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S,ltematie Eatomolou 
Research in Systematic Entomology. Assistant Professor BRADLeY. 
Advanced Systematic Entomology. Assistant Professor BRADLEY. 
Taxonomy of Insects: a series of courses, running through nine terms, dealing 
with all the orders of insects in succession. Assistant Professor BRADLBY 
and Professor JOHANNSEN, assisted by specialists in the several groups. 
Classification of the Coccidt!e. Assistant Professor BRADLEY. 
Entomological Literature and its Technique. Assistant Professor BRAnLEY. 
Insect Morphology 
Resea.reh in Morphology of Insects. Professor RILEY. 
Morphology and Development of Insects. Professor RILEY. 
Histology of Insects. Professor RILEY. 
Gennan Entomological Reading. Professor R(LEY . 
French Entomological Reading. Miss STRYKE. 
Parasitology and Medica1 Entomoiocy 
Animal Parasites and Parasitism. Professor RILEY. 
The Relations of Insects to Disease. Professor RILEY. 
Advanced Work in Parasitology. Professor RlLEY. 
Economic Entomology 
Research in Economic Entomology . Professor HERIUCIt and Assistant Pro-
fessor MATHESON. 
Economic Entomology and Insectary Methods. Assistant Professor MATHB-
SON. 
Forest Insects. Professor HERRICK. 
Apiculture. Assistant Professor KING. 
EcDlogy and Limnology 
Research in Ecology of Insects. Professor NEEDHAM . 
Research in Limnology. Professors NEEDHAM, RILEY, and Assistant Pro-
fessor EMBODY. 
General Limnology. Professor NEEDHAM and Mr. LLOYD. 
Research in Aquiculture. Assistant Professor EMBODY. 
General Aquicultllre. Assistant Profes.'iOr EMHODY. 
Mi.eeUaneous 
Nature-Study. Assistant ProCessor CoMSTOCK. 




50 GRADUATE SCHOOL 
HlSTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
Professor: B. F. KINGSBURY. 
Instructor: H. M. KII'~GERV. 
The equipment for tbis subject comprises a supply of modem microscopes. 
camera iucidas, polariscopes, microspcctroscopes. photomicrographic cameras, 
and other special apparatus, in sufficient number to give each student opportunity 
for learning to usc them , and for applying them to any special study in which 
they arc nceded. Two projection microscopes are available for blotting paper 
and wax plate reconstructions. The general and research laboratories are large 
and aTC equipped with microtomes, incubators, aquaria. etc. The collection of 
specimens is large and constantly increasing, and comprises preserved material 
and embryos, as well as embryological and histological series of microscopic 
preparations of man and mammals and the lower vertebrates. 
In addition to the general laboratory, preparation room, and private labora-
tory rooms for the staff, there are for this subject a large and well lighted advanced 
laboratory with thrce small rooms for individual workers, a photomicrographic 
laboratory and dark room, and a drawing and projection room. A museum of 
embryological models occupies the center of the advanced laboratory. The 
rkh and varied fauna of the Cayuga Lake region afford;: favorable opportunity 
for im'estigations in the histo!ogy and embryology of all the main gTOUps of 
vertcr.rates; material fOT the study of the development of the sheep, cow, and pig. 
is also available. Advanced work in histology and embryology is of necessity 
individual and is abundantly provided for. In additicn advanced students are 
sometimes recommcnded to take some one or more of the general courses in the 
subject. As preliminary to graduate work. students arc expected to have had 
the courses in the tissues and one of the following; the organs. special histology, 
embryology, the nervous system and organs of special sense. A year's work in 
zoology, biology, or physiology may with advantage precede advanced WOrk in 
this subject. 
Tt:e Tissues; The Organs; Embryology; The Nervous System and Organs 
of Special Sense. 
Advanced Work 10 Hi::>tology and Embryology. Professor KINGSBURvand 
instructors. 
Seminary in Histology and Embryology. 
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
Professor.;: SUTHERLAND SIMPSON; MELVIN DRESBACH; J. B. SUMNER. 
Instructors: A. T. RASMI:SSEN; R. L. HILL. 
For advanced and graduate work in experimental physiology two large 
laboratories and several smaller rooms are available. Laboratory A, on the first 
floor of Stimson HajJ, is provided with electro-motor-driven shafting and Sherring-
ton recording drums of the most recent pattern . capable of giving wide ranges of 
speed. All necessary apparatus is available for graphic work in muscle and nerve 
physiology. for the investigation of problems in connection with the circulatOl')' 
and respiratory systems. where objective records are desirable (for example, 
movements of the excised amphibian and mammalian heart). and for the aperi-
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mentaJ study of the special senses and the central nervous system. Pendulum and 
spring myographs are available and several forms of ergograph for the study of 
muscular and nervous fatigue. Each table is supplied with chronographs and 
time-recording tuning·forks, induction machines, keys. switches, commutators, 
etc. Adjoining this laboratory are two smaller rooms; one is being equipped for 
experimental work on animal heat and body temperature. the other contains a 
Ludwig kym ~graph with accessories. and is used primarily for experimental 
pbannacoJogy. There is also a dark room (or photographic and optical work. 
Laboratory B is devoted exclusively to research. The equipmmt includes 
bremomanometers and blood·pressure apparatus of the most recent type, and a 
large Brodie kymograph for continuous smoked paper. A t ime·recording clock 
and artificial respiration and chloroform apparatus have just been added. PIe-
thysmographs for recording volume changes in the various bodily organs are 
provided, and several c1ock·driven drums are available. 
In connection with this laboratory theTe is a workshop with a skilled mechani 
cian who is capable of making and modifying any kind of apparatus which may 
be required for special research . 
In the basement, on a solid concrete floor, a room is being equipped with 
galvanometers, capillary electrometers. shunts, rheocords, bridges. and all the 
other appAratus required in electrophysiology. 
The biochemical laboratories on the s<'cond floor of Stimson Hall include a 
general laboratory, and a smaller laboratory for research, both fitted throughout 
with water, gas, suction pumps, and draught cupboards. Adjoining these are a 
room for metabolic work. a balance room, a constant temperature room, and 
storerooms for chemicals and apparatus. 
The equipment. which is being steadily increased along many special lines. is 
suited to the investigation of problems connected with the chemistry and fune· 
tions of the animal body, and includes, besides a stock of glass apparatus and 
the ordinary fittings of a chemical laboratory, several metabolism cages, large 
and small balances. polarimeter. large centrifuge, Buchner press, incubators, 
and a selection of the most important works of reference. The principal periodi. 
cals dealing with physiology and biochemistry are also kept in the building. 
A problem demanding original investigation is prescribed for each student, 
who is guided in his choice of a subject by one of the professors in charge, 
due consideration being given to his previous training: and to the line of work in 
which he desires to specialize. Having selected a subject , the student will be 
expected to concentrate his efforts upon it. While the work is done under 
the supervision of some one of the members of the teaching staff. and every 
facility provided in the way of apparatus. etc., the student is encouraged to 
rely on his own resources as far as possible, especially in planning and carrying 
out his experiments. Any special apparatus which he may require or which he 
may himself design. will be made for him by the laboratory me<'hanic. It is 
expected that the results of his work will be embodied in a thesis. and if this is 
judged to be of sufficient merit it will be published in full or in abstract in some 
accredited scientific journal. 
In addition to this specialized work. in order to give breadth of view. a course 
_of reading will be assigned from time to time. This will be supplemented periodi. 
cally by a colloquim, at which the current literature will be reviewed. and original 
papers presented for discussion. 
5' GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Physiology of the Cell, Muscle, Nerve. Heart and Circulation. Blood cd 
Lymph. and Respiration: Physiology of Digestion, Excretion. Interaal SecretioD. 
Animal Heat and Reproduction; Elementary Human PhY6ioiogy: Erpmmeotal 
Physiology; Laboratory Work in Physiology: Elementuy Biochemistry: 
General Biochemistry; Practical Biochemistry. 
Physiology of the Nervous System and Special Senses. Professor SIMPsoN. 
Special Chapters in Biochemistry. Assistant PrOfeiSOf SUMNER. 
Advanced Work and Research in Physiology. Professor SUlr50N. 
Advanced Work and Research in Biochemistry. Assistant ProteiSOl' SUMna. 
Seminary in Physiology and Biochemistry. Professors SIMPSON and SUMNER. 
Professor: A. T. KEn. 
Instructor: H. K. DAVIS, 
ANATOMY 
The laboratories for this subject are situated on the third SOOt' of Stimaoo 
Hall and are admirably lighted and thoroughly ventilated. For gross dissectioo 
there is a large general laboratory, and adjoining the dissecting room is a smaller 
laboratory for special work. fitted with a hood and other facilities 'for digestion. 
maceration. and the making of corrosion specimens. At the end of the main 
dissecting room is another laboratory for topographical and regional dissection; 
also a large dark room with a projection outfit and facilities for drawing sections 
for making reconstructions. Upon this floor also is situated a dark room with a 
complete outfit for taking photographs of special preparations for illustrating 
research. In the basement is a compressed air apparatus for embalming and 
making special injections. 
There is an abundance of anatomical material. which is embalmed and kept 
in cold storage so as to be ready for use when needed. The refngeratina: apparatus 
Is also used for freezing specimens for sections. In addition to the undissected 
material. there is an ample supply of special parts. such as bones. brains. the 
vanous abdominal and thoracic organs. special sense organs. etc. 
The equipment includes dissecting microscopes. glassware. reagents. and 
other necessities of an anatomical laboratory. 
In collaboration with the department of Histology and Embryology, every 
facility is offered for studying anatomical problems from both the gross and the 
developmental points of view. 
In the library are to be found complete sets of practically all of the important 
periodicals dealing with anatomy. and the proceedings and transactions of the 
learned societies. In addition, the library is: well supplied with the most import· 
ant anatomical monographs and books. 
Graduate work in anatomy should be preceded by courses in general biolo&Y 
and comparative or human anatomy. A reading knowledge of German aod 
French is essential for successful research in anatomy. 
Anatomy; Dissection of the upper extremity; Dissection of the head and 
neck; Dissection of the thorax; Thoracic and abdominal viscera. section demon· 
strations; Dissection of the lower extremity; Dissection of the abdominal and 
pelvic walls and viscera. 
VETERINi\RY PHYSlOLOG Y 
Central Nervous System, Cross Anatomy. Laboratory work with ()('casional 
demonstra tions. Professor KERN and t l r. D.wl s. 
Anatomy. Advanced work and research. Professor K ERR. 
Anatomy of the LiYe Body. Assistant Professor ---
Detailed topographical dissection and study of any region . Proft'Ss(J;" KEIW 
and i\lr. O",\·!s. 
Dissection of the entire human body. Professor KEfClI: and :-.rr. DA .... ! !'i. 
Resean.'h and Advanced Work. Professor KERR . 
COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY 
Professors: V. A. MOORE; S. H. B URNF.TT ; C. P. F!TCH; E. rd . PJC"~::·"s. 
The labora tories in com parative pa thology and bacteriology arc well equipped 
for research in gC'neral pathology, the pathology of infectious diseases. and for 
bacteriological work, espccially in connection with animal bacterial flora, patho-
genic organisms. and problems associated with the morphology and physiolog~' 
of bacteria and their products. The library facili ti(,'s arc good. . 
Candidates for advanced degrees taking their major subject in pathology 
or bacteriology should have had courses in general pathology or in bacteriology 
equi\'alent to the corresponding courses g iven in this department. Candidates 
electing a minor subject in this department may take the cours~ in general path-
ology and bacteriology . 
General Pathology; Special Pathology; Pathology of I nfectious Diseases : 
Parasites ; Laboratory Methods of Diagnosis; Post Mortem Examinations; \[eat 
and Dairy Inspection . 
Research in Bacteriology and Pathology. Professors M OORE, B t' R:-; ETT 
and FITCH. 
Seminary. Professors MOORE , Bun:o."ETT, Fl1'c H and PICKE:-IS. 
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY 
Professors: P . A. FISH; C. E. H.-\yDli:N. 
The department has a good equipment for the study of physiological problems 
in connection with the domesticated animals. The laboratories, locatC'd in the 
Veterinary College, are ample and are provided with modern apparattls for sHch 
research as can best be condtlcted in the laboratories. In the same htlilding 
there is a well assorted collection of recent book" and periodicals on comparative 
physiology, which may be supplemented by t he many works on general physiology 
in the Universi ty Library. 
The Veterinary Experim('nt Station, control kd by the College, and not. far 
distant , can be util ized for field observa tions and the study of those problt-ms 
outsi'\e of the scope of the lahoratory. This unusual eombination of til'ld and 
laboratory rt.'seareh should he conducive t" impor tant results. 
As a preparation and aid in t his research , attendance a\ the gel1('ral kdun' 
and laboratory courses in veterinary physiology is recommendecl. 
Physiology Recitations; the Physiology of t he Nutrition and Secretion of t he 
Domesticatoo Animals; the Physiology of t he t\l uscular and Ncf\'ouS Systems; 
Physiological Laboratory; Course in Urin(' Analysis. 
Advanced Physiologv. Pruft-ssor FISH and Assistant Professor HAYDEN. 
GRADUATE SCHOO~ 
VETERINARY STlRGERY 
Pr,)fc""or: J. N. I~RosT. 
I nst ructor: j. P. SIIIGLEY, 
The laboratory in Surgery is well equipped for research and special study 
along surgit'al lines, ('specially in connection with diseases of the bones. tendons 
and tendon sheaths. 
Candidat{"S for advanced degrees should have as preliminary preparation 
gt' llcrai pathology, physiology, gcneTui and special surgery. 
S~.ll't·ial Surgery. Professor FROST and Dr. SHI Gl.E\,. 
Resea rch in Surgical Diseases, Professor FROST and Dr. SHIGLEY. 
VETERINARY OBSTETRICS AND RESEARCH IN THE DISEASES OF 
BREEDING CATTLE 
Professor: \\'. L. WILLIAM S. 
T he department hns a\'ailable for research il\ eonnection with the diseases 
of hreeding cattle a small herd of experiment cattle, with accurate history through-
out the lin's of the ani mals. Upon these, research work is constantly being 
c("lncl uct cd . 
T he department has also an extensive collection of laboratory material 
relating to the diseases of the gel/ilal organs of cattle. 
In addition, obseJTations arc being conducted in herds a t varying distances 
from the University, in whil'h research st ud ents may participate. 
Extensive research work upon the diseases of the genital organs of cattle. 
with special reference to the phenomena of sterility. abortion, and other serious 
diseases, are being constantly conducted . The bacteriological features of the 
work are carried out by the Departmen t of Pathology, in conjunction with the 
cl inical studies made in this department. 
SOIL TECHNOLOGY 
Professors: T. L. LYox ; E . O. Flrl'lN; J. A. BIZZELL: H. O. B UCKMAN; J. K. 
WILSOS. 
Instructor: \Y. W. WARSAW. 
A graduate student who desires to make soil technology his major subjed 
should have had sufficient training in organic or biological chemistry, or in bac· 
teriology , to give him a command of the technique as well as of the principles 
of the subject. It is also desirable that he should have had enough technical 
agricult ure to enable him to see the agricultural beari ng of the work. 
The facilities for gr.lduate study in this subject may be divided into two 
groups: first. those of the research laboratory: and second, those of the t eaching 
laboratory. 
The Tl-search laboratory is primarily concerned with investigationsand is open, 
except in unusual cases, only to graduate students who arc working upon their 
major su bjects. 
The laboratory is planned for chemical, bacteriological , and physical investiga· 
t ions of soil. The object has been so to equip it that a soil problem may be 
attacked through most of the known means of soil study . The usual facilities 
for the chemi..::al analyses of soils and plants are at hand , and permit the deter· 
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mination of all Qf the constituents of the ~il con('('rnca in plant nutrition. For 
bacteriological work the laboratory con tains in it!' equipment an autoclav of 
the largest size, sterilizers. incubators for diffCIent temperatures ; and for mechani-
cal anaylscs a centrifuge, a shaking machine, and other necessary apparatus. 
Two greenhouses provide opportunity for conducting crop tests of soils during 
the winter , and for experiments with nutrient solutions and sand cultures. A 
field for plat experiments gives ample facility for work on a larger ~cale. In 
this field a series of large concrete tanks. eaeh holding between three and four 
tons of soil. has r~ently been built. Pipes from these tanks carry the drainage 
water into a tunnel where it is collect.ed for measurement and analysis. These 
varied and extensive facilities afford opportunity for studt'11ts trained in anyone 
or more of several sciences to investigate soil or plant nut ilion problems. 
The general laboratory is equipped with many types of :lpparatus for soil 
study. induding certtrifugal apparatus for m~hani('al analysis. constant tempera-
ture ovens. aspirators, titration apparat\\s, plessure filter pumps. etc. There 
are in addition several hundred samples of soil from all parts of the United States 
for comparison and classification. All the soil maps of the United States arranged 
in form for ready reference. and all the literature relating to the various phases 
of soil study to be found in the departmental and University Library collections 
are available. The laboratories are supplemented by extensive field plats, 
and the university farm is used for the investigation of many problems which 
require that type of equipment. 
A graduate student who desires to take a minor subject in this department 
will be expected to take the regular courses offered in the department unless 
he has already had their equivalent , in which case other work will be given him. 
{See Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture.} 
Students who are expecting to take graduate work in soU t~hnology are 
advised to write to some member of the itlstructing staff for information . 
Principles of Soil Management. Professor BIlZELL and Assistant Professor 
BUCKMAN. 
50il Surveying. Assistant Professor BUCKMAN . 
Soils, Advanced Course. Professor BIZZELL. 
Drainage and Inigation. Assistant Professor BUCKMAS. 
Mechanical Soil Analysis. Professor BIZZELL. 
R(.'Search in Soils. Professors V.'ON and BIZlELL and Assistant Professor 
BUCKMAN. 
Soils Seminary. Professors LYON, FII'I'IN, BllZELL and Assistant Profesrors 
BUCKMAN and WILSON. 
Professor : G. N. LAUMAN. 
Instructor : H. D. PIIILLlPS. 
RURAL ECONOMY 
It is not expected that all students of the suhj('ct will have a gencra.! knowledge 
of scientific agriculture in addition to t\"ajnin~ in economics and history; but 
for those who expect to specialize in this subject, a knowledge of the technical 
side of agriculture is strongly recommended. p,.(any problems. however, may 
be successfully studied without the mort' terhnkal t raining. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
The library conections, general and departmental , are unusually complete. 
Mu('h attention has been given to collecting the literature dealing with the 
economic and social conditions of agriculture in WestM"n Europe. The literature 
of the technical sid{" of agriculture, containing as it does a wealth of data as yet 
little used, is available in ronsidcrablc"completeness. 
As many non·technic"t rural problems are be~t studied by actual contact 
with the population. the close relations maintained by the College of Agriculture 
in its extension work may be mad!:' an important aid to the student. 
Agri<.:ulturc. 
Economic and Social Status of the Rural Community. 
Rural Economy. 
History of Agriculture. 




Professon;: GEO . .-\. 'YONKs; F_ L. GN lf!'I:-;; E. M. TUTTLE. 
Arrangements hay(' been made so that a graduate student who is a candidate 
for an advanct"d degree may chaoS(', either as a major or a minor subject, Educa-
tion and Rural Education . or Rural Economics and Rural Education. Atten-
tion is therefore ealled to the announcement on page 26, of the provision for 
graduate work in Education, and to that on page 55. regarding graduate work in 
Rural Economy. Relations with the State Departinent of Education make 
available for graduate students in this department the use of certain data cot-
lected at Albany. 
Training in technical agriculture is not required for aU phases of work in 
Rural Education; but in general such training will be found desirable. Students 
who propose to undertake graduate stud ies in this subject are advised to confer 
or cOITeSpond with Professor Works before entering the Graduate 5<:hool. 
Agriculture in the High School; Home Economics in the High 5<:hool; Prin-
ciples of Teaching with reference to Vocational Education Teaching. 
Investigation. Professor WORKS. 
Seminary. Prufessor WORKS. 
FARM CROPS 
Professors: E. C. !\IONTGOMERV; J H . BARRON. 
Instructors: E. V Ih.RDEN BURG; O. W. DYNES. 
Before undertaking graduate work in farm crops, the student should have had 
a general scientific training (six hours in botany, ten hours in chemistry, four hours 
in geology, and six hours in physics) , equivalent to courses in Cornell University, 
as well as at least five hours of university work in soils and crops. 
Cereals, Forage Crops; Potatoes, and Special Crops. 
Cereal Crops. Professor MONTGOMERV. 
Forage Crops. Professor MONTGOMERY. 
Seminary. Professor MONTGOMERV. 
Research. Professor MOSTGOMERV. 
A~I~lAL HUSBANDRY, POL'I-TRY HUSB .. \:-':ORY 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Professors: G . F . WARREN; K. C. LIVEI(MOr~E ; A . L. THOMPSO~ ; G. P. ~o· 
VIl.l.E. 
Instructors : D. S. Fox; E. G. M ISI\ER; L. E. H .\ftVEV; W. 1. ~lYEftS; R. F. 
POLLARD. 
Admission as a graduate student docs not n('('essarily ad mit to graduate work 
in farm management. For major work, only those persons who havc spent 
several years in farm work, and who ha\'c had training in economics and in 
subjects dealing with the production of crops and animals, will he allO\\'('d to 
take a major in this field of study. 
Since the satisfactory completion of an in vestigat ion in farm management 
ordinarily takes morc than one year, students who can spend but one year are 
recommended to take a minor rather than a major in this subject. 
Cost Accounting. Assist ant Professor TUOMPSO~ . 
Farm Management. Professor LIVERMORE, and Assistant Professor THO~IPSO~. 
Advanced Farm "'fanagement. Professor LtV£RlIORE. 
Types of Farming in the United States. Professor WARRES. 
Agricul~ural Statistics. Professor W,\RR£;o.;. 
Seminary. Professors LIVERMORE and WARllE:o.'", and ,Assistant Professor 
TUOMPSO;o.; . 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Professors: H . H. WI~G ; :-''1. W. HARPEl( ; E. S. SAVAGE; L. A. ~r.-\Y:'\.\RD. 
InstructoN:: K . ]. SEUl.KE; G. W. TAILS\', JR.; DEVOR J\ IE ..... OE . 
Among the hCTds and flocks belonging to the Collcge of .. \gricu\cure may be 
mentioned the dairy herd of fifty cows, a stud of Pereheron horses, a flock of 
about 150 sheep of various breeds, and a herd of breed ing swine. The equip-
ment for animal husbandry includes a ':ery full coileetion of the herd and flock 
registries of all the breeds of domestic animals kept in this country. 3mounting 
to more than one th0usand volumes, and affording excellent fadliti t>S for studies 
in heredity and ~enetics. F\1rther work may be earnr:d on in probkms of animal 
nut.ition based on investigation with the animals themselves. 
Animal Husbandry; Meat and Milk ProduCt ion; Practice in Feeding and 
Stable Management; The Horse ; ~kehanics of t he Hon>e; Advanced Stock 
Judging; Principles and Practice of Feeding; Principks of .. \ nim;11 Dn.'Cding; 
Practical Horse Training: Dairy Cattle: Beef Cattle, She('p, and Swine. 
Advanced Course in the Principles of Breeding Animals. Professors WI".; 
and HARPER. 
Advanced Course in the Principles of Feeding. Professors W I:'\\ ; and S.WAGE. 
Mechanics of the Horse. Professor H:\I(I'£ I(. 
GRADUATE SCHOOl, 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
Professors : ]. E. RICE: E. W. BENJAMIN. 
Instructors: O. B. KENT: A. B. DANN; T. B. CH.\RLES. 
The equipment includes over 2500 fowls with which to carryon feeding and 
breeding experiments, and also appliances for investigation in incubation and 
brooding. The laboratories contain facilities for anatomical work. In addition 
to a wry complete set of buUetins in the poultry library, assembled from the 
\":-Iriou;; E:q)crimcnt Stations in the United States and Canada, numerous books 
on poultry husb3ndrr afC available in the Univer!'lity Library, the library of 
the CollC'g<' of Agz icuiture, and the special departmental library. The depart. 
ment is :;,\so provided with a topical card index, with cross references. of the 
principal poultry hooks. bulletins. and magazines; a large mass of data from re-
search; 500,:::; ncgatives. a large number of which have to do with poultry inves-
tigations: and 1.19-1 lantern slides. 
The new IXlultry husbandry building with the new auxiliary buildings are now 
in usC' and furnish facilities for graduate work along many lines of instruction 
and rcsearch. These buildings have been constructed at a cost of approximately 
SI;;O,OOO, and include, besides the administration building, the fattening house, 
breco exhibition house, laying pens, and long brooder house. Forty-three varieties 
of poultry are a\'ailab\e for study and ample facilities are now available for the 
study of the adaptation of the various breeds, feeds, equipments, methods. etc. , 
to the needs of the \'ariol\:; locations and types of poultry fanning. 
Owing to the fact that many colleges do not give the undergraduate courses 
in poult ry husbandry which are prerequisite to graduate work in the subject, 
student5 coming {rom other collegcs cannot in all cases enter immediately upon 
graduat c study. 1[O$t students will find it necessary or desirable to spend a 
year in preliminary study before beginning graduate work. 
Courses of instruction of an advanced nature may be taken along the lines 
of pollitry feeding, breeding, marketing, co-operation. refrigeration, advertising, 
hous(' eon:;truction , and poultry farm management; and, in co-operation with the 
staff of the Veterinary College, in poultry disease investigations; in co-operation 
wit h the staff in agricultural chemistry , in incubation and nutrition investigations; 
and in co-ojJeration with the staff In histology and embryology, in incubation 
experiment 5. 
Poultry Husbandry, general course; Breeding and Diseases; Feeding Prac-
tice; Incubator Practice; Brooder Practice; Breeds and Judging; Poultry 
House Design and Construction; Poultry for the Household; Market Products; 
1Iarkcting Practice; Farm Poultry. 
Adyanced Judging, r..lr. KEKT. 
Poultry Farm Management. Professor RICf': , Assistant ProfC'SSOr BENJAMI~ 
and Mr. CH,\RLES. 
Commercial l\Iarkcting. Assistant Professor BEI'\1AMIN" and 11r. ---, 
POllitry Fct:ds and Feeding . Mr. OAK". 
Seminary. Professor RICE, Assistant Professor BENJ .-UII~, and Messrs. 
KENT, D,\:-."N, and CHARLE:;. 
R0.>carch. Professor RICE, Assistant Professor BENJAMI", and rvlessrs. 
KE!'>' T, DA:\:\, and CHARI.ES. 
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DAIRY INDUSTRY 
Professors: W. A. STOCKING; H. E. Ross; H. C. TROY; E. S. GUTHRIE; W. W. 
FISK. 
Instructors: T. J. McINERNEY; H. M. PICf.i:EIULL; G. C. SUI'PLEE; A. \1. 
BESEMER; H. B. ELLENBERGER. 
The different laboratories of the department arc well equipped with apparatus 
for !>pecial work and offer good opportunities to graduate student s for research. 
Before taking up graduate work in dairy industry, it is desirable that a stu-
dent should have chemistry Course 6, or its equivalent, and bacteriology course .J, 
or its equivalent, in addition to the elementary courses in the particular suhject 
in which he wishes to do his graduate work. 
A limited number of graduate students intending to fit themselves for t each-
ing dairy industry may have an opportunity for practice in instruction in the 
different laboratories during the wintcr courses. 
It is expected that graduate students in dairy industry will attend the seminary 
in that subject. 
Milk Composition and Tests; Butter Making; Cheese Making; Elementary 
Bacteriology; Dairy Mechanics; 1'larket Milk and Milk Inspection; Fancy 
Cheese Mak ing; Ice Cream; General Agricultural Bacteriology; Bacteriology 
for the Home. 
Advanced Testing. Professor TROY. 
Dairy Bacteriology. Professor STOCKING and Mr. P ICKERILL. 
Advanced Buttermaking. Professor GUTJIRIE. 
Advanced Cheddar-€heese Making. Assistant Professor FISK. 
Rest-arch. Professors STOCKING, Ross, TROY, GUTHRIE, and Assistant Pro-
fessor F ISK. 
Seminary. Professors STOCKING, Ross, TROY, 
Professor FISK. 
RE'S{'arch. Professors STOCKING, Ross, TROY, 
Professor FISK. 
LANDSCAPE ART 
Professors: E. GORTON DAVIS; RALPII 'V. CURTIS. 
GUTHRIE, and Assistant 
GUTHRIE, and Assistant 
Graduate work is offered in landscape de~i.gn, and town planning, planti.ng 
design, history of landscape design, and landscape enginet'ring. 
Candidates for the degree of Master in Landscape Design must be graduates 
of colleges of equal standing wi th the New York State College of Agriculture, and 
n1l1st have completed a course substantially cquivalcnt to that offered hy the 
Department of Landscape Design, anu leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science in this College. Stmlents who have 1>('('11 admitted to the Graduate 
School, hut who have not had preparation adequate to qualify them to become 
candidates for an advanced degrec in this field, lila\, be required to parallel their 
major lines of study in the departmcnt. with Iccture courses that ar(' required by 
the depar tment for und('l"graduates. Further. they may be requ ired to amplif}' 
their pr('paration for work in land5Capc desi~n by the ('\cction of undergraduate 
work in other collegcs of the University. When a studcn t has attained such a 
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st:ltus in his work a.s to be eligible for a master's degree in not more than two years,. 
he may hKome a candidate for that degree. 
This department is well equipped "",.Jth the oonvenicnCC'S and facilities needed 
in the prosecution of its work. It is provided with a very complete reference 
library containing the best and most important literature. both early and modern: 
many folios of illustrations of noted European and American parks and estates; 
a collection of scvcralthousand photographs of the best examples of recent land· 
scapc work in this and other countries; files of plans and drawings ; examples of 
tilt' tl'chnil: of drawing and expression; and of the best work of representative 
practising landscape designers, illustrating their solutions of various types of 
landscape problems. A large collection of lantern slides supplements all lecture 
courses, and the same illust rations are accessible for reference in prints catalogued 
and indexed hy subjects. An ample herbarium and a large collection of photo-
graphs of plant mat erials supplement the indoor work in courses in planting 
(lcsign. \rhill' the University Campus affords an excellent collection of woody 
pbnts in mature condition, an arboretum is rapidly being developed which 
exhibits all the useful plant forms in arrangement for type study and also in their 
grouping for various Uf;CS. 
Advanced work in design and construction is considerably broadened by oppor· 
lunily for discussion with, and criticism from, well·known visiting lecturers and 
critics. 
Summer work. both graduate' or preparatory for graduate work, may be taken 
in plant design b~' arrangement with Assistant Professor Curtis during the regular 
period of instruction in the third term of the College of Agriculture. 
The Apprn'iatiull uf Landscape; Histury of Landscane Design: Theory and 
.\esthetics of Landsca pe Design ; Planning of Private Properties; Planning of 
Public Properties; E!cme'ntary Landscape Design: Elements of Planting Design; 
Landscape Dcsign: Landscape Engineering and Details of Construction; Plant-
ing Design; Seminarv. 
Landscape De::;ign. Professor D.wls and Assistant Professor CURTIS. 
T own Planning. Proh.'ssor DAVIS. 
Planting Design. Assistant Professor CURTIS. 
History of Landscape Design. Profes."0r DAVIS. 
Seminary, Professor D.\\'15 and Assistant Professor CURTIS. 
FORESTRY 
Professors: R. S. H OS~I ER; S,:\'. SI'RI1\"G; ;\. B. R EC"~AGEL; JOH:-'; BEKTLEY. JR. 
InstnlCtor : C. H. GUISE. 
Student,.; who wish tl) elect a major or a minor subject in forestry. either 
for a .\laster·s d('gr('c or for a Doctor's degree, are offered opportunity fOT advanced 
study or res('arch in sih·iculture. forest management, forest mensuration, and 
forest policy . 
.;\dequate preparation for the profession of forestry requires at least a year 
of graduate study in addition to the four year undergraduate course. The 
undergraduate work in forestry leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science: the 
graduate work !cads to that of Master in Forestry . Candidah' :, for the degree 
FORESTRY 6. 
of Master in Forestry must also have had at least three months' experience in 
forestry work or in a logging camp, satisfactory proof of which is to be by a signed 
statement, or an examination in woodmanship, or both . Students who enter as 
graduates without having had undergraduate instruction in forestry should be 
able to complete the work for the Master's degree in two years, if they have hal! 
substantially the equivalent of most of the courses, other than forestry, listed in 
the recommended sequence of courses lor the first four years of the professional 
work. If they lack much of the fundamental science work there listed. it will 
require a correspondingly longer time to get the l\.'Iaster's degree. Certain of the 
required forestry c()Urses, both graduate and undergraduate. arc given only in 
the third (Summer) term. For 10 weeks instruction is given in a camp located 
on a large forest tract in the Adirondacks or elsewhere in New York State. This 
period offers exceptional opportunities for advanced work. The remainder of 
the third term is spent at Ithaca . The sequence of courses, and other details 
regarding the profcssional work, arc given in the Announcement of the New 
York State College of Agriculture, which may be obtained from that college. 
Prospective forest ry students should provide themselves with this Announce-
ment, and should write to the Department of Forestry for general information 
regarding the course of study which they would need to pursue and the term 
in which to begin work in order to meet their special needs. 
A forestry building, for which $ 120.000 was appropriated by the State, was 
occupied at the beginning of the year 19 14-15. The building provides ample 
laboratory facilities for advanced study and research. The department has eight 
woodlots on the University farm, including stands of white pine, hardwoods, and 
hemlock; it has also a farm of thirty-eight acres, part of which is open land used 
for experimental plantations, the remainder being wooded. All these lands are 
within two miles of the University Campus. Three miles from the Campus the 
department has 175 acres of open land. which is being used for experimental and 
demonstration plantations. A forest nursery has been established. There is a 
good forestry library, including extensive files of forestry periodicals; and an 
ample collection of forestry instruments. The vicinity of Ithaca offers excellent 
opportunities for field studies in several types of forest. 
The training preliminary to graduate work in forestry should include all 
the forestry courses indicated below excepting forest management, forest adminis-
tration, seminary, advanced work and research. Satisfactory preparation is 
required in the following allied subjects or their equivalents: English. inorganic 
chemistry, solid geometry, trigonometry, plain and topographic surveying. 
introductory physics, dynamic geology, mineralogy and lithology, general botany. 
plant physiology. general biology, zoology, general entomology. ('Conomics. 
The Farm Woodlot; Elements of Forestry. Mensuration and ~Ianagcnlt.'nt; 
Elements of Forestry, Silviculture; Utilization; Conservation; The Field of 
Forestry. 
Wood Technology. Professor RIiCKNAGEL. 
Forest Utilization. Professor RECKNAGEL. 
Forest Engineering. Assistant Professor BI>NTLEY. 
Forest Mensuration. Assistant Professor BENTLEV. 
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TimhC'r Tr('cs and Forest Regions. Assistant Professor BENTLEY. 
Sih-icu!t\lrC; Forest Ecology. Professor SPRING. 
Silviculture: Natural Reproduction and Care of the Forest. Professor 
S PRING. 
Sih'icultuf": Forest Planting and t he Forest Nursery. Professor SPRING., 
Forest Protection, Professor HOSMER. 
Forest Policy, Forest Law, and H istory of Forestry. Professor HOSMER . 
Forest r..lanagement. Professor R EC "XAGEL. 
Forest Administration. Professor R ECKNAGEL. 
Seminary. Professors HOS~tER, SPRING, RECKNAGEL, and Assistant Pro--
fessor BENTLE\,. 
Advanced Work and Research. Professors H OSMER , S PING, REcKNAGEL,. 
and Assistant Professor BENTL EY. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 
Professors: H . W. RILE\,; B. B. ROBB. 
I nstructors: L. E. HAZE:>:; ] . L. STRAHAl'O; J. C. l\.kCURDY ; W. A. MORDOFF. 
The laboratory equipment for mechanics-consisting of gasoline engines, spray 
machinery. pumps, hydraul ic rams, water supply systems, steam engine, steam 
injectors, grain binders, separate binder attachments, plows, separate plow 
bottoms, and other apparatus of similar nature-is selected primarily for teaching 
the elements of applied mechanics. 
:\ limited amount of laboratory space is available through the winter for 
research; more room can be provided for summer work. The apparatus now-
on hand for advanced work consists of a Schaeffer and Budenburg recording 
traction dynamometer and the Cornell Sprayograph, a power·driven focal plane 
or curtain -shutter for testing the performance of spray nozzles, the records taken 
heing fifty- t wo inches square. A limited amount of additional special apparatus 
('ach year as required for particular investigations may be designed and built, 
or bought, without expense to the student. Because of limited storage space 
\'ery little bulky machinery is retained through the winter but loans of imple. 
ments of any kind are easily secured for investigations through the summer. 
T he preparation required of candidates for advanced degrees in mechanics 
wil l vary somewhat with the character of the thesis subject. For problems-
im'oIving the design of new machines or implements or the comparison of exist· 
iog ones, there will be required a good working knowledge of mechanical drawing, 
kinematics, mechanics, and machine design , in addition to an adequate under-
standing of the purely agricultural features of the work. For problems involving 
the study of the economic value of certain types of implements, less stress will 
he laid on engineering preparation and more upon that in farm crops, farm 
management, and rural economy, Practical farm experience is of almost vital 
importance for any work in t his department. Students deficient in engineer-
ing subjects may take necessary work in Sibley College ; deficiencies in agrir 
cultural s~\bjects may be made up in the College of Agriculture. 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
The department's equipment for farm engineering consists of fourteen farm 
levels for use in the elementary course; and for advanced work, an architect's 
wye level and engineer's tight transit for men not well versed in instrument work; 
while for men competent to use them, there is a fi ne engineer's transit and a 
precision dumpy level. In addition . the necessary tapes, pins, axes, and leveling 
and stadia rods are provided, 
The preparation necessary for advanced work in farm engineering, as in 
mechanics, will vary with the thesis subject, In general there will be required 
a good knowledge of trigonometry, surveying, physics, soils, farm crops, and 
general agricultural practices and conditions, 
Farm 1'Iechanics ; Dairy Mechanics; Farm Engineering; Drainage and 
Irrigation; Farm Structures. 
Research in Farm Mechanics. Professor RILEY, 
Advanced Work in Farm Engineering. Assistant Professor ROBB. 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
Profl'Ssors: R. C. C,\RPENTER ; W. M. SAWDON. 
Instructor: P. G. ~kVETT\,. 
Engineering research is under thc charge of a separate corps of specialists 
who devote their entire time to this work and to giving adYice and assistance to 
graduate and undergraduate students who are carrying on investigations in the 
various branches of mechanical engineering. Much of the work in this subject 
is conducted in the severallaboratories described under Experimental Engineering. 
The equipment and resources of aU other departments of Sibley College arc 
likewise available, and in most instanc('S arrangements can be made to use 
the equipment of the scientific and engineering departments of the other colleges 
of the University . 
In addition to the welt equipped Sibley College library containing reference 
books, periodical literature, bulletins and transact.ions of bureaus and societies, 
relating to mechanical and electrical engineering and aJl ied branches of learning, 
the graduate student has access to the University Library and to the special 
librari('S of the other engineering and scient ific depart ments of the University. 
In the University Library is a large coll ection of research theses and the Depart-
ment of Enginecring Research has on file the results of many jn\'estigatinn~. 
(See also courses in EXpmml'nlal En~in('{'ring .) 
J\,fotor Car Construction; HC'ating ~IlHl \'entilaling. 
Engineering R('search. Prof('Ssors C.\R t' t:: ~TElt, and S,\WDON and Mr. Me-
VETTY. 
Power Plant Testing. Professors C."R I'E:\TliR and SAWDOS and !l.Ir. i\kVETT\·. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING 
Professors : HE.RMAN DIEDERICHS; G. B. UPTON; V. R. GAGE. 
Instructors: A. C. DAVIS; W. J. DIEDERICHS; E. H. Dlx; W. A. GIBSON; 
W. H. HOOK; F. E . KLINCK; J. L. LANDT; N. N. TILLEY; C . E. THOMAS. 
The Materials Testmg Laboratory. This laboratory is equipped for tension 
and compression tests with an Olsen 300,000 pound machine, an Olsen 100,000 
pound machine, a Riehle 100,000 pound machine, a 200,000 pound Emery 
hydraulic machine, together with several other machines varying in capacity from 
10,000 to 100,000 pounds. For transverse tests there is a Reihl~ machine of 
200,000 pounds capacity. and a Fairbanks machine of 10,000 pounds capacity. 
There arc an Olsen torsion machine of 200,000 inch-pounds capacity, two Thurston 
autographic torsion machines. and two Upton-Lewis fatigue testing machines. 
The equipment includes measuring instru ments, such t:iS extensometers, a catheto-
meter, and other apparatus, such as gas furnaces, and tempering baths, required 
for the determination of the physical qualities of engineering materials under 
tensile, comprcssive, transn'rse, and torsional stress, and under different kinds of 
heat treatment. 
The Steam Laboratory. In this laboratory t here is alSo H. P. triple expan-
sion Allis-Corliss engine so fitted up that it may be run as a simple, compound, or 
triple engine, condensing or non-condensing. There are also several smaller 
engines, including a Russell, a Harriss-Corlis, a Payne, a Troy, a Wickes Bros. 
automatic engine, and a Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon steam pump delivering 300 
gallons of water per minute against a pressure of 300 pounds per square inch. 
There arc three surface condensers which may be connected with these engines 
as desired. There is one 35 kw horizontal Curtis turbine and one 15 kw De Laval 
turbine. These turbines drive elcctric generators and may be run condensing 
or non-condensing. 
There is a two-stage steam-driven Ingersoll -Rand compressor, and three air· 
brake pumps of different types, together with meters, nozzles, and other instru-
ments used in testing. This part of the laboratory also contains several fans. 
including one of the Sirocco type. 
The equipment of apparatus and instruments used for engine testing comprises 
about 70 indi cators of different types, about 75 steam gauges, and a number of 
calorimeters for the detennination of the quality of steam, speed counters, tach-
ometers, planimeters, etc., besides a number of dynamometers of various kinds. 
The boiler scction of this laboratory has one 150 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox 
water-tube boiler of the marine typc, and one 100 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox water-
tube boiler of the standard type, both of which are fitted with internal super-
heaters. There are also onc 80 H _ P. Heine water-tube boiler and one 25 H. P_ 
Roberts safety boiler connected with a Foster independent superheater. The 
auxiliary apparatus consists of a Cochme open heater, a Wainwright closed 
heater, steam pumps, traps, injecton;, etc. A full set of scales, measuring tanks, 
gauges, flue gas npparatus, separating and throttling calorimeters, pyrometers, 
etc., complete the boiler equipment. 
The Gas Engine Laboratory. The equipment consists of an 8 H. P. Fairbanks 
gasoline engine, an 8 H. P. Olds gasoline engine, an 8 H. P_ Homsby-Akroyd oil 
engine, a 15 H. P. Homsby-Akroyd oil engine. a 16 H _ P. Acme gas engine run on 
producer gas from a 15 H . P. suction gas-producer, an 8 H. P . Ingeco oil engine, 
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a 30 H. P. gasoline marine engine, and a 30 H. P. three cylinder West inghouse 
gas engine with gas producer. The last engine may also be run with illuminat-
ing gas. Hot air engines are represented by a Rider and an Ericsson engine. 
The engine equipment is chosen to give as grcat a variety as possible in fucl used. 
types of governing, etc. 
The supply of testing instruments includes several outside-spring indicators 
optical indicators, and a manograph. For tempera ture measurements there arc 
availablt' high reading thermometers and pyrometers of the expansion and 
el~trical types. 
The Hydraulic Labaratory. This laboratory contains the following machines 
and apparatus: a 6-inch single-stage De Laval centrifugal pump; a 2)1-inch 
two-stage Worthington centrifugal pump : a 12-inch Doble water wheel; a 10-
inch Trump turbine; several Pelton wheels and hydraulic rams; sets of weir 
boxes with various types of wcirs and nozzles for the detennination of coefficients 
of discharge; various typE's of water meters and other apparatus for measuring 
the flow of water, such as Pitot tubes, Venturi meters, curren t meters, etc. 
The Oil Testing Laboratory. This laboratory contains a Cornell oil-testing 
machine, a Thurston standard railway testing machine and several smaller 
Thurston machines. The rest of the equipment consists of sevcral viscosimeters 
of different types, flash and burning point apparatus, together with the necessary 
hydrometers and thermometers. 
The Refrigeration Laboratory. For the study of refrigcration in all its 
phaSE'S, the mechanical laboratory possesses a vcry complete York compression 
refrigerating plant having a ca pacity of IS tons of icc, and a two ton York absorp· 
t ion ice machine. 
The Cement Laboratory. This laboratory not only contains the ordinary 
apparatus for the testing of cement and concret~ but in addition is equipped with 
crushing and grinding machinery and a small vertical kiln for making investiga-
tions in the manufacture of cement from raw material. 
The Fuel Testing Laboratory. This laboratory con tains a complete equip-
ment of fuel calorimeters, and other apparatus needed for the determination of 
the composition and calorific value of fuel, whether gaseous, liquid , or solid. 
Ivlanufacture of Engineering :t-.'iatcrials; Properties of Engineeri ng ::--' Iaterials 
(laboratory); In troductory Experimental Engineering (laboratory); General 
Experimental Engineering (laboratory). Also sec Engincering Rcsearch. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Professors: A. GN:AY; V. KAN:ArETOFF; W. S. FON:ll. 
Instructors : W. C. BAl.l.ARI>; C . B. BE:-;~ETT ; C. G. Bl<ow:\; H . W. BROW'S; 
W. G. CATLIN; R. F. CHAMBERLAIN; W. DEA:-;S, JH . ; G. D. FLOYD; R. \Y. 
GRAHAM; E. R. PAGE ; J. G. PERTSC H, lR.; H. r.. l. 8H,\ \(I'; ,\. C. S TE\·E:\ S; 
F. G. TAPPAN. 
The Lecture Equipment. T he lecture room is exceptionally wd\ prm·ided 
with display apparatus and with apparatus espedall~· designcd for demonstra-
tion purposes. All types of electrical machinery may be operated on the lecture 
table, and a 60,000 volt transformer is prodd<.>d for insulator testing. 
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The Dynamo Laboratory. This laboratory is provided with a great variety 
of standard and special machines for both direct and alternating current work. 
along with the necessary meters and control equipment. Among the special 
pieces of equipment are a street car truck v.ith motors and also a complf'te outfit 
for exhibiting in actual operation the multiple unit system of electric car control. 
The Standardizing Laboratory. This laboratory is equipped \\ith the neces· 
sary potentiometers, gah'anometers and standards for the calibration of instru· 
ments, and the testing of materials used in electrical work. There is also a C. E. 
oscillograph for work on wave form. 
The Wireless Laboratory. This laboratory has a 5 kilowatt. 500 cycle 
sending set, also a 2-kilowatt, 60 cycle set, both being equipped with rotary 
and also \\ ith quenched spark ~ao<;. The receiving equipment includes crystal, 
audion and other detectors. The aerial is about 500 feet long and, by means of 
some of the new supersensitive apparatus, a recei\·ing range of 5000 miles is 
obtained. 
The po\\cr for the yarious laboratories is obtained from the University Hydro-
electric Plant, which contains large three-phase alternators, direct driven by 
both impulse and reaction water-wheels. This plant is complete in every respect 
and is used for inspe<:tion. 
Elementary Etettrkal Engineering; Theory of Electrical Machinery; Charac-
teristics of Electrical ::\Iachinery; Electrical Laboratory; Electrical Design; 
Generation and Distribution of E lectrical Energy; Electric Railway Practice; 
Engineering l\Jathematics; Wireless Telegraphy; Special Problems in Electrical 
Eni!ineering. 
Theory of Elcctricall'.lachinery. Professor KARAPETOFF. 
Characteristics of Electrical Machinery. Professor KARAPETOFf and Messrs. 
PERTSCU and TAPI'.\S. 
Electrical Laboratory. Professor FORD. 
Electrical Design. Professors GRAY and KARAPETOFF. 
Engineering i-..lathematics. Professor KARAPETOfF. 
The Graduate Seminary in Electrical Engineering. Professors GRAY and 
KARAPETOFf. 
MACHINE DESIGN 
Professors: D. S. Knlll.\LL; C. R. McDERMOTT; H. D. HESS; C. D. AL8ERT; 
L. D. HAYES; C. \Y. HAM. 
Instructors: L. j. BI<AOFORD; H. H. CLARK; C. D. CON-WI!"; A. J. J. VAN DER 
DOES DE Bn:; E . F. GARNER; H. S TEPHENSON; T. O. HUSSE\' : M. A. 
LEE ; G. C. !'.litLs; J\IcR. PARKER; F. S. ROGERS; C. G. TH.-\TCHER; C. E. 
TOW:-;SESO; and H. H. WATERS. 
Under this heading is included advanced instruction in structural engineering, 
plant engineering, naval architecture and the resistance. propulsion and powering 
of ships. 
There are eight well equipped drawing rooms. The Sibley College Library 
and the University Library have a very complete collection of books on machine 
d£>Sign, drawing, construction. naval architecture and marine engineering. 
INDUSTRiAL E:"\GINEERI:"\(~ 
Drawing; Descriptive Geometry: ~Jachine Drawing: Kinematics : .\lachine 
Design: Elementary Design and Drawing; Structural and Plant Engineering 
Design; Advanced Design and Drawing; Ship Design; Speed and Power of 
Ships; Ship Designing and Drawing; Specifications, Contracts, ctc. ; .\Iining 
Methods and Design. 
Piant Engineering. Professors KIMBALL and HESS. 
Ship Design. Professor McDERMOTT. 
Structure and Strength of Ships. Professor tIeDEIOIOTT. 
Resistance, Propulsion, and Powering of Ships. Professor McDER)IOTT. 
Advanced Designing (Structural, Power Plant or Ship). Professors KI.\1 iI.\LL, 
McDERMOTT and HESS. 
POWER ENGINEERING 
Professors: A. W. SMITH; W. N. BARNARD; C. F. H1RSHFELD; F. O. ELl.E:\"-
WOOD; R. MATTHEWS. 
Instructors: C. H. BERRY; R. E. CLARK; E. T. JO:\ES; C. A. PEIRCE. 
The graduate work conducted under this heading includes investigations in 
engineering thennodynamics, problems in power plant economics, the selection 
and arrangement of the equipment of power plants and the design of such equip-
ment. The library is liberally provided with reference books, periodicalliterat ure, 
and transactions of engineering societies relating to these subjects. 
Engineering Principles; Elementary Heat·Power Engineering; Power Plant 
Design and Economics: Gas and Steam Engine Design (lectures and drafting); 
Steam Turbine Design; Stcam Boiler Design; Gas l\fanufacture and Distribu-
tion. 
Designing and Special Problems in Heat-Power Enginecring. Professors 
SMITU, BARNARD and HIRSHFELD. 
Industrial Engineering 
Professors: D. S. KIMBALL; H. D. HESS; A. E. WELLS. 
Instructor: I J. STEPHENSON. 
Under this heading is included the consideration of the organization, adminis· 
tration, and equipment of industrial enterprises. The library of the cQlIege is 
well supplied with literature relating to the various branches of this field of 
engineering, and access may be had to the special libraries on economics in the 
University Library and in the Department of History and Political Science. 
Attention is directed to the courses in History and Pulitical ScienL'C \\"hi"h Illa~' 
be profitably pursued in conjunction with work in ino..lustrinl engineering. 
In order to take the advanced course in this department, the sluJent must 
not only have had the equi\'alent of the undergraduate course in Ill('chanicai 
engineering, but must have had thc courses in industrial engin<'Cring ;"Iod econom-
ics required of the seniors who elect the sJX'Ciai \\"ork of this branch. 
Industrial Organization; Industrial1\dministra tion; Industrial Engine-ering: 
Drawing and Design; Safety Engineering and Fir{' Prute('tion. 
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Industrial Administration. Professors KIMBALL and WELLS. 
Drawing and Design. Professor HESS and Mr. STEPHENSON'. 
Advanced Industrial Engineering. Professors KIMBALL and WELLS. 
Methanics and Hydraulics 
Professors : E. H. WOOD; S. S, GARRETT; R. L. DAUGHERTY. 
Instructors: W. R. CORNELL; R. B. DAY; D. R. FRANCIS; H . M. PARMLEY . 
Hydraulic investigations along various lines can be carried on in this depart. 
Olent. For experimental work there is available the equipment of the mechani-
cal laboratory and the university hydro-electric power plant. This power plaut 
contains a reaction turbine operating under 142 feet head and four impulse tur-
bines operating under 135 feet head. The reaction turbine is a 550 H. P. unit 
built by the 1. P. :Morris Co. It is direct connected to a 450 kw alternator. 
The impulse turbines consist of two 280 H. P. Pelton-Doble wheels driving 
150 kw alternators, and two 50 H. p _ Pelton-Doble wheels connected to 30 kw 
D. C. generators. 
The libraries of the University have a yery complete collection of treatises-
relating to mechanics, hydraulics, hydro-electric engineering, and to similar 
subjects. In addition, these libraries contain the more representative engineer-
ing periodicals and the transactions of the leading engineering societies of the 
world. 
:'\Icchanks of EnginC't'ring: Hydraulics : Hydraulic Turbines. 
Hydraul ic Turbines. Professor DAUGHEltTY. 
MACHINE CONSTRUCTION 
Professor : ;\. E. WELLS. 
The shops are fully equipped throughout \";th standard hand and machine 
tools, selected with the yiew not only of giving manual instruction but also of 
illustrating modcrn manufacturing methods. The pattern shop has recently 
been completely re-equipped with new benches, lathes, and other power tools. 
The foundry contains th·e moulding machines of the various types and is equipped 
with a two-ton cupola. core ovens, crane, and overhead trolley, as well as with 
an amp)e supply of modern flasks and hand tools. The forge shop is equipped 
with twenty-eight s tandard forges and also contains a drop hammer, power 
~hears. and punch press. The machine shop is equipped with twenty-five 
standard lathes, four milling machines of various types, two shaping machines, 
one large radial drill press, two standard drill presses, one horizontal and one 
vertical boring mill, two semi-automatic lathes, one automatic lathe, two grinding 
machines, one automatic gear-hobbing machine, and one key-seater, as well as 
with an ample supply of hand tools. 
SUbject to the approval of the professor in charge, students may utilize the 
equipment of the shops in connection with graduate work. 
Foundry Work; Forge Work; Pattern Making; Machine Work; Principles 
of Manufacturing. 
GEODESY ,\N D AST RUNOMY 
GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY 
Professors: O. M . LELAND, Geodesy and Astronomy: H. P . UNDERWOOD, 
TopogTaphic and Geodetic Engineering. 
Instructors : L. A. LAWRENCE; H . T. C RITCHLOW ; C. R. M cANLIS. 
The geodetic equipment is one of the most extensive in the country. The 
library facilities in this subject arc also unusual, embracing the principal books 
relating to geodetic work in aU parts of the world. 
It is expected that the new observatory and geodetic laboratory will be ready 
for use in the fall of 1916. The observatorr is to contain a dome for the equatorial 
telescope, a transit room with four piers for astronomical transits, and zenith 
telescopes. It is to be constructed in accordance with the latest practice so as to 
secure the best obtainable observing condit ions. 
The geodetic laboratory is to contain vaults for the investigation of standards 
of length, for clocks, and for gravity and other detf"rminations in which the control 
of temperature is essential ; also, a laboratory with piers for the investigation of 
instruments, a dark room, a library and a computing room. 
The fotiowing outlines show various classes of work that may be undertaken in 
this subject and the character of the equipment. 
Geodesy and Geodetic Methods. The works of Cranda!l, Clarke, Jordan, 
Helmert, and others rn.'l.y be used for special reading. The publications of the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey a nd of the International Geodetic 
Association are available for reference. 
Geodetic Astronomy. Determinations of t ime, latitude, longitude, and 
azimuth afe considered. Chauvenet's, Doolittle's, and Ha vford's books on this 
subject may be used as texts. 
In connection \\'ith the study of star positions, the library contains an assort· 
ment of the standard catalogues of stars and the publications of many of the 
leading observatories of the world. Direct observations may be made with the 
equatorial telescope of fottr and one-half inches aperture. This instrument is 
also suitable for observ~tions of the positions of comets, the components of the 
easily separated double st ars, etc. , and the theoretical studies may include similar 
topics. 
For the practical work at the obserYatory, the equipment includes, besides 
the equatorial telescope, an astronomkal transit by Troughton & Sims; a meridian 
telescope and two zenith telescopes by Fauth, one of the latter heing adapted 
to photographic methods: altazimuths by Trougilton & Sims and Fauth ; a 
Howard mean-time dock; chronometers by Negus and Nardin; and surn~yor's 
transits, sextants, and auxiliary instruments of variOIlS kinds. 
Adjustment of Observations. Obscrvations of a gco,ietic nature will be 
considered , or this work may be made to apply to other line., of invt'sti~alinn if 
desired, such as physics, mechanics, ann hydraulics. A general trcatment of the 
method of least squares may be given if desired. 
Terrestrial Magnetism. A Kew magnetometer, a IJarrow\; dip circle. and a 
declinometer afford means for investigat ing the magnetic elements. 
Gravity. One of the piers of the department has been occupil.-d as a gra\'ity 
atation by the United St.'l.tes Co.1.st and Geodetic Survey, amI is therefore con-
nccled, through Washin gton, wi th the absolute determinations made at Potsdam. 
Germany. 
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Tht: instrumental equipment for this class of work includes, besides a Kater 
pendnlum , a Mendenhall hal f-second pendulum apparatus of the pattern used in 
ti l(' United Slates Coast and Geodetic Survey, the pendulums being swung in a 
partial vacuum. The literature of this subject is well represented in the library. 
Standards of Lebgth. For the study and comparison of measures of length, 
the meln ... , laboratory is providecl with a four -meter comparator with micrometer 
microsl'opt>s and carriage movable transversely to accommodate two or more. 
me"sllrcs ~imll1tan(,ol·slr. an iced-bar apparatus, etc. The comparator is in a 
c.'\sc for protection from sudden changes of temperature, and the laboratory 
temperature is nearly constant. A four-foot comparator is available for the direct 
study and graduation of leveling rods. 
For the investigation of the behavior of apparatus, especially tapes, under 
field conditions, and also for the standard ization of tapes, a loo'meter comparator 
has be('n constructed and the au;.;iliary instruments are in process of manufacture. 
Thl' end marks :He undcrground and "ell isolated from surface disturbance. 
r ... ticrometl'r microscopes on the piers above thcse marks will be referred to them. 
by means of s1Jl·l.'iai plumbing apparatus, the tapes being observed directly througb 
the microscopes. In this work, a 5o·meter lnvar tape will be used, whose stand-
ardization has been made \\·ith exceptional precision by the National Bureau of 
Standards. 
The graduation of scales, as well as their study, is facilitated by means of 
a dividing engine made by the Societe Genevoisc. For the most delicate gradua. 
tion work, the large Rogers dividing engine in the Devartment of Physics is 
available. 
The laboratun sta ndard of length is a steel meter bar of the internationaJ 
type. by the Societe Gencvoisc. It has been compared with an internationaJ 
prototype at Washington. A Rogers four-inch and decimeter scale on speculum 
metal, accurat(·ly compared, and a brass line·and·end-measure yard are also 
available. 
Investigation of Instruments. In addition to the special equipments men· 
tioned above, considerable apparatus of an auxiliary character for the investiga· 
tion of instruments is at hand. Notable pieces are the large Dodge.Mayhew 
level.trier. a spherometer with special adaptation for the study of pivots. a pair 
of pier collimators, micrometer microscopes, etc. Also. there are the usual 
engineering instruments of many types, transits, theodolites, heliotropes. levels, 
a nd meteorological instruments. For standards of temperature. there are several 
precision thermometers by Boudin, Tonnclot. and ot-hers, some of which have 
been standardized by the International Bureau at Paris. A special comparator 
is available for the calibration of thermometers, and there is a pyrometer for the 
study f}f high temperatures. 
The work arranged especially for graduate students may be divided into the 
following courses: 
il. Theory of Least Squarcs and Adjustment of Observations. 
b. Theoretical Geodesy and Geodetic Methods. 
c. Advanced Geodetk Astronomy. 
d . Geodetic Laboratory and Field Investigations. 
The character of the work as well as the amount of time to be devoted to 
it. will be arranged with each student. It is usuaUy desirable that the theoretical 
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reading be accompanied by illustrative laboratory practice, and in the more 
advanced portions of his work the student will eenp-rall y dev<)te most. of hi!' time 
to special investigations. 
The preparation necessary for graduate work in geodesy and astronomy 
shonld include, in particular, general cour.:es in physics. ('hemistry, and matht:· 
maties (including differential and integral calculus), as well as the usual under-
graduate work in surveying and mechanics. The ahil ity to read German scientific 
works is almost imlispcnsable. 
Elementary Surveying; Advanced Sun-eying ; Topographic, Hydrographic, 
and Geodetic Survey (Camp); Sarvey Computations and Mapping. 
Least Squares : Adjustment of Observations. Assistant Prof~sor UNDER-
WOOD. 
Advanced Topographic Surveying. Assistant Professor LELAND. 
Geodesy and Geode~ic Laboratory. Assistant Profes::;ors LELAND and 
UNDERWOOD. 
Geodetic Astronomy. Assistant Professor LELA ND. 
APPLIED MECHANICS AND HYDRAULICS 
Professors: I. P. CHURCH. ; S. G. GEORGE; A, P. l\'[lLLS: E. W . RETTGER; 
E. W. ScHODER; F. J. SEERY; K. B. TUR~E'C C. L. W,\Lb:ER. 
Instructors: J. F. BRAUNER ; H. E, HAYES; H. V. HOTCH KISS; E . R. STAPLEY , 
The technical library in Lincol n Hall contains a full collection of the important 
books dealing with applied mechanics and hydraulics, completE' sets of all repre-
smtative engineering periodicals, journals of the principal technical societies. and 
government reports on technical investigations. 
The Cement Laboratory contains machines for tension tests, compression 
machines of from two to two hundred tons capacity, and an impact machine. 
For direct experiment with cement there is also provided a large numher of 
tension and compression briquette moulds, a water tank with capacity for the 
storage of three thOl.l!>and briquettes, a moisl oven with a capaci ty of seven 
hundred briquettes, and three drying ovens: scales: slate and plate·glass mixing 
tables. thermometers, several sets of apparatus for measuring linear and volume 
challges during setting, and apparatus for determining speci fic gravity , normal 
consistency, and time of set, and constancy of volume by normal and accel-
erated tests; also st:,mdard sieves for determining fincness, and apparatus for 
determining voids in sand and stone. 
The Equipment of the Testing Laboratory for matcriab of con~t ruc t ion and 
for full sized members. joints, flnd structures includes a. R iehl': ",00,000 lb. test-
ing machine with a capacity for beams and girder:-; up to It) inches in width 
and to I ~ feet in length and for spcrimens in {('nsion and c()ll1prcssinn up to I ~ feet 
in length; a R i('hlc 100,000 lb. test in g machine. nnd an Olsen So.ooo Ih. m,whine: 
an Olsen 10,000 lb, wife test ing machine; a Thurston autographic torsion testing 
machine: a Riehl~ torsion testing machine of 6 0 .000 inch-pounds capacity. fOf 
testing rods and shafts up to one and one-half inches in diameter and six feet in 
length; a Riehl!! 5,000 lb. transv~rsc load test ing machine for flcxular t('Sts of bms 
of wood and metal up to four fcct in length: and an Amsler-Laffon comprC'SSion 
testing machine, 
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The equipment for testing road and pavement materials includes two standard 
rattlers for paving brick, a standard Deva! machine for impact and abrasion tests 
of road material. a standard Darry machine for hardness tests of rock, an impact 
machine for tests of rock, a n impact machine for determining the cementing value 
of rock debris. and the following standard equipment for preparation of rock 
specimens-a ball mill. a briquette fonning machine. a diamond core drill, a 
diamond saw, a carborundum grinder. a grinding lap, and a hand crusher. For 
tests of bit umens a complete equipment is provided including Engler Viscosi· 
meter, a N . Y . Test. Lab. Penetrometer. a N. Y. State Board of Health Oil tester. 
a float apparatus, a centrifuge extractor of bituminous aggregate. a melting point 
apparatus. constant temperature oven. analytical balance. etc. 
The equipment also includes a set of torsion clinometers for use with the 
Riehle torsion machine ; a Henning extensometer for tension tests of metals. and 
two self.indicating dial cxtensometcrs with fittings which adapt them for use in 
test ing steel or iron tension or compression specimens. and also for testing full 
s1100 concrete beams and columns and for tests of wire. The Martens mirror 
extensometer is also available. Knock·down forms are provided for the making 
of large concrete beams and columns. 
Mechanics of Engineering. Professor CHURCH. Assi:<:tant Professors GEORGI 
and RETTGER, and MessTl'. BRAUNER, HAYES and HOTCHKISS. 
~laterials Laboratory. Assistant Professor MIl.l.S, and Messrs. BRAuNEIL. 
and STAPLEY. 
Hydraulics. Professor CnuRclI and Assistant Professors GEORGE, RETTCER, 
S. HODE R, and Messrs. BRAUNER, HAYES, and HOTCIIKISS. 
~tateria ls of Construction. Assistant Professors MIl.l.s and WALKER, and 
1\1r. BRAt..:~ER. 
Ad \'anced Mechanics. Professor CHURCH and Assistant Professor RETTGER. 
Special Courses in Advanced Mechanics for Graduates. Professor CHURCH. 
Engineering Problems. Professor CHURCH, and Assist<t.nt Professors GEORGE, 
RETTGER, and TURNER. 
Testing Materials. Professor CHURCH, and Assistant Professor MIl.LS. 
Hydraulic Constmctions. Assistant Professor SEERY. 
Water Power Engineering. Assistant Professor SEERY. 
Engineering Design in Hydraulic Engineering. Professor CHURCH and 
Assistant Professors GEORGE and RETTGER. 
EXPERIMENTAL HYDRAULICS 
Professors: E. E. HASKELL; E. W. SCHODERj K. B. TURNER. 
The Hydraulic Laboratory. The unique location and construction of this 
laboratory render practicable investigations requ iring a steady gravity water 
supply for long periods usi ng relatively large Rows of water. The water supply 
is obtained from Fall Creek with a watershed of 126 square miles. Beebe Lake, 
a pond of about 20 acres, ha5 been formed by the construction of a concrete darn 
26 feet high, with a spillway crest length of 130.5 feet. At one end of the dam 
there is an additional Hood spillway 141.5 feet long. A rectangular canal 420 
feet long and 16 feet wide is supplied from Beebe Lake through six head gates 
for controlling the amount of flow. The upper portion o( the canal is 17.7 (eet 
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deep and the lower portion is 10 feet deep. 
weirs, 16 feet long, over which discharges as 
may be passed. 
In this canal are two sharp crested 
large as 400 cubic feet per second 
A short branch canal 6 feet wide, in the upper portion of the laboratory build. 
ing. may be supplied directly from Beebe Lake by means of a 48·inch cast iron 
pipe line with a short 3o-inch branch at its tower end. A 30-inch valve controls 
\he flow from the 48.inch pipe into the 6-{oot canal. The 6·(oot canal discharges 
either to waste into the pool below Triphammer Falls (a sheer drop of 60 feet) 
or into the upper end of a steel stand-pipe 6 feet in diameter and 60 feet high. 
A suitable mechanism causes an instantaneous diversion of discharges as large 
as 60 cubic feet per second from the waste flume into the standpipe or vice versa. 
The 6-(oot standpipe is provided at the bottom with a 36-inch discharge valve 
operated by hydraulic pressure. There is a float gauge indicating accurately 
the height of the water surface in the standpipe. An independent lo-inch pipe 
line from Beebe Lake to the bottom of the laboratory supplies the majority of the 
pieces of apparatus used for class work and research. The 6·foot standpipe may 
be used also as a supply tank, water being supplied to it either from the ().foot 
canal or the lo·inch pipe line. 
The lower portion of the large l6-foot canal, 350 feet long between weirs, 
is used for measurements with floats and current meters. An electrically operated 
car spans this canal and is used for rating the current meters. Models of dams 
may be built in the canal and the flow over them investigated with precision. 
In the laboratory building there is also a concrete flume 2 feet wide, 4 feet 
deep, and:25 fee t long. Flows up to II cubic feet per second can be passed through 
this and measured volumetrically, This flume is conveniently arranged for Cltperi-
ments on small weirs, low head orifices. etc. 
There are numerous flanged connections from ~ to 1:2 inches diameter for ~ the 
attachment of apparatus. I ' i~; 
The hydraulic machinery equipment at present includes only types of the 
turbine, Pelton·Doble wheel, mult i.stage centrifugal pump and hydraulic ram. 
all arranged for testing. , " 
Prospective graduate students should bear in mind that only under very rare 
circumstances can a candidate for the Master's degree. or even the Doctor's 
degree, hope to handle an experimental investigation in hydraulics involving 
large Bows or water up to the capacity of the lahoratory or involving C'xtensive 
constructions. The limitations of seasonal availability of waler and of weather 
conditions, as well as of time, labor, and expense, are such that the graduate 
student in this subject should look forward to investigations of lesser apparent 
magnitude. but often of equal value. 
Hydraulic Measurements. Assistant Profl.'ssors ScUODf.R and T URNI':R . 
(This laboratory course is a pre,requisih' to the other mor(' ad\'anced and 
specialized work.) 
Experimental Hydraulic Motors and Pumps. Assistant Professors ScHODER 
and TURNER. 
Experimental Hydraulic Investigation. Assistant Profo..-'SSOr :-)cHonER. 





Professors: H. N. OGDEN: C. L, WALKER. 
The courses offered to graduate students may be divided into two classe!l; 
those dealing with the design , construction, and operat ion of sewage disposal 
plants and of \Vater purification plants ; and those fundamental studies in chemis. 
try , biology, and bacteriology, which the undergraduate student in civil engineer-
ing may not have been ablf' to pur!me. 
A !'(' \\'ag~'.rl i sposa l plant in the city of Ithaca offers opportunity for experi· 
mental study of septic action and of sedimE'fltation, W ithin a short distance 
from Ithaca are five ot her plants, well adapl<-d for crit ical examination of efficien-
cies. Numerous uther opportu nit ies are off('red for the study of similar questions. 
The laboratorie!> in all the related suhjI:'Cts are open to graduate students 
in sanitary engineeri ng. The courses in organic chemistry are well adapted 
to the study of the disposal of trade wastes. The courses in mycology and 
botan y afford excellent opportunity for studying the life history of alg~ and 
other watcr rlMts which affect both stream pollution and purificat ion . The 
courses in hacteriology lieal not only with water bacteria and the colon types 
but also with pathogenic forms intere~ting from the point of view of epidemiology . 
The courses in the Medical Colleg(' enable the student 10 trace the effect of the 
pollutions of water supply and t.o acquire a working knowledge of the water-borne 
diseases. Finally, a well equipped sanitary bboratory, established in the College 
gives an opportunity for students to acquire not merely laboratory technique in 
water analysis. but also a practical t raining in the forms uf interpretation. This 
laboratory is also a\'ailable for experimental studi~ of the efficiency of water and 
sewage plants ann of methods of dealing with the refuse from factories. The 
library i~ well pTl)\'iocd with thC' literature of the various suhjects hearing on 
municipal sanitation. 
The following courso.:s in .)ther !>ubjects in the University may profitably be 
taken by gradualt' stuocnts in sanitary engineering: Hist ury and Political Science 
760.; Ii istory and Pol it ical Science 54;1: Chem i~try. 30: Chemistry, 75: Botany, 
II; Entomology , 19: r-.kdical Collegt·, ,·ours!.' 43. 
In order to take advanced work in this department, the !>tudent must haVe 
had an cqui" •. ilent f)f the preliminary course> listed helow. 
Sanitary Biology; Municipal Engineering; Purificat ion and Cuntrol of Water 
Supplies; Sewerage Work~: Sanitary Laboratory; Sanitary Design. 
f>.lunicipal Engineering. P rofessor O GDEN. 
Purification of \\'ater. Professor OGDEN. 
Sp(>cial Laborat0rY W.,rk . Assistant Professor WALKln!:. 
RAD.ROAD AND HIGHWAY ENGINEERING 
Professors: F. A. B,II!;}a;S; W. L. CONWELL . 
Instructors: J. E. PERRY; E. C. WUITE; CARL CRANDAI.L. 
The library conta ins an excellent collection of books, technical periodicals. 
and publ ications of cn~ineering societies on railroad and highway constructioo 
and maintenance, and on railroad operation. Reports of cities and of State 
Highway Cf)mmissions and specifications for the construction and maintenance 
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of roads and pavements arc also available. Standard plans and other data have 
been contributed from time to time by railroad companies and others. 
Maps and profiles of location surveys, many of them relocations of existing 
lines, arc on file in the office of the department and form an excellent basis for 
the study and comparison of alternate routes and for economic design. Sun'eys 
for structure sites and equipment for gathering additional data are available. 
Highway Laboratories. The labora tory for testing rock and other non-
bituminous highway materials is equipped with a Deval machine, Page impact 
machine for the toughness test , impact machine for the cementation test, ball 
mill. core drill, diamond sa w, grinding lap, Darry machine. briquette molding 
machine. ra ttler for brick testing, and sieves for examination of aggregates. 
The bituminous laboratory is housed in a separate building devoted solely 
to this purpose and at pr~cnt is equipped with an Engler viscosimeter, drying 
ovens, a New York State Board of Health oil tester , balances, a New York Test-
ing Laboratory penetrometer, molds for the float test , etc., hitumcn extractors, 
equipment for distillations, and siev~,; {or examination of sheet 'asphalt mi xtures 
JUld aggregates of bituminous concretes. During this year much other equip-
ment will be added, thus enabling the student to make the standard tests of 
bituminous materials and bituminous paving mixtures. 
The other laboratories of th(' College of Ci\'il Engineering for the study of the 
strength and other properties of materials and the Ceramic Laboratory of the 
Department of Geology, which is equipped with kilns and a brick machine, 
are also available for t he use of students specializing in this fielf!. 
Attention is called to the facilities available in oth('r ,h:panments of the 
University to supplement th(' work below outlined; as fo r example. in pol itical 
science, the course on railroad t ransportation and, in electrical engineering, 
courses dealing with the application of electricity to the operation of railroads. 
Special courses ()f investigation and st udy will be arranger! to meet individual 
needs. 
Railroad Surveying. Construction ancl Econ"llli..:,;. Prerequisite for gr:ttiuate 
work. 
Railroad Maintenance of Way. Proft":>SOr BAR!'ES, aud l\lr. PI:;I<f(\'. 
Railroad Oper:>tion and Management. Profc."sor BAR!'E~, and l\ 1r. \Vn ITE. 
H ighway Engineering. Profe:.;:.;"r B ,\RNES, A,;~i ,; t ;11l 1 Professor C""' \Y ELI., 
and Mr. P E RRY. 
(Thc.~e three courses will not b\.: accepted as part ()f a 1ll:tjl1f "uhjcct unless they 
are accompanied by special work nnd reports.) 
Railroad Engineering Design. Prof('S"<Jr H.\H"'E .... :o.1r. P ERRY, I\'\r. WHtTB. 
and ~'lr. C RANDALl.. 
Highway Laboratory . Pr()f('ssnr HMml': ~' : \ " , .. i';l,lIlt Pwfcssor C(lI\WFLL, 
and Mr. PENRY. 
Highway EngineC'ring Design. I'r"k"sOT B .\ KNES, '\ ''',istant ].>ro[(',;,;,)r 
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In this subject, instruction is offered in the determination of loading. stresses, 
and design of roofs, buildings, bridges, arches. foundations, piers, retaining walls. 
and other structures of timber, steel. reinforced concrete, and masonry. 
A collection of over seven thousand blue prints is available. giving detail 
plans of American railroad and highway bridges, roof trusses, steel buildings, 
and various structures of reinforced concrete and masonry, and there are also 
ahout one thousand selected photographs of all classes of bridges designed in 
this country. 
The twenty-six. bound volumes of blue prints used for office reference by th~ 
late George S. Morison, which contain the plans of all the bridges designed under 
his direction as consulting engineer I form a part of the reference library. 
The library contains practically all of the important books on bridge and struc· 
tural engineering. It also contains a valuable coIJe<:tion of theses, those on 
original investigations relating to arch bridges being especially noteworthy. 
These investigations have been conducted so as to form an extended and closely 
related series. Their results constitute an important addition to previous 
knowledge of the relative strength, stiffness, and weight of different types of 
construction, and of the method for their investigation and design. SpeciaJ 
facilitics arc available for the study of secondary stresses in bridge trusses. 
To qualify for graduate work in bridge engineering, a knowledge of theoretica1 
mechanics, of the strength of materials, and of engineering construction is required 
in addition to the preliminary course in structural design namM below. 
St ructural Details, Bridge Stresses, .:md Bridge Design. 
Reinforeed Concrete Areh . Proicssors JACOB Y ami RlIRROWS, and Mr . 
URQUHAkT. 
Higher Structures. Proft-ssor JACOB\,. 
Masonry and Foundations. Professor JACOB\". 
Steel Buildings. Mr. URQUHART. 
Concrete Construction. Messrs. BURROWS and URQUH!.RT. 
Engineering Design. Professor JACOB", Mr. URQUHART and Mr. KNOETTGE. 
ARCHITECTURE 
Professors: C. A. MARTI!': O. M. BkAUNER; G. MAUX10r.: {Absent on leave, ; 
A. C. POELI'S; GEORGE YOlTNG; E. V. MEEKS; CIIRISTIAN M1DJo; L. P 
BURl"HAM: G. R. CIlAM DEItLAIK: S HEI'IlERD STEVENS. 
Instructors: H. S. GUTSELL; H. E. H. .. XTEIt; E. M. URBAND. 
Graduate work is offered in aTl·hitectural oesign: in the history of architecture. 
painting, and sCl1lptme; in advanced construction; and in rlrawing, paintin~ . 
and modeling in their relation to oesign in architecture. 
Candidates for the r-,Iaster's dcgree in architecture must have had preliminary 
training in the subje<:ts elected for graduate work equivalent to that requited 
in like subjects in this University for the degree of Bachelor of Architecture. 
The equipment and facilities within the limits of the work offered or under· 
taken ar£' of the highest order. In adrlition to the library and rooms used for 
lectures, recitations, exhibition purposes, office", etc., the College of Architecturt' 
has nearl ~' fifteen thousanrl square feet of floor Sp.1C(' in studios devoted excJu· 
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sively to the work in design and drawing. The large studios for the work in 
drawing from the antique. still life. and from life. are thoroughly equipped wi th 
full size plaster casts---sevcral hundred in all--Qf sculpturc from the best periods 
of the art; particularly from the Greek. Roman. and Italian Renaissance. with 
examples from the medieval and later Renaissance periods. The equipment 
for the work in color and modeling, which may be taken only as min or subjects, 
is also exx:ellent. 
Supplementary to the equipment supplied by the University Library there is 
a very large special library of works on architecture and the allied arts, surpassed 
by none in its accessibility and direct usefulness as a working and reference 
library. In addition to the books, portfolios. pamphlets, etc., there are several 
thousand choice photographs covering the entire field of architecture. about one 
thousand fine color reproductions of the masterpieces of painting, some ni ne 
thousand carefully selected lantern slides. and many original drawings made by 
masters of design and draftsmanship in architecture, all of which are d irectly 
accessible to the student. 
All instruction is by dire<:t and personal discussion and criticism thus giving 
to each pupil the utmost that his teachers and advisers have to give. 
Freehand Drawing; Descriptive Geometry; History of Ancient and Medieval 
Architecture: Elements of Architecture; Shades and Shadows ; Water Color 
Painting; History of Renaissance Archite<:turej Design; Drawing from the 
Antique; Masonry Construction; Perspective; Historic Ornament; History of 
Greek Sculpture and Italian Pain ting ; History of Art in Italy ; History of Art 
North of the Alps; Modeling; Planning of Domestic Buildings; Specifications; 
Working Drawings: Me<:hanics, Strength of Materials, Structural Design, etc.; 
Modem Architecture; Advanced Design; Life Class; Seminary; Historical 
Seminary ; Fire-resisting Construction. 
Graduate students who are candidates for the degree of ~Jastcr of • .3r. rchitecture 
may elect from the following subjects, but in any case the major subject must be 
Design or the History of Architecture. 
Architectural Design. Professors l'vf EI::: I'S, BVII.:';II.U.f, and Sn ; n ;: :-;s. 
History of Archite<:ture. Professor PHELPS. 
Construction. Professors MARTIN and Yov:-w. 
Drawing from Life. Professors BRAUNER and i\'hDjO. 
Painting. Professors BRAUNER and MlDjo. 
ModeHng. Professor Mmjo. 
Decoration. Professor MIDJo. 
THE MEDICAL SCIENCES 
As Presented in the Medical College in New York City 
For a fun description of the work in the Medical College at Ithaca and \II 
New York City. see the Announcement of the Medical College. 
The Medical College in New York City comprises the main building on F irst 
Avenue opposite to Bellevue Hospital and the adjacent Loomis Laboratory on 
Twenty-sixth Street. 
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The Main Building occupies the entire block between Twenty-seventh and 
Twcnt Y-l,ighth Strcrts on First Avenue, extending back one hundred feet, thus 
affording an :\yailable space of nearly 20,000 square feet on each of its seven floors. 
T he Department of Anatomy occupies the entire fifth floor. In addition to a 
CO\llmOllious and well lighted dissecting room there are numerous smaller rooms 
fOf im-cstigation and research in anatomy. histology, and embryology, prepara. 
tion rooms, storage rooms, etc. 
The fourth floor is devoted entirely to pathology and bacteriology, There 
arc Sl'YCr;ti rooms for investigaton; and assistants, preparation rooms, class rooms, 
a teaching museum. and a library containing current numbers and many back 
files of the important journals devoted to medical science, in English, French, 
and German. 
The facilities offered by the departmental libraries in the medical school are 
r('adily amplified by use of the various libraries in New York City, several of 
which ar(' within easy reaeh of the eollege buildings. Among these the library 
of the N('w York Aeademy of Medicine, the second largest medical library in the 
cOllntry, is worthy of spedal mention. 
T he Departments of Physiology and Chemistry occupy the third floor of the 
main College building and are equipped with laboratories devoted to the problems 
of resc..'l.f('h, in addition to those used by students in the course leading to the 
~1.D. degrC'<'. Organie chemistry, physiological chemistry, and chemical path· 
ology arc thus spC<'ially provided for. One large room is set aside for calorimetry, 
and another has ix-en equipped as an operating room in conn('Ction with the work 
in experimental physiology. 
The lower floors of the main building contain the college offices, the dispen· 
sary. lecture rooms. class rooms, and a power plant. 
The Loomis Laboratory, besides the pharmacological laboratories for medical 
st udents. contains laboratories for research on bacteriology, physioJogkal c:hemis· 
trr, experimental medicine. and pharmacology. Facilities arc thus furnished 
to graduates who may desire to pursue further study or research in the various 
departments of laboratory investigation. 
The second floor of this laboratory is devoted entirely to phannacology and 
it s allied sciences; the first and third floors provide accommodations for the 
Dqeartment of Experimental Therapeutics with research laboratories for pbysio-
logical chemistry and chemical pathology. The fourth and fifth floors are devoted 
to research in pathology, bacteriology, and h.rmatology; they also provide 
ample accommodations for photomicrography. 
Bellevue Hospital, whose gates open directly opposite the college buildings, 
furnishes ample opportunit y for extending the problems of the laboratory to the 
bcdside, besides offering many in tricate problems for solution in the laboratory. 
T he Hospi tal is organized in four divisions, one of which has. by the Trustees 
of the Hospital, been placed at the disposal of the Facttlty of the Cornell Univer· 
sity Medical College for medical research and instruction. The services thus 
intrusted to the College include, continuously. ninety medical beds, ninety 
surgical beds, thirty.two beds devoted to gynecology, twcnty·two beds to genito-
urinary diseases, and for one-half the year fifty- four obstetrical beds, together 
with equal privileges with the other three divisions, giving continuous opportunity 
for instruction and research , in the wards devoted to the treatment of alcoholic 
diseases. tuberculosis, and the psychopathic diseases. 
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New York Hospital. Thc Medical College. through the courtesy of the 
Governors of the New York Hospital. has long becn accorded certain privileges 
for instruction in its wards, but on the first of January, 1913, a definite arrange-
ment was established between Cornell University and the New York Hospital, 
through the donation to the hospital of a generous fund which was presented by 
Mr. George F. Baker, onc of the Governors of the Hospital, upon the condition 
that hereafter half the entire medical, surgical and pathological services of the 
institution should be definitely assigned to the Cornell University Medical College 
for the advancement of its teaching and research. 
By the most advantageous arrangement the Univer~it)' nominates the visit-
ing staff and laboratory staff of its division and secures the admission of its 
students to the wards as dinical clerks, which enables the College to make a 
definite provision in its courses of instruction and research for work in the New 
York Hospital, and this is now dosely correlated in the curriculum with the 
similar work which has hitherto been done in Bellevue Hospital. Furthermore, 
the laboratory staffs of the different departments of the l\ledical College are 
placed at the service of the Hopsital for the purposes of extending its scientific 
work. The hospital service thus assigned to the College comprises 100 beds. 
This sendee is exceedingly active. 1t includes several thousand acute and emer-
gency cases brought in annually from a large ambulance and dispensary district. 
During the past year the Nev.' York Hospital extended treatment to 5,609 ward 
patients. about 2,000 of which afforded operative surgical cases. 
The services thus supplied to the College are ample for advanced research as 
well as lor undergraduate instruction. 
ANATOMY 
Professors: C. R. STOC KARD ; 1. S. HA\"~ES; Applied Anatomy, r. STRAUSS; 
Ncuro-Anatomy, W. AI. BALDWI~: .T . F. GUDERNATSCH. 
Instructor: M. T. BURROWS. 
:\bundant material and sufficient apparatus are available for advanced study 
and work in the various branches of anatomy, embryology, histology, com· 
parati\'e morphology, descriptive anatomy , and experimental anatomy. Stu· 
dents desiring to pursue graduate work in any of these branches must have 
had in their college courses preliminary training in general xoology and com· 
parative anatomy. A reading knowledge of German and French is essen tial. 
The laboratories are well equipped with microscopes, projection apparatus, 
microtomes, thennostats, etc., for adwlllced anatomical work. There is a 
good aquarium which makes it possible to ronduet experim('11t"al stu dies on 
lower vertebra'tes. 
New York City offers exceptional ad"antages for obtaining the material 
necessary for anatomical work. The large slaughtcr·llOUSCS are accessible for 
comparative mammalian tissues and organs. The extensive collections of 
specimens and models in the city museums are extremely helpful and instruct-
ive to the advanced student. 
The members of the staff offer COUTS;:-S in the \'arious phases of anatomy in 
which they are especially engaged. The t'ourses off('fed for the medical stu-
dents appear in this announcement, and .arc particularly recommended to those 
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students who have not pursued work of this kind. Technical and practical 
anatomical work arc fully provided. 
Preliminary requirements, Physics. Chemistry and Biology as required for 
admission to the Medical College. 
Morphology ; Embryology; Histological Technic; General Histology, 
Microscopic Anatomy and Organology; Descriptive Anatomy including courses 
in dissection of the upper extremity. the head and neck, the lower extremity, 
the thorax, the abdomen and pelvis; Demonstrations on the Cadaver; Live 
Anatomy; Dissection Review; Topographical Anatomy; Neuro-Anatomy 
and Ncuro.Histology; Applied Anatomy; Organs of Special Sense; Anatomical 
Research. 
Anatomy of the Liying Body. Professor STOCKARD. 
Spedal and Topographical Studies of Different Regions. Professor STOCKARD 
and Dr. MORRILL. 
Human Histology and Histogenesis. Assistant Professor GUDERNATSCR. 
Comparative Embryology. Assistant Professor GUDER"ATSCH and Dr. 
MORRILL. 
Experimental ~Iorphology. Professor STOCKARD. 
Anatomy of the Infant and Postnatal Development. Professor STOCKARD. 
PHYSiOLOGY 
Professors: GRAHAM Ll:SK; J. R. Mt1RLI;";; C. J. WIGGERS. 
The physiological laboratory contains rooms furnished with modern apparatus 
for research in physical physiology, an operating room for aseptic surgical opera-
tions on animals, a chemical laboratory principally devoted to researches in 
metabolism. and a calorimetry room in which there is an Atwater-Rosa respira-
tion calorimeter of small size, adapted for work on children. dwarfs, and dogs. 
It is also equipped for work in general physiology. The laboratory is open to 
workers under certain restrictions at all hours of the day and night. 
Appropriate minor subjects for students whose major subject is not in phy-
siology. include nutrition with laboratory work. physiology of the respiration 
and circula tion , and general physiology, including physiology of the cell and 
physiology of reproduction, and physiology of the nervous system. 
The library of Professor Lusk, together with a large collection of reprints 
of articles by various authors, may be freely used by students. 
A preliminary knowledge of Anatomy and Chemistry, analytical, organic and 
physiological is requisite for those who take physiology as a major. 
Blood and Circulation; Secretion; Respiration; Nutrition'; Metabolism; 
the Nervous System; Special Senses; Psychic Relations; Seminary. 
Physiology of Nutrition. Professor LUSK. 
Respiration and Circulation. Professor WIGGERS. 
General Physiology, including Physiology of the CeU and of Reproduction. 
Professor MVRLIN. 
Physiology of the Nervous System. Professor MURLI". 
PATHOLOGY 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY 
Professor: S. R. BENEDICT. 
Instructors: J. C. BoCK; E. OSTE RBERG. 
g . 
The laboratories available for advanced work and research in physiological 
chemistry and chemical pathology include those of the Department of Chem-
istry, located in the main college building, the laboratory of chemical pathol-
ogy at the Loomis Laboratory building, the new chemical laboratories at Bellevue 
Hospital. and a research laboratory in the General Memorial Hospital. These 
laboratories provide adequate equipment for investigation in a great variety of 
special problems in the chemistry of the plant, animal or human organism in 
health or disease, by chemical. physical , or optical methoos. In the college 
library the principal journals relating to these subjects are on file. 
Students expecting to pursue investigation in physiological chcmistt y or 
chemical pathology should have adequate preliminary training in inorganic, 
analytical and organic chemistry, as well as in physics. physiology, and physical 
chemistry, though a study of these latter subjects could be pursued at the college, 
together with more advanced work in special linc!;. 
Organic and Physiological Chemistry; Res£'arch . 
Physiological Chemistry. Professor BEl'ED[CT. I\Ir. BOCK and I\Ir. OSTER-
BERG. 
Chemical 'Pathology: Professor BE~EnICT. 
PATHOLOGY 
Professors : JAME~ Ew) xG: W. ). EL.SER; O. H. SC HUL.TZE; J. C. TORR EYj 
~f. G. SCHL.APP. 
Instructors: W. H. TYTLER; F. M. H UNTOOX; A. F. COCA; E. S. L'E sr~:RAxcE ; 
J. B. GERE. 
The laboratories of p.:lthology occupy the fourth floor of the main building 
and the third and fourth floors of the Loomis Laboratory. The equipment 
inclurlcs all the means commonly employed in pathological research and much 
new and original apparatus. Both laboratories are provided with s\litable 
quarters for the care of animal... The departmental library includC's about 
8,000 bound volumes and a large and valuahle collection of monographs and 
reprints. There is an cxt('nsive collect ion of specimens illustrating patho. 
logical histology, much material f()r histologil>fil sfudy. and a museum con-
taining about 1,200 specimells. The recent material from th ... ;\utl)psil'S at 
several hospitals is constantly a\'ailahk for study. and furnishcs a supply of 
problems in many fields , which is practicall y inexhaust ible. Applicants who 
have been admitted to the Graduatc School arc urgt'd tu pres('nt the degr('e 
of Doctor of Medicine for admio;:;ion to these l'Ourses. ;\ limih-.:l 11\l11lber of 
fellowships is available in this department. 
Preliminary requirements: Anatomy, induding Histology and Embryology. 
General Pathology; Special Pathology; Pathological .. \nntomy : II.ledico-
legal Pathology; Autopsy Tcchnics; Experimental Pathology; B:.1dt'riology. 
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Gen eml Patho:ogy. Pr0fes!':or EWING. 
Spe"ial Path')logy. Profcs30r EWING . Dr. L'E ~p~: IUNCE and Dr. Coc.-\. 
Bacteriology . D r. ELSER and Dr. HUNTOON . 
Immunology. Professor ELSER. 
Prenmtive Medicine and ffygiene. Professor T ORREY. 
Professor: R. A. HATCIIER. 
Instructor: C. E GGLESTON. 
PHARMACOLOGY 
The laboratory of pharmacology, in the Loomis Laboratory, is well equipped 
Cor general work and research in pharmacology, and special opportunities witI 
be off('rcd for doing work involving the action of drugs on the circulatory sys-
tem. and methods of biological testing of drugs and medicines, either supple-
menting or repl acing chemical tests for activity and identity . 
The departmental library is sufficient for the immediate needs of workers, 
and its faci lities are readily amplified by the College and other libraries near 
by which fu rnish every opportunity for extending the work. 
A preliminary knowledge of Chemistry and Physics is required. 
Materia Medica and Pharmacy; Pharmacology. 
Research in Pharmacodynamics of Drugs ; Toxicology. 
FELLOWS AND GRADUATE SCHOLARS 
1915- 16 
HONORARY FELLOW IN PALEOGRAPHY : 
Elias Avery Locw, A.B., Ph.D. 
UNIVERSITY FELLOWS 
The Cornell Fellowship: 
Frederick E beU Fiske. A.B. (CornclJ) 19 '-1-
The McGraw Fellowship : 
Carl Arthur l\IcClain, B.S. (Oregon) H)o6 ; C.E. (same) 19 12 
Engl ish 
eiyil E ngineering 
The Sage Fellowship : 
Miss Ruby Rivers rvl urray. A.S. (tit . Holyoh ·) H) I 2 ; A.M. (same ) 19 1-l 
Chemistry 
The Schuyler Fellowship : 
Royal Norton Chapman , B .• \ . (Minnesot a ) ' 9 Q : :\1.A. (same) 19 T,'i 
Physiology 
The Sibley Fellowship : 
Charles Roy Reid, B.S. in E.E. (Oregon) 1906: 
The Goldwin Smith Fellowship : 
Ernest Ricl' Smith . A. B. (Oberlin) 1912 
The President White Fellowship: 
Guy Everett Grantham, A. B. (Indiana) 11)09 
The Erastus Brooks Fellowship: 
Chester Claremont Camp, B.A. (Grinnell) 19 q : 
The Fellowship in Architecture : 
E.E. (same) 191 2' 
1Icchanical Engin eering 
G eology 
Physics 
.\ .\1. (Cornell ) 191.<; 
Mathematics 
Gerald Lynton Kaufman, B .Arch. (Cornell) 1915 
The Fellowship in Romance Languages: 
Ray Preston Bowen, A.R (Harvard) '90S: 1\.11. (Cornell) 19 1:; 
The Fellowship in Agriculture: 
Sarkis Boshnakian <Fellowship reserved f rom IQQ-19' :; ) B.S. i n Agr. 
(Wisconsin) 19 14: M .S. in Agr. (Cornel\) 19 15 
Aaron Bodansky, R S. (Cornell) 1t) 1 :; 
The Fellowship in Mechanical Engineering : 
Riehard Edmund Brown, E.E. (Lehigh) 1910 
Tbe President White Fellowship in History and Political Science : 
Frank Hyneman K night , P h.B. (r..'li ll igan ) 191 [ ; :\1..\. (Tennessec) 1<)1 3 
Tbe Fellowship in American His tory: 
Miss Caroline May l..cwis, A. B. (Cornt-II ) 190J 
The Plaut Fellowship in Architecture : 
Raymond M . Kennt.'<iy, R Arch. (Corndl) 191:; 
The PeUowships in Greek and Latin: 
Frank Hewitt Cowles, Ph .B. (Wooster) 19I-1i 
7\ liss Helen Shaurman Stron).!" , A. R (Vassar ) 11)1.4 : .\.:\1. (Corm'll) 11)15 
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The Sage Fellowships in Philosopby: 
:\liss Marinn Dc-lia Crane, B.A. (Bryn Mawr) 1911; M.A. (same )191, 
Delton Thomas Howard. A.B. (Lawrence) 1910; A.M. (Illinois) 1912 
The Sage Fellowship in Psychology: 
S. Shidadeh Grorgt" B.A . (Beirut) 1912; :\!l.A . (Nebraska) 1914 
The Fellowships in Political Economy: 
Carl t\'J arlin Burke, ;\.8. (Bethany), 1912 ; A.M. (Kansas) 1913 
:\Ierlin Harold Hunler, AB. (r-. l uskingum) 1912; M.A. (Princeton) 191.> 
The Jacob H. Scbiff Fellowship in Gennan: 
Louis Ernest Wolferz, A.B . (Columbia) 1908 
The Edgar Meyer Memorial Fellowship in Engineering Research: 
William Cook Andrae, t l.E. (Cornell ) 1915 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOLARS 
The Sage Scholarships in Philosophy : 
:\liss Ellen Baxter Armstrong, A.B. (Cornell) 191 5 
:\Jjs!< GC'rt rudc I. Baker, B.A. (Western ) J91~ 
Raymond Preston Hawes, :\.8. (Brown) 1912 : A.M , (same) 1913 
William Curt is Swabey, .,l,..B. (Stanford ) 1915 
The Sage Graduate Scholarship in Psychology: 
Gilber t Joseph Rich . AB. (Cornell) 191 5: A.M . (same) 1915 
The Graduate SchOlarship in Chemistry: 
:>. liss Sarah P::tlmer Caswell, .\ .B. (Wellesley) 1912 
The Graduate Scholarship in Latin and Greek: 
;>'liss Gladys ?\Iartin. A.B. (i\'lissouri) 1911 : A.M. (same) 1913 
The Graduate Scholarship in Archaeology and Comparative Philology: 
;>.I iss Donnis i\iartin , .\.B. (Mis:>ouri) 19"11 ; A.M . (same) 1913 
The Graduate Scholarship in Embryology : 
:\Iiss Gertrude A. Johnson, B.S. (Northwestern ) 1911 ; :\[.5. ( rtt inois) 1913 
The Graduate Scholarship in Botany: 
J\lphcu <; W. Blizzard. B.S.Ed. (Ohio) 1913 
The Graduate Scholarship in English : 
:\liss Christine Hammer. A.B. (Bryn Mawr) 1912 
The Graduate SchOlarship in History : 
William Dudley Smith ... \.B. (Cornell) 1915 
The Graduate Scholarships in Gennan : 
;>.I iss C harlotte Helen Pekar)", A. B. (Cornell ) 1915 
:\Iiss :\Iary .. \gnes Quimhy, A.B. (Bryn :' Iawr) IC)06 
The Graduate SchOlarship in Mathematics: 
)'Iiss Anna Mayme HowC'. A.B. (Wells) 1908; A.1\"1. (Cornell ) 1911 
Special Scholarships in Architecture: 
Henry Stern Kirchberger. B.Arch. (Cornell ) 1915 
Elton Rock well Non-is, B.Arch. (Cornel!) 1913 
The Graduate SchOlarship in Veterinary Medicine: 
J oseph Prest wick Scott. D.\". :\1. (Oh io State) 191~ 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
1914-15 
CONFERRED SEPTEMBER 23, 1914 
Masters of Arts 
Henry Chalmers, A.B. : The American Immigrant: /\ Force in Modern Pro-
"""'. Albert Frands Coutant. B.S.: The Habits, Life History , and Structure of a 
Blood-sudcing Muscid Larva. 
Samuel Kirkwood Cunningham, B.A.: Transverse Coefficients of Expansion 
of Wires hy the Interference Method. 
Abigail Margaret Kincaid. A.B.: Diurnal Variation in Auditory React.ion. 
Masters of Science in Agriculture 
Elizabeth Faith Genung, B.S. in Agr.: A Study of Bacteria Causing Fermenta-
tions in Canned Vegetables. 
Henry William Schneck. B.S. in Agr. : The Relation of Vigor in Plants to 
Parasitic Diseases. 
Doctors of Philosophy 
Elmer Eugene Barker, A.B. :, Heredity Studies in the Morning Glory (Ipomea 
purpurea). 
Harry Philip Brown. A.B., A.M.; Growth Studies in Forest Trees. 
Ralph John Gilmore. A.B .• M.A. : Variation in the Attachment of the Pelvic 
Girdle in Diemictylus Viridescens, Rafinesque. 
Frank Holt. A.B.: Gocthes Satyros, Shakespeare und die Bibe1. 
Carleton Friend Miller, B.S.: Electrolysis of Certain Inorganic Salts in Liquid 
Ammonia. 
Jos~h Rosenbaum, Ph.B.: On Mixed Linear Integral Equations over a Two 
Dimensional Region. 
Arthur Lee Thomspon, B.S. in Agr .• M.S. in Agr .: The Cost of Producing 
Milk on 174 Farms in Delaware Co., N. Y. 
James Kenneth Wilson, B.S.: Physiological Studies of Bacillus radicicola 
of Soy Bean (So.ius max: Piper) and of Factors I nfiucucing NOOnl", Production. 
CONFERRED FEBRUARY 4, 1915 
Masters of Arts 
Elam Jonathan Anderson , A.B.: Standardi1 ..ation of the Heilhronner. ROle 
Memory, and Word- Building Tests. 
Ellsworth David Elston, A.B.: Some Factors Influencing the Ini li;ltion :mll 
Development of Normal Potholes. 
Charles Paul Gustav Giessing, A.B. : Carkatllrc as a Fad.or in the Period of 
the Protestant Reformation. 
Oliver Frank Wooley 
after July First. 
Masters of Science in Agriculture 
Cromwell. n.s.: Root Growth of Young Apple Trees 
Fritz William Hensel, jr., B.S. in Agr.: The PE'Can in the United State~ . 
(R.,) 
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Tuan Shin Ku" , B.S. : Influence of Certain Salts upon the Development of 
Nodules on Vetch. 
George Norton Wolcott. B.S. in Agr. : Notes on the Life History and Ecology 
of Tiphia inomata Say. 
Masters in Forestry 
Pan Cheng King, B.S.: Principles of Forest Administration in Selected Coun-
tries of Europe. America and Asia, with Suggested Application to China. 
Benson Howard Paul. B.S.: An Ecological Study of Typical Forest Planta· 
tions in New York State. 
Master of Mecb1nic.al En&ineerinc 
Herbert Byron Reynolds. M.E.: An Investigation of the Flow of Air and 
Steam through Orifices. 
Dodors of Philosophy 
Alan Estis Flowers, M.E .. M.M.E.: Viscosity Measurement and a New Viscosi-
meter. 
Harvey Nicholas Gilbert, B.S, : The Copper Lakes of Eosin. 
Charles Clifford Huntin~ton. B.S., B.Ph., M.A. : The History of Banlcing 
in Ohio before the ClVil War. 
i\lillard Alschuler Klein. B.Sc.: Studies in the Drying of Soils. 
James Kemp Plummer, B.S .. M.S .• A.M.: The Effect of Oxygen and Carbon 
Dioxide on Nitrification and Ammonification in Soils. 
Joseph R0Sf'nhaum, B.S. in Agr. : The Phytophora Disease of Ginseng, 
CONPERRED JUNE 16, lOIS 
Master of Arts 
Christine Alexander. A.B. : A Study of the Sixth Book of Homer's Iliad. 
:'\al Kim Bee , B.Chem.: "P. T. X. Diagrams of the Systems of Ammonia. 
Lithium Sulphate: Ammonia . Silver Sulphate; and Ammonia, Potassium 
Iodide. 
R:w Preston Bowen. A.B.: Gustave Flaubert's Style in "La Ugende de Saint 
. Julien L' Hospitalier." 
Chester Claremont Camp, A.B.: On Linear Ordinary Differential Equa-
tions. 
:\Iildred Clark. A.B.: Marriage and Troth-Plight in Elizabethan Drama. 
Lynwood Gifford Downs. A.B. : Nietzschean Ideas in Modem German Litera-
ture. 
Daniel Sheets Dye, B.S.: The Decay of Phosphorescence in Willemite as 
Related to Temperature. 
Pac Farnum. B.S.: Cavaliet Perspective and Orthogonal Axonometry, 
Cladys May Frary. A.B.: The Ascending Fiber Tracts in the Spinal Cord 
of the Domestic Fowl. (Gallus gallus) . 
Ludlow Griscom, A.B. : The Identification of the Commoner Anatidae of 
the Eastern United States in the Field. 
Ruby Beatrice Hughes, A.B.: A Study in the Local and Seasonal Distri· 
bution of Insects with the Aid of Tent.Traps. 
Charles Albert Kuchler, A.B.: The Language and Style of Gottfried Keller', 
Zt1richcr " NovelIen." Sinnegedicht. and "Sieben Legenden." 
I.ucile Marshall , A.B.: Women's Work in Horticulture. 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
" 
George Burgess Newman. A.B.: The Relationship of the Larval and Imaginal 
Mouth-parts of the Higher Hymenoptera. 
Lewette Beauchamp Pollock, A.B.: Selected Translations from August 
Boeckh's "Encyclopadie'." 
Gilbert Joseph Rich, A.B.: The Differential Limen!; of the Volume of Pure 
Tones. 
Stephen (}Qtthei1 Rich, B.S.: Comparative Anatomy of the Gill Chamber 
oC Nymphs of Anisoptera. 
John Winans Roe, A.B.: The Paso in the Sixteenth Century in Spain . 
Louis H~ekiah Russell, A.B.: Contributions to the Study or Absorption 
Spectra of Solutions of Cobalt Solutions. 
Helen Shawman Strong, A,B. : Cato, the Elder, as an Orator. 
Harry J. Willcox, A.B. : The l.iterary Relations between England and America, 
1800-1840. 
Edwin Hennann Zeydel. A.B .: The German Theatre in New York City. 
Muters of Science in Agriculture 
Merrick Vickers Barnes. B.S.: The Apple Branding and Packing Laws of 
the United States. 
Sarkis Boshnakian. B.S.: Physiological and Genetic Studies of Compact-
. ness in Wheat. 
Howard Bowman Ellenberger. B.5.A. : Swell in Ice-Cream. 
Thomas Dennison Hall. B.A .• B.S.: A Study in Drying and Wet ting a Soil. 
Earle Volcart Hardenburg. B.S.: Factors Influencing Potato Production 
in Steuben County. 
Ben Cae Helmick. B.S. : The Correlation of Characters of Oats. 
Vern Reuben Jones. B.S. : A Method for Determin ing the Percentage Com-
position of gutter. 
Tsunyoong New, B.S.: Comparison of Methods for Mechanical Analysis 
of Soils. 
John Archibald Raitt. B.S.: Moisture Control in But ter 
John Henry Reisner, A.B. : Wheat in New York. 
Francis Elton Rogers, B.S.: The Pear Industry in New York_ 
Raymond Harvey Wilkins. B.S.: Some Factors Influenci ng the Fertility 
and the Hatching Power of Eggs of the Domestic Fowl. 
George Lorenzo Zundel . B.s.: The Relation of Light and "f Soil \loisturc 
to Infection of Celery by Septaria petrosclini var. apii. 
Masters in Forestry 
John Donald Lamont. B.S.: Methods of Intensive Reconnaissance. 
William Joseph McCarthy. B.S.: Yield Tables and Yield Regulation for 
the University Wood-Lots. 
Henr\' Bake Steer, B.5.: Some Problems of Nursery Installation with Special 
Reference to White Pine in the Northeast. 
Carl Waldemar Strauss. B.S.: The Eflt.'Ct of CC'rtain Fl·rtilizl·r..; 01\ lh~' Growth 
of Red Pine and While Pine &et"11ingg. 
Masters of Arcbitetture 
Norris Ingersoll Crandall. B.Arch. : A Study for Ih fO R('-PI:lOning of Nashvi1\e, 
Tennessee. 
Edward Milton Urband, R.Arch .: An Embassy of th(' Unilecl Slates on an 
Island near Spain. 
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Masters of Clvll Bngineering 
Charles Everett Bee. A.S. in C.R.: The Economics of Irrigation and Hydro-
Electric Projects. 
Phoo Hwa Chen, B.C.E.: A Critical Study of Viaducts. 
JAcob Oscar J ones. B.R.: The Effect on Orifice and Weir Flow of Slight Round-
iogs of the Up-stream Edge. 
Chill Yuk Leung, C.B.: A Study of the Steam Railroad Terminal Situation 
in Chicago. 
Char[('S Smith Whitney, C.E.: The Design of Steel and Concrete Buildings. 
Masters of Mechanical Engineering 
Ralph A. Bown, M.E.: The Influence of the F ield-Circuit Constants upon 
the Transient Short-Circuit CUlTent in Alternators. 
Harold W. Brown, B.S.: Electromagnet Characteristics. 
Jen Chow, M.E.: Physical Properties and Structure of Steel with DUler-
cot Heat Treatments. 
Frank Masaoao Mizushi . B.S.: The Electrification of Tehachapi Pau of 
the Southern Pacific Railroad. 
William Roy Wigley, M.E.: Fatigue or Steel. 
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